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e rst chapter shows that a key driver of stock exchanges’ competition on order-processing
speeds is the Order Protection Rule, which requires an exchange to route its customers’ orders to
other exchanges with beer prices. Faster exchanges aract more price-improving limit orders
because the probability of being bypassed by trades with inferior prices on other exchanges is
reduced. When all exchanges speed up, this probability can increase, potentially harming the
welfare of investors. In contrast, increasing connection speeds between exchanges raises investor
welfare by reducing this probability. Nevertheless, no exchange wants to improve connection
speeds because this will reduce its trading volume. I provide empirical evidence showing that
slow exchanges lose trading volume to fast exchanges as the laer aract more price-improving
orders. I rst show that a slow exchange’s (IEX) market share of trading volume in stocks with
a ve-cent tick, the minimum price movement, increases by 13 percent relative to one-cent tick
stocks aer the introduction of Tick Size Pilot Program in 2016, because price improving is less
likely with larger tick size. I then show that aer switching from a dark pool to a public exchange,
IEX aracts more trading volume in stocks that are more likely to have one tick bid-ask spread
as price improving is impossible with binding spread.
To reduce high-frequency trader’s speed advantage, new stock exchange designs such as fre-
quent batch auctions and several order delay designs have been proposed to slow down trading
speed and eliminate the speed arms race among high-frequency traders. In the second chapter,
I investigate how newly designed exchanges with these ‘speed bump’ features would compete
against traditional exchanges. I nd that among order delay proposals, the most eective design
is to delay only liquidity taking orders as proposed by the Chicago Stock Exchange. Frequent
batch auctions are shown not to improve liquidity when the degree of private information is
high enough. Moreover, when frequent batch auctions are implemented, exchanges have incen-
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tives to compete on the frequency at which batch auctions take place. Finally, I show that even
when sniping is a signicant problem for some stocks, exchanges with large market share of total
trading volume may lack incentives to implement frequent batch auctions or order delays even
when these innovative designs could improve long-term investor welfare. erefore, the inter-
ests of exchanges may not be aligned with those of long-term investors with regard to how they
value designs that alleviate sniping.
In the last chapter, I incorporate discrete tick size and allow non-high-frequency traders (non-
HFTs) to supply liquidity in the framework of Budish et al. (2015). When adverse selection risk
is low or tick size is large, the bid-ask spread is typically below one tick, and HFTs dominate
liquidity supply. In other situations, non-HFTs dominate liquidity supply by undercuing HFTs,
because supplying liquidity to HFTs is always less costly than demanding liquidity from HFTs.
A small tick size improves liquidity, but also leads to more mini-ash crashes. e cancellation-
to-trade ratio, a popular proxy for HFTs, can have a negative correlation with HFTs’ activity.
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Chapter 1
Why Do Stock Exchanges Compete on Speed, and
How?
1.1 Introduction
Technological innovation has led U.S. stock exchanges compete aggressively on the incredible
speed with which they process orders. e round-trip order-processing time today is about 50
microseconds, and stock exchanges continuously highlight new speed records. is “arms race”
in processing speed is so prevalent that researchers oen use the speed enhancements of stock
exchanges as instruments to address such questions as the impact of high-frequency traders (Hen-
dersho et al. (2011) and Menkveld (2013)). However, neither the drivers nor the impact of this
arms race have been studied.
e lack of understanding of the origin of the speed competition among exchanges leaves
room for interpretations based on anecdotal evidence or conjecture. For example, in his New York
Times best-selling book, Flash Boys, Michael Lewis posits that exchanges increase speed to collude
with high-frequency traders (HFTs), and that their joint forces rigged U.S. stock markets. My
paper contributes to the literature and broader understanding of the issue by providing theoretical
foundations for the origins and consequences of speed competition among stock exchanges.
I show that a key driver of stock exchanges’ competition on order-processing speed is the
Order Protection Rule, implemented as part of Regulation National Market Systems (Reg NMS)
in 2007. e Order Protection Rule requires exchanges to prevent trade-through (i.e., to prevent
a market order from being executed at an inferior price than the best price quoted on other
exchanges). Preventing trade-through is vital as higher trade-through rates harm equity markets
by increasing the possibility that investors will not receive best prices, discouraging investors
from displaying their orders. To comply, exchanges must route orders to other exchanges with
beer prices.
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e impacts of Order Protection Rule on inter-exchange competition depend on how fast each
exchange is informed about the best prices quoted on other exchanges. is, in turn, depends
on two speeds: the order-processing speeds of exchanges and the connection speeds between
exchanges. If exchanges could process orders more quickly and send price information to other
exchanges with low latency, each exchange would also be informed of the best prices on other
exchanges more quickly. My paper asks: what incentives lead exchanges to invest or to avoid
investing in these two speeds? How do these two speeds aect liquidity and the welfare of
long-term investors? What are the policy implications for inter-exchange competition? I build a
continuous time trading model to address these issues.
My model works as follows: A single security is traded on multiple exchanges. ere are
three types of traders: (1) liquidity providers (high-frequency traders or HFTs), who choose to
which exchange they will provide liquidity by posting limit orders;1 (2) long-term investors, e.g.,
retail or institutional traders, who arrive stochastically with an inelastic need to buy or sell the
security; (3) a liquidity provider called undercuing HFT arrives stochastically, and upon arrival
undercuing HFTs submit price-improving orders that improve the current best price quotes by
one tick,2 the smallest price increment. e incentives of an undercuing HFT reect unmodeled
shocks in their inventories or risk capacities. Liquidity providers face potential adverse-selection
problems due to a publicly observable signal that stochastically arrives and shis the asset’s value
up or down upon arrival. Aer observing this signal, HFTs who do not provide liquidity race to
trade at the old quotes to make prots, while liquidity providers race to send messages to cancel
their stale limit orders. Since exchanges process orders sequentially, liquidity providers cannot
always win the race to cancel their stale orders, which generates a cost for liquidity provision.
Budish et al. (2015) called this phenomenon “sniping.” Competition among liquidity-providing
HFTs pins down the equilibrium quoted price and the number of exchanges having the best price
quotes.
e Order Protection Rule drives exchanges’ the arms race in order-processing speeds because
the probability of trade-through is lower on fast exchanges. Fast exchanges can process under-
1Nowadays, HFTs are the main liquidity providers in equity markets, as documented in Brogaard et al. (2014).
2Currently, in the U.S. equity market, the tick size or the minimum price movement is one cent for stocks with
prices above $1 per share. For a stock, if the current bid (highest buy) price=$10.00 and ask (lowest sell) price=$10.05,
then the undercuing HFT is willing to sell at $10.04 or buy at $10.01.
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cuing HFT’s orders more quickly, which means that other exchanges will be informed of best
price quote more quickly, too. is raises an undercuing HFT’s payo by increasing the oppor-
tunities for them to trade with investors, and reducing their exposure to sniping. In turn, because
fast speed aracts more price-improving orders, more orders can be routed to fast exchanges to
comply with the Order Protection Rule, and the trade volume on fast exchange rises, providing
incentives for exchanges to compete on order processing speed.
I show that the size of the potential trade-through time window in which traders might not get
best quotes depends on the dierences between order-processing speeds, not their absolute levels.
As a result, when all exchanges increase their processing speeds, the trade-through time window
does not decrease. e probability of trade-through is increasing in this time window, and the
number of exchanges having the current best price quotes. e laer can increase when all
exchanges speed up. Because of exchanges’ faster order-processing speeds, liquidity-providing
HFTs can more quickly adjust their quotes, and, hence, they are less subject to the risk of being
sniped, which encourages them to provide their “eeting” liquidity on more exchanges. is
increases the possibility that long-term investors submit their orders to an exchange that is not
chosen by the undercuing HFT; this, in turn, increases the probability of trade-through. is
scenario may explain why investors have recently complained about the complexity of the equity
markets. Due to the “eeting” liquidity on almost all exchanges, it is hard for investors to discern
which exchange might oer price improvements. As a result, when all exchanges speed up, the
welfare of long-term investors may fall.
In sharp contrast, I show that increasing the connection speeds between exchanges can signif-
icantly reduce the overall trade-through rates, and improve the welfare of long-term investors;
nonetheless, exchanges do not have incentives to increase connection speeds. With fast connec-
tion speeds, each exchange is informed of the current best prices from other exchanges more
quickly, which reduces the probability of trade-through. In reality, however, exchanges do not
have incentives to increase connection speeds because slower connection speeds reduce the com-
petition, and increase an exchange’s trading volume. Intuitively, with slower connection speeds,
liquidity-providing HFTs will not immediately cancel their orders, even if there is a beer price
on another exchange, because slow connection speeds result in more “separation” and, thus, less
price competition among the exchanges. Since liquidity providers’ orders stay at exchanges for
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longer time, the probability of sniping on these orders increases, which increases the overall trad-
ing volume for all exchanges. is observation underlies why exchanges have no incentives to
increase connection speeds. e above analysis underscores a key observation: exchanges do not
necessarily compete on liquidity-enhancing dimensions.
My results regarding order-processing speeds and the connection speeds between exchanges
match the stylized facts that: exchanges are continuously increasing their order-processing speeds
while the connection speeds between exchanges remain the same.3 I show that slow exchanges
lose trading volume to fast exchanges because liquidity providers prefer to submit price-improving
orders to fast exchanges. For this to occur, the two conditions must be met: 1) the stock’s bid-ask
spread-the dierence between the lowest quoted sell price and the highest quoted buy price-must
exceed one tick; and 2) the Order Protection Rule must be present. I provide supporting empirical
evidences for my theory.
My rst empirical test shows that slow exchanges dierentially lose trading volume to fast
exchanges in stocks whose bid-ask spread is less likely to bind at one tick. When the spread
binds, the lowest sell price is one tick above the highest buy price, so no liquidity providers can
undercut the quotes. As a result, the trading volume on a faster exchange would increase by less
than that for stocks where the price tick is less binding. To test this prediction, I exploit the Tick
Size Pilot Program introduced by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in October
2016. e program increased the tick size from one cent to ve cents for 1,200 randomly selected
stocks with small capitalizations. e Investors Exchange (IEX) has a slower order-processing
speed than other exchanges.4 erefore, my theory predicts that IEXs market share of total
trading volume in stocks with a ve-cent tick size should rise because for these stocks their
bid-ask spreads are more likely to bind at one tick (ve cents). I use a dierence-in-dierences
approach to test this prediction. I nd that IEX’s market share of total trading volume in stocks
with a ve-cent tick rises by 13 percent (from 1.77 percent to 2.00 percent) compared to stocks
with a one cent tick.
My second test investigates whether, in the wake of shiing from a dark pool to a public ex-
3Currently, despite the availability of high-speed microwave connectivity, stock exchanges still use ber-optic
cables to connect each other with latency of about 350 microseconds. Indeed, HFTs use this connectivity to reduce
the latency in their connections between exchanges to about 100 microseconds.
4IEX intentionally delays all incoming orders and messages to its matching engine by 350-microseconds.
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change status, IEX aracted more trading volume in stocks with binding bid-ask spreads relative
to stocks with non-binding bid-ask spreads.5 My model predicts that, as a result, IEX would at-
tract more trading volume in binding stocks than in non-binding stocks because undercuing is
possible for non-binding stocks, and price-improving orders are less likely to be on IEX. I com-
pare IEX’s market share of total trading volume in binding and non-binding stocks (excluding
those stocks in the Tick Size Pilot Program) three months before and aer it became a public
exchange; the comparison reveals that on average IEX gained 0.17 percentage points more in
binding stocks than in non-binding stocks. is represents roughly 37 percent of IEX’s three-
month average market share in non-binding stocks before becoming a public exchange.
Existing literature mainly focuses on speed competition among traders (Homann (2014), Biais
et al. (2015), Budish et al. (2015), Yao and Ye (2017) and Wang and Ye (2017)). My paper contributes
to this literature by looking at the speed competition among stock exchanges. Pagnoa and
Philippon (2016) maintain that traders prefer fast venues because they can realize their gains
from trading earlier due to the time-discount factor. But they cannot explain why stock exchanges
compete on a microsecond level because the time discount is not a factor on a sub-second basis.
In my paper, fast exchanges aract liquidity-providing HFTs. e feature, in which HFTs usually
post their orders on exchanges for tiny amount of time (e.g., below one millisecond), results in
their demand for high-speed exchanges.6
My paper also contributes to the new line of research on the competition and industrial or-
ganization of the securities market by providing a exible inter-exchange competition model.
To mitigate sniping, and to reduce the speed advantage of HFTs, several new exchange designs
have been proposed: Budish et al. (2015) suggest switching from the current continuous trading
process to a discrete time batch trading process. IEX delays all incoming orders by a short time,
while the Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX) has proposed a similar design that only creates a short
delay for orders that trade against resting orders on CHX. A common question raised in debates
is: without any regulation, can an exchange that implements these designs survive when com-
5IEX became a public exchange on September 2nd, 2016. Previously, IEX was a “dark pool.” at is, it did not
publicly display orders. Orders in dark pools are matched within the exchange’s bid-ask spread. Orders submied
to dark pools are not protected by the Order Protection Rule.
6Menkveld and Zoican (2016) also look at how an exchange’s speed aects liquidity. But they work on a single
exchange setup and cannot explain why stock exchanges become faster and faster.
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peting against other faster exchanges?7 In current equity markets, HFTs typically submit and
cancel their orders at the microsecond level. Such fast trading speeds entangled with the Order
Protection Rule make modeling inter-exchange competition a challenge for researchers.
I overcome this challenge by specically determining the potential trade-through time window
for an order submied to any exchange. Trade-through is only possible within this time window,
which depends on all exchanges’ order-processing speeds, and the connection speeds between
exchanges. In this way, I can determine exactly when an exchange must route orders out to
comply with the Order Protection Rule. In Wang (2017), I use the same approach to explore
how newly designed exchanges compete against other traditional exchanges for trading volume.
Baldauf and Mollner (2017) also study these newly designed exchanges by assuming that the
exchange’s goal is to reduce the bid-ask spread. In my model, exchanges maximize expected
prot, which reects per-unit time trading volume. In this seing, I can address a variety of
inter-exchange competition questions.
My paper also has policy implications on recent tick-size debates. O’Hara et al. (2015), Yao and
Ye (2017), and Wang and Ye (2017) suggest that the tick size should be reduced. Rindi and Werner
(2017), Grith and Roseman (2016), and Song and Yao (2016) have documented evidence that
increasing tick size does not improve liquidity, at lease for small investors. In my paper, when
the tick size is large, and when all exchanges speed up, overall trade-though rates are more likely
to increase, which harms investor welfare. I nd a new channel that large tick sizes may reduce
liquidity through exchanges’ speed. us, my analysis also suggests that reducing tick size can
improve liquidity.
e paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 sets up the model. Section 1.3 studies speed com-
petition between exchanges. Empirical tests are presented in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 concludes.
All proofs are in the Appendix.
7In his 2017 AEA/AFA joint luncheon address, Eric Budish has discussed some issues on how frequent batch




In this section, I rst describe my trading model when the order processing and connection speeds
are given exogenously. I then describe the potential trade-though time window. I endogenize an
exchange’s speed investment in Section 1.3.
1.2.1 Model Setup
Exchanges and limit order book. M exchanges use continuous limit order book to conduct
trades.8 Traders can use either market or limit orders to trade. A market order only species the
quantity and will be executed immediately at the best available price. A limit order is an order to
buy or sell at a specied price or beer. For example, a limit buy order indicates that the trader
wants to buy the stated amount of the asset if the transaction price does not exceed the quoted
price in the limit order. e remaining non-executed portion is posted on the exchange’s limit
order book. All limit buy orders are stored on the bid side and all limit sell orders are stored on
the ask side. e minimum sell price and highest buy price available at time t are called the best
ask price at and best bid price bt . e dierence st = at −bt is the bid-ask spread. A larger bid-ask
spread is a symptom of less liquidity because traders must pay a higher transaction cost.
Traders. ere are innite number of risk neutral HFTs choosing whether to post limit orders on
exchanges to provide liquidity to fundamental investors who arrive randomly. Fundamental in-
vestors aach an exogenous intrinsic value to trade, reecting, for example, a need to re-balance
their portfolios. Fundamental investors include mutual funds, pension funds and retail traders.
Price grids. e smallest price increment or tick size is given by d > 0. In current equity mar-
kets, the tick size is one cent for stocks with price above $1 per share. LetP = {pi}∞i=−∞ denote
the discrete set of available prices for quoting and trading: the distance between any two con-
8Currently in U.S. equities market there are 12 active exchanges: NYSE, NYSE Arca and NYSE American owned
by NYSE; EDGX, BATS BZX, BATS BYX, and EDGA ownd by BATS; NASDAQ, NASDAQ BX and NASDAQ PSX
owned by NASDAQ; the Investors Exchange (IEX) and Chicago stock exchange (CHX). Continuous limit order book
is the most popular trading mechanisms used by most exchanges all over the world to organize trades including all
public exchanges in U.S. equities market.
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secutive prices inP is d .
Timing and asset. Time runs continuously on [0,∞). ere is a single risky asset that is traded
on all M exchanges and one risk-free numeraire asset with price normalized to be 1. At the
beginning of the trading game, the risky asset has an expected value of v0. To ease presentation,
I assume v0 = (pi + pi+1)/2 for some i ∈ N, i.e., v0 is at the midpoint of a price grid. At t = 0,
HFTs choose the exchanges on which they post their limit orders. en, three events may occur:
1. An fundamental investor with intrinsic value θ¯ to trade may arrive. I assume that the
arrival time is exponentially distributed with intensity parameter λI . Upon arrival, the investor
will buy or sell one unit of the risky asset with equal probability and only use market orders. A
buyer arriving at time t and paying yt to buy one unit of the risky asset has utility or welfare
wt = vt − yt + θ¯ , where vt is the risky asset’s value at time t . A seller’s welfare is dened in
a similar way. Further, I assume there are γ portions of investors are sophisticated investors.
ese investors will consider potential price improvements when choosing which exchange to
trade although all exchanges may have the same observed quoted price. Other 1 − γ portions
are unsophisticated investors. Upon arrival, they will randomly chose one exchange having the
current best price quotes to trade with equal probability. e portion of sophisticated investors
only maers when there is heterogeneity in exchanges’ order processing speeds because the
probability of each exchange oering potential price improvements might be dierent.
2. Before fundamental investors arrive, a signal related to the risky asset’s common value
may arrive. is is the sniping phenomenon that BCS analyze. I assume the arrival time of this
signal is given by an exponential distribution with intensity parameter λ J . is signal is publicly
observable by all traders at exactly the same time. With equal probability it is a good or bad
signal. Conditional on good signal, the risky asset’s common value will increase by σ = kd for
some k ∈ N. Similarly, if it is a bad signal, the risky asset’s common value will decrease by σ . If
σ exceeds the current half bid-ask spread, those HFTs who have posted limit orders at exchanges
will run to cancel their stale limit orders while other HFTs will try to trade at the stale price.
3. Alternatively, aer HFTs post their limit orders on exchanges, an undercuing HFT may
arrive who will oer a one tick price improvement of the current prices quoted by other HFTs.
e arrival time of undercuing HFTs is given by an exponential distribution with intensity
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parameter λU . Upon arrival, with equal probability the undercuing HFT will submit (a) a limit
buy order with price one tick above the current bid price; or (b) a limit sell order with price one
tick below the current ask price. If at the time when the undercuing HFT arrives the bid-ask
spread is binding at one tick, undercuing HFT will not post any order. Alternatively, one could
model that the undercuing HFT will choose an exchange to quote based on the depth on each
exchanges. is is outside the scope of the current paper.
e arrival process for the fundamental investor, public information, and undercuing HFT all
assumed to be independently distributed. Figure 1.1 draws the event timeline of one stage trading
game. e conditional probabilities of each event is shown in the graph. e stage trading game
ends whenever trade occurs, at which point the next stage begins.
HFTs Initial Quoting𝑡= 0 𝑡=1 𝑡=2
Investor Arrival Investor Arrival
Undercutting HFT 
Value Jumping Value Jumping
𝜆 𝐽𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽 +𝜆𝑈
𝜆 𝐼𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽 +𝜆𝑈
𝜆 𝑈𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽 +𝜆𝑈
𝜆 𝐽𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽
𝜆 𝐼𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽
Figure 1.1: Event Time line of the Baseline Model
1.2.2 Exchanges Order Processing and Connection speeds
Let δi be the amount of time that it takes for exchange i (for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M) to process an
incoming order or cancellation message. A small δi indicates a faster order processing speed. At
the cuing edge of technology, δi is about 50 microseconds. I denote the time that it takes to
send price information between exchange i and exchange j by ϵij , where ϵij = ϵji . A smaller ϵij
indicates faster connection speeds between exchanges. Currently, ϵij is about 350 microseconds
in U.S. equity market.
Figure 1.2 draws the timeline of information ow, when an undercuing HFT arrives at time
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t and posts her price-improving order on exchange i . At time t + δi , exchange i completes its
processing of this order. Exchange i will disseminate this information to all traders and other
exchanges. I assume HFTs are co-located at all exchanges as in reality. As a result, all HFTs learn
of the existence of this new order at time t + δi .
Another exchange j will receive this new price information and know that exchange i has
beer price at time t + δi + ϵij . at is, it takes an additional ϵij units of time for this information
to arrive at exchange j. Since exchange j needs δj units of time to process an incoming market
order, the processing of any market order sent to exchange j aer t +δi +ϵij −δj will be completed
aer t+δi+ϵij . By then, exchange j is informed about the best price on exchange i . So if exchange
i has a beer price, exchange j must route this market order to exchange i in order to comply with
the Order Protection Rule. If a market order arrives at exchange j between t to t + δi + ϵij − δj ,
exchange j will immediately execute this order on its own platform, although a beer price is
available at exchange i . As a result, trade-through can occur between t to t + δi + ϵij − δj , which
I call the potential trade-through time window.
Trade-through
𝑡 𝑡+𝛿𝑖 𝑡+		𝛿𝑖+		𝜀𝑖𝑗 −		𝛿𝑗 𝑡+		𝛿𝑖+		𝜀𝑖𝑗
Undercutting at All HFTs know All HFTs cancel 
Order at exchange j
Exchange j knows Exchange 𝑖
Figure 1.2: Potential Trade-rough Time Window
Figure 1.3 presents a more complete information ow and latency among exchanges and HFTs.
Exchanges now use ber optic cable to connect with each other. HFTs co-locate with all ex-
changes and the latency between an exchange and its co-located HFT is, in essence, zero. Cur-
rently, HFTs use microwave to send information between exchanges. is latency is denoted by
ζ in the graph. Information ow among HFTs (red part) is faster than information ow among
exchanges (blue part). My main analysis focuses on exchange’s order processing speeds and
connection speeds.
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Finally, an investor who does not co-locate with exchanges and does not buy the real time
direct data feed from exchanges must rely on the quoting and trading information disseminated
by Securities Information Processor (SIP) to make trading decisions. e SIP for tape A (listed
on NYSE) and Tape B (listed on local exchanges) stocks is located at NYSE while SIP for Tape C
stocks (list on Nasdaq) is located at Nasdaq. All exchanges have to report its quoting and trading
updating information to the specic SIP. Because SIP has to consolidate information from all
exchanges. Its latency denoted by η in Figure 1.3 is larger than the latency among exchanges.
Currently when the NYSE sends order updating information to the SIP in Nasdaq, it takes around
1000 microseconds. erefore, HFTs can observe any changes in the market and respond to it
before other exchanges geing these updates. An investor without co-location and direct data
feed is the last one to observe market movements. at is, ζ < ϵ < η.
Remarks on model setup. My baseline model is stylized but should not be interpreted lit-
erally. e role of the model is to deliver the main intuition in my paper. Compared to other
traditional liquidity provision models, the new feature in my model is the undercuing HFT.
Although I model it as an inventory shock, it could be interpreted more broadly. HFTs who spe-
cialize in liquidity provision must continuously monitor the status of the limit order book, their
queue positions and learn information from other traders’ limit orders. ey need to continu-
ously readjust their limit orders as the status of the limit order book changes. is phenomenon
has been empirically studied in Hasbrouck (2015) and has been modeled as market making HFTs
playing mixed strategy in Baruch and Glosten (2016). I add this feature is to address how ex-
changes’ order processing and connection speeds aect HFTs’ liquidity provision.
1.3 Equilibrium Analysis of Exchange Speed Competition
In this section, I will rst study the equilibrium at giving exchanges’ order processing and con-
nection speeds. en, I will endogenize exchange’s speed investments and identify under which
conditions they are engaging in a speed investment arms race.
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1.3.1 Exogenous Exchange Speed
In this subsection I assume all exchanges have exactly the same order processing speed denoting
as δi = δ and exchanges need the same units of time for sending price updating information
between them denoting as ϵij = ϵ for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}. e goal is to examine how these
two dierent notions of speed aect exchange’s trading volume and investor welfare.
Equilibrium Spread andDepth. Because all exchanges are homogeneous, undercuing HFT
will randomly choose one exchange having current best price quotes with equal probability to
submit her price-improving limit order. When exchanges have dierent order processing speeds,
undercuing HFT’s trading strategy is presented in Lemma 1 in Section 1.3.2. In order to deter-
mine exchange’s per unit time trading volume, we need to pin down the equilibrium spread s∗
and consolidated market depth M∗ rst. Since the game is symmetric, at t = 0 the equilibrium
ask and bid price would bev0+s∗/2 andv0−s∗/2. Because investor’s trading size is one unit, at a
specic exchange there is at most one limit order with unit size on the ask and bid side of its limit
order book. As a result, the consolidated market depth M∗ indicates the number of exchanges
that have the current best price quotes.
Specically, suppose HFTs post limit sell orders at v0 + s2 and limit buy orders at v0 − s2 on X
exchanges among those M exchanges, where s2 denotes the half bid-ask spread. Denote pi ( s2 ,X )
as the liquidity provision prot for a HFT who submits these limit orders on one of those X
exchanges. is prot depends on which event happens rst: investor arrival, the risky asset’s
common value jumping or undercuing HFT arrival. I denote the arrival time of these three
events as: tI , t J and tU . For undercuing HFT, I dene an indicator function as following:
Denition 1 χi = 1 if the undercuingHFT submits her order to exchange i where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}.
I illustrate pi ( s2 ,X ) as it is the liquidity provision prot on exchange 1 (so exchange 1 is one among
those X exchanges). If a fundamental investor arrives rst, she will randomly choose one among
those X exchanges to trade with equal probability. e liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1
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has 1X chance to earn the half spread:
9





When the risky asset’s common value jumps rst, the liquidity-providing HFT’s limit order
on exchange 1 will be sniped because there are innite number of sniping HFTs. In this case,
liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 will lose σ − s2 . Denoted as:
pi (s2 ,X |t J < tI , tU ) = −(σ −
s
2 ) (1.2)
If undercuing HFT arrives rst and sends her price-improving order to exchange 1, the liquidity-
providing HFT on exchange 1 will know the existence of this new order exactly δ units of time
aer undercuing HFT’s arrival as shown in Figure 1.2. She will cancel her own order that has
inferior price at this time and have liquidity provision prot:
pi (s2 ,X |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 1) = ϕ(δ )[
λI








λI + λ J
(σ − s2 )]+
[1 − ϕ(δ )][ λI













Where ϕ(δ ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ is the probability that either an investor or signal jumping ar-
rives within the δ units of times aer undercuing HFT’s arrival. within this time, the liquidity-
providing HFT on exchange 1 has not canceled her order. In this case, her prot is the rst term
in the right hand side of equation (1.3). ere is 12 in the revenue part because undercuing HFT
has beer price on either the bid or ask side. If no event happens within the δ units of time, the
liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 will cancel her limit order that has inferior price than
undercuing HFT’s order. So essentially aer δ units of time, the original liquidity-providing
HFT will only provide liquidity on one side of the market. is is the second term in the right
hand side of equation (1.3).
If the undercuing HFT arrives rst but she does not send her price-improving order to ex-
9To simply exposition, in all the remaining analysis tI < t J , tU means tI < t J and tI < tU . Other similar notations
have the same meaning.
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change 1, then the liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 will cancel her limit order that has
inferior price than undercuing HFT’s order ϵ units of time aer undercuing HFT’s arrival as
shown in Figure 1.2. Aer tU + ϵ , because of the Order Protection Rule, the limit order with
inferior price has no chance to trade with fundamental investors.10 In this case, her prot from
liquidity provision is similar:
pi (s2 ,X |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 0) = ϕ(ϵ)[
λI






λI + λ J
(σ − s2 )]+
[1 − ϕ(ϵ)][ λI













where ϕ(ϵ) = 1− e−(λI+λ J )ϵ . e rst term in the right hand side of equation (1.4) is the liquidity-
providing HFT’s prots when she does not cancel her order with inferior price. e second term
is the prot aer she cancels her order with inferior price.
Note that since all HFTs co-locate at all exchanges, the liquidity-providing HFT at exchange 1
knows the existence of the undercuing HFT at other exchanges at tU +δ and she can adjust her
quotes on exchange 1 at tU + δ + ζ , where ζ is the time for HFTs to send an information from
one exchange to another exchange as drawn in Figure 1.3. Here I implicitly assume: δ + ζ < ϵ .
is simply means that HFTs can respond to market movements faster than exchanges. is is
what happens in practice as HFTs using microwaves to send information among exchanges while
exchanges use ber optic.
Combining all above cases, when s/2 ≤ σ , pi ( s2 ,X ) is dened as:
pi (s2 ,X ) =
λI
Σλ
pi (s2 ,X |tI < t J , tU ) +
λ J
Σλ










pi (s2 ,X |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 0) (1.5)
where Σλ = λI + λ J + λU . Competition among HFTs will drive this prot to zero, which pins
10For example, if the undercuing HFT submits limit sell order at v0 + s2 −d to exchange 2 when she arrives, then
the liquidity-providing HFT at exchange 1 will cancel her limit sell order at v0 + s2 exactly ϵ units of time aer the
undercuing HFT’s arrival. is can be seen clearly from Figure 1.2. us, if the market order arrives at exchange
1 aer tU + ϵ , exchange 1 must reroute the order to exchange 2. is implies that, aer tU + ϵ limit sell order on
exchange 1 at the price v0 + s/2 has no chance to trade with an investor. As a result, liquidity-providing HFT at
exchange 1 will cancel her limit sell order at tU + ϵ .
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down the equilibrium spread and consolidated market depth given in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Equilibrium Spread and Depth)Whenδi = δ and ϵij = ϵ for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}:
(i) e equilibrium bid-ask spread is given by:
s∗(δ , ϵ) =

d ; i f λ JλI+λ J ≤ d2σ
min{s |v0 ± s2 ∈P,pi ( s2 , 1) ≥ 0}; i f λ JλI+λ J > d2σ
(1.6)
whereP is the available price grids set and pi ( s2 , 1) is dened as in equation (1.5).
(ii) e equilibrium consolidated market depth is given by:
M∗(δ , ϵ) =

M ; i f s∗2 ≥ σ




Where the half bid-ask spread s∗/2 is determined in (1.6) and X ∈ N.
Note that equilibrium bid-ask spread is pinned down by HFT’s liquidity provision prot on
a single exchange pi ( s2 , 1). Because price is discrete, at the equilibrium bid and ask prices, HFTs
may be able to provide liquidity on multiple exchange. is consolidated market depth is given
by (1.7). Although, the denition for (1.5) need to be adjusted for s/2 > σ because of no sniping.
But since (1.5) is positive for all s/2 > σ and is strictly increasing in s , the equilibrium spread can
be uniquely determined in (1.6) even when s∗/2 > σ . When λ JλI+λ J ≤ d2σ the equilibrium spread
is binding at one tick d , in order to let undercuing HFTs playing a role, for the all remaining
analysis I assume:
Assumption 1 λ JλI+λ J >
d
2σ
Note that this assumption does not conict with the observation that for many stocks their bid-
ask spreads are at one tick very oen. Under Assumption 1, in my model if λU is large or HFTs
are quite oen to undercut each other, then the bid-ask spread could also be at one tick very
oen. e dierence is that if λ JλI+λ J ≤ d2σ , bid-ask spread would be binding at one tick all the time
while Assumption 1 implies that sometimes the spread is binding at one tick and it may be wider
than one tick during other times. is is certainly more close to reality. Now we can examine
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how exchange’s order processing and connection speeds aect the equilibrium spread and depth.
ese results are summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (Comparative Analysis on Equilibrium Spread and Depth)
(i) Equilibrium bid-ask spread s∗(δ , ϵ) is weakly increasing in δ and is independent of ϵ ;
(ii) Equilibrium depthM∗(δ , ϵ) is weakly increasing in ϵ ;
(iii) If for some δF < δS and s∗(δF , ϵ) = s∗(δS , ϵ), thenM∗(δF , ϵ) ≥ M∗(δS , ϵ).
(i) implies that fast exchanges can reduce the cost of liquidity provision. Liquidity-providing
HFTs can respond to any news or changes in the limit order book more quickly on a faster ex-
change. is reduces the adverse selection cost for liquidity-providing HFTs. Because price is
discrete, equilibrium bid-ask spread s∗ is weakly increasing in δ . e equilibrium spread does not
depend on connection speed because the equilibrium bid-ask spread is pinned down by HFT’s
liquidity provision prot on a single exchange, in which connection speed between exchanges
can not play a role.
(ii) points out that when information ow between exchanges is slow, HFTs will provide liq-
uidity on more exchanges at the equilibrium bid and ask prices because each HFT faces less price
competition from HFTs on other exchanges. In other words, market is more fragmented if the
connection speed between exchanges is slow.
(iii) simply states that when exchanges increase their order processing speeds, if the equilib-
rium bid-ask spread stays the same due to price discreteness, HFTs’ liquidity provision prot will
increase. is increased liquidity provision prots result in HFTs to provide liquidity on more
exchanges.
Investor Welfare. My welfare analysis focuses on fundamental investors. ey are mutual
funds, pension funds or retail investors. eir welfare or transaction cost is an important mea-
sure of the eciency of equity markets. Ideally, one could use the equilibrium bid-ask spread to
measure investor’s transaction cost as in Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and among others. But in
my model, because an investor may arrive at the market aer an undercuing HFT, the investor
may get beer price than the equilibrium bid or ask prices. As a result, in order to properly mea-
sure investor welfare, we need to take into account the dierent limit order book status at the
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time when the investor arrives. Specically, what I want to measure is: at t = 0 before trading
starts, what is the ex ante average transaction cost for an investor to buy or sell one unit of the
risky asset when all exchanges have the same order processing speed δ and connection speed ϵ .
I denote this cost asTC(δ , ϵ). Because the game is symmetric, the transaction cost is the same for
an investor to buy or sell.
Note that, at t = 0 we do not know when the investor will arrive. We have:








TC(δ , ϵ) + λU
Σλ
Prob(tI ≥ t J |tI , t J > tU )TC(δ , ϵ)+
λU
Σλ




























∗ − d)] (1.8)
where tI , t J and tU denote the arriving time of the investor, the risky asset’s common value
jumping and the undercuing HFT. Prob(tI ≥ t J |tI , t J > tU ) is the probability of tI ≥ t J or the
risky asset’s common value jumps before the investor arrival conditional on undercuing HFT
arrives rst. Others are dened in the similar way. s∗ and M∗ are the equilibrium bid-ask spread
and consolidated market depth given in Proposition 1. With probability λIΣλ the investor arrives
at the market rst, in this case her transaction cost is the half bid-ask spread s∗/2. is is the rst
term in the right hand side of equation (1.8).
With probability λ JΣλ the risky asset’s common value jumps rst, the game will move to next
stage. So the investor’s expected transaction cost in this new stage game is the same TC(δ , ϵ).
is is the second term in the right hand side of equation (1.8).
With probability λUΣλ an undercuing HFT arrives rst, the investor’s transaction cost depends
on the time she arrives at the market. If she arrives aer the risky asset’s common value jumps,
the game will also move to a new stage game. e investor’s transaction cost would be TC(δ , ϵ)
again. is is the third term in the right hand side of equation (1.8). If the buyer arrives before the
risky asset’s common value jumps and is within the ϵ units of time aer the undercuing HFT’s
arrival, trade-through is possible. Specically, if the investor is a buyer and the undercuing HFT
is a seller, the probability for the investor to trade with the undercuing HFT is 1/M∗. Because
the investor sends her market buy order to one among thoseM∗ exchanges with equal probability
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and undercuing HFT only provides liquidity on one exchange. e transaction cost to trade with
this undercuing HFT is s∗/2−d . Otherwise, it would be s∗/2. If the undercuing HFT is a buyer
too, then there is no price improvement opportunity available for the buyer investor. In this case,
her transaction cost is s∗/2. e undercuing HFT has equal probability to be a buyer or seller.
is explains the forth term in the right hand of equation (1.8). If the buyer arrives aer tU + ϵ
and before the risky asset’s common value jumps, there is no trade-through. If the undercuing
HFT and the investor are at the opposite side of the market (one is a seller and the other one is a
buyer and vise versa), the transaction cost for the investor would be s∗/2−d . Otherwise, no price
improvement and the transaction cost for the investor is s∗/2. is is the last term in equation
(1.8).
Since an investor realizes a private value θ¯ , if she trades one unit of the risky asset, we can
dene the investor ex ante expected welfare as:
W (δ , ϵ) = θ¯ −TC(δ , ϵ) (1.9)
By solving equation (1.8), we can have a closed form of TC(δ , ϵ). I summarize these result in the
following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Investor Welfare) When δi = δ and ϵij = ϵ for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, then:
(i) An investor has ex ante expected welfare:








[ϕ(ϵ)A + (1 − ϕ(ϵ))B]} (1.10)
where A = 12
s
2





∗ + 1M∗ ( s2∗ −d)], B = 12 s2∗ + 12 ( s2∗ −d), and ϕ(ϵ) = 1− e−(λI+λ J )ϵ . s∗ andM∗
are the equilibrium spread and depth given in Proposition 1;
(ii)W (δ , ϵ) is strictly decreasing in ϵ ifM∗ ≥ 2 and is independent of ϵ ifM∗ = 1;
(iii) If for some δF < δS and s∗(δF ) = s∗(δS ), thenW (δF , ϵ) ≤W (δS , ϵ).
Proof of (i) is in appendix. (ii) points out that if multiple exchanges have the same best bid and
ask price quotes, trade-through is possible. e probability of trade-through is strictly increas-
ing in the latency among exchanges. Increasing the connection speeds between exchanges can
strictly increase investor welfare. (iii) points out a surprising result: if all exchanges speed up,
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it does not necessarily increase investor welfare. Due to price discreteness, aer all exchanges
increase their order processing speeds, the equilibrium bid-ask spread may stay same. According
to Corollary 1, when the equilibrium spread stays the same, the consolidated market depth or
number of exchange having the best price quotes may increase. is will increase the probability
of trade-through. is is why if all exchanges become faster and faster, investor welfare can fall.
Exchange Per Unit Time Trading Volume. Since there is no heterogeneity among ex-
changes, in the current framework all exchanges have exactly the same trading volume. I denote
Q(δ , ϵ) as the per unit time trading volume for an exchange when all exchanges have the same
order processing speed δ and connection speed ϵ . e way I calculate this per unit time trading
volume is to look at how many paths there are from t = 0 moving to a new stage game. I calculate
the expected time and exchange’s expected trading volume for each path. By averaging them, I
have the following results. e detailed proof is in the appendix.
Proposition 3 (Trading Volume)When δi = δ and ϵij = ϵ for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, and s∗/2 < σ
then:
(i) Each exchange has the same ex ante expected per unit time trading volume:










− 1 − ϕ(ϵ)2
λUλ J
Σλ
M∗(δ , ϵ) − 1
M
(1.11)
whereM∗(δ , ϵ) is the equilibrium depth as determined in equation (1.7) and ϕ(ϵ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )ϵ ;
(ii) Q∗(δ , ϵ) is strictly increasing in ϵ ifM∗(δ , ϵ) ≥ 2;
(iii) If for some δF < δS and s∗(δF , ϵ) = s∗(δS , ϵ), thenQ∗(δF , ϵ) > Q∗(δS , ϵ) ifM∗(δF , ϵ) > M∗(δS , ϵ)
and Q∗(δF , ϵ) < Q∗(δS , ϵ) ifM∗(δF , ϵ) = M∗(δS , ϵ).
e result in equation (1.11) is intuitive. Within one unit of time, when an investor arrives, she
will trade one unit of the risky asset. When the risky asset’s common value jumps, all stale
limit orders are taken by sniping HFTs. erefore, there would be M∗ units trading volume. If
undercuing HFT arrives before the value jumps, since other liquidity-providing HFTs will cancel
their being undercut limit orders ϵ units of time aer undercuing HFT’s arrival, the exchange’s
trading volume would be reduced in this case. is is the negative term in equation (1.11). When
the undercuing HFT arrives, her limit order might be sniped too if followed by the risky asset’s
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common value jumping. is is the third term in equation (1.11).
(ii) shows that if exchanges prefer larger trading volume, they do not have incentives to in-
crease the connection speeds between exchanges for two reasons: 1) As shown in Corollary 1,
the equilibrium depth M∗ is weakly increasing in ϵ . As a result, exchange’s trading volume in-
creases when the connection speed is slow; 2) With slow connection speed, liquidity-providing
HFTs will keep their being undercut orders in the limit order book for a longer time. e prob-
ability of sniping on these orders increase. is increases trading volume for all exchanges. But
as shown in Proposition 2, investor welfare could be strictly improved with faster connection
speed. is result has important policy implications. Exchanges’ goal does not necessarily coin-
cide with long-term investor’s welfare. It can not simply rely on the market to mitigate the cost
of trade-through.
Since exchanges have exactly the same order processing speed, exchange’s speed can only
aect its trading volume through the equilibrium depth. Certainly, when depth is larger, each ex-
change would have larger trading volume. Based on the results in Corollary 1 when all exchanges
become faster, exchange’s trading volume can increase when equilibrium bid-ask spread stays the
same.
1.3.2 Endogenous Exchange Speed
I will rst look at when some exchanges have faster order processing speeds than others, how
that aects fast and slow exchange’s trading volume. en I will introduce exchange’s fee struc-
tures to endogenize exchange’s investment in order processing speed. As shown in Proposi-
tion 3, exchanges do not have incentives to increase connection speeds. In fact they have incen-
tives to do the opposite. us current connection speeds are determined by regulation, pinned
down by the slowest connection speed that the regulation allows. Consequently, ϵij = ϵ for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}. I drop ϵ in most notation for concreteness.
Exchange Trading Volume Under Speed Heterogeneity. Suppose K exchanges have the
same fast order processing speed δF and other M − K exchanges have the same slow order pro-
cessing speed δS , where δF < δS and 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1 (in the case when K = 0 or K = M , all
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exchanges have the same order processing speed δS or δF . e results in last subsection can be
directly applied). I will study how HFTs provide liquidity on these exchanges. e equilibrium
spread is determined exactly the same way as in Proposition 1. If HFTs provide liquidity on fast
exchanges, the smallest possible spread would be s∗(δF ) (note that the equilibrium spread also
depends on ϵ as given in Proposition 1. I drop it for easy exposition). If HFTs provide liquidity
on slow exchanges, the smallest possible spread would be s∗(δS ).11 According to Corollary 1 (i),
s∗(δF ) ≤ s∗(δS ). is is because providing liquidity on fast exchanges has smaller adverse selec-
tion cost than on slow exchanges. Later, I will show that the equilibrium spread would be either
s∗(δF ) or s∗(δS ).
When all exchanges have the same order processing speeds and HFTs provide liquidity on
multiple exchanges at the lowest spread, undercuing HFTs will randomly choose one among
those exchanges with equal probability to submit her price-improving limit order. But when
those exchanges with best price quotes have dierent order processing speeds, Lemma 1 shows
that it is always optimal for the undercuing HFT to submit her order to a fast exchange.
Lemma 1 If the best price quotes are available on some exchanges with fast order processing speed
δF , then it is always optimal for an undercuing HFT to submit her price-improving order to one
among them.
is is because the probability of being traded-through is smaller on fast exchanges. Because fast
exchanges can process undercuing HFT’s order more quickly. As a result, other exchanges and
investors can observe this new beer priced limit order with shorter delay. is increases the
probability of the undercuing HFT’s order to trade with an investor and reduce its exposure to
sniping.
For an investor, when all exchanges have the same order processing speeds, the investor will
randomly choose one among those exchanges with the best price to trade with equal probability.
is is reasonable because exchanges are homogeneous for investors. But if some exchanges have
faster order processing speeds than others, undercuing HFTs strictly prefer faster exchange to
submit her price-improving order. As a result, it is not reasonable to still assume that investors
11Remember that s∗(δF ) or s∗(δS ) are the smallest spread such that liquidity-providing HFTs can earn non-negative
prots on a fast or slow exchange ((1.6)).
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will randomly choose an exchange with beer price to trade. In reality, some investors may con-
sider the potential price improvements when make decisions on which exchange to trade. ey
might want to trade on those exchanges that undercuing HFTs prefer. us the γ proportions
of sophisticated investors will also prefer to trade on fast exchanges if best price is available. e
remaining 1 − γ proportions of unsophisticated investors will still randomly choose one among
those exchanges with best price to trade with equal probability. e sophisticated investors will
always trade on fast exchanges if current best price quotes are available on some fast exchanges
because undercuing HFT also submits her order to one among these fast exchanges.12 is di-
chotomization of investors to be sophisticated and unsophisticated has the same feature as in
Foucault and Menkveld (2008). In their two competing exchanges setup, brokers responsible for
routing investor’s orders have two types: the smart brokers will send order to both exchanges for
best prices while the non-smart brokers only send orders to the incumbent exchange and ignore
potential beer price on the entrant exchange.
In reality there are several reasons why some investors might not consider potential price
improvements and make trading decisions only based on the current available prices. First, even
an exchange can process orders faster than other exchanges, some investors may not recognize it
or they simply do not know how this might aect their transaction cost; Second, some investors
rely on brokers to send their orders to exchanges. Brokers may have agreements with a particular
exchange, and they will send orders to that exchanges if having the current best prices. e
proportions of sophisticated investors will aect fast exchange’s trading volume. I will construct
the equilibrium now.
Suppose HFTs provide liquidity on X exchanges including XF fast exchanges and XS slow
exchanges at half spread s/2. us,X = XF+XS . Denote piF ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) as HFT’s liquidity provision
prot on one among those XF fast exchanges. Without loss of generality, we can still assume it
is the liquidity provision prot on exchange 1. us, exchange 1 is one among those XF fast
exchanges. I will construct piF ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) in a similar way as the prot in equation (1.5), which is
HFT’s liquidity provision prot when all exchanges have the same order processing speed. Still
12In reality, traders and brokers calculate transactions cost as a measure of execution quality on dierent ex-
changes. If they get price improvements more oen on some particular exchanges, they will prefer to route their
orders to these exchanges if best price quotes are available.
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denote tI , t J and tU as the arriving time of the investor, the risky asset’s common value jumping
and undercuing HFT. We can also use the same indicator function dened in denition 1: χ1 = 1
if undercuing HFT submits her order to exchange 1. Otherwise, χ1 = 0. If the investor arrives
rst, liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 earns prot:







is is because if the investor is sophisticated (with probability γ ), she will choose one among
thoseXF exchanges to trade because she knows that undercuing HFT also submits price-improving
orders to fast exchanges. us, she might get beer price on fast exchange than the current
quotes. If it is a unsophisticated investor (with probability 1 − γ ), she will randomly choose one
among all those XF +XS = X exchanges to trade. Liquidity-providing HFT earns half spread s/2
when her order is taken by an investor. If the asset’s common value jumps rst, we have:
piF (s2 ,XF ,XS |t J < tI , tU ) = −(σ −
s
2 ) (1.13)
because sniping HFTs will take stale limit orders from all exchanges. If the undercuing HFT
arrives rst and submits her order to exchange 1, then liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1
has prot:
piF (s2 ,XF ,XS |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 1) = ϕ(δF )[
λI










λI + λ J
(σ − s2 )]+
[1 − ϕ(δF )][ λI















e above prots could be explained in a similar way as in equation (1.3). Suppose the undercut-
ting HFT is a seller. us, she is willing to sell at v0 + s/2 − d . e liquidity-providing HFT on
exchange 1 will cancel her limit sell order at tU + δF . If an investor who is a buyer arrives at the
market between tU to tU + δF and submits her order to exchange 1, this buyer will trade with the
undercuing HFT because the later sells at lower price. us, only when the investor is a seller,
liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 can earn the half spread. is is why there is 12 in the
rst term of equation (1.14). Aer tU + δF , liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 only provides
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liquidity on the bid (buy) side of the limit order book. is is the second term in equation (1.14).
Similarly, if the undercuing HFT submits her order to other fast exchanges, liquidity-providing
HFT on exchange 1 has prots:
piF (s2 ,XF ,XS |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 0) = ϕ(ϵ)[
λI








λI + λ J
(σ − s2 )]+
[1 − ϕ(ϵ)][ λI















If undercuing HFT submits her order to other fast exchanges, liquidity-providing HFT on ex-
change 1 will cancel their being undercut limit order at tU + ϵ (see Figure 1.2). us, liquidity-
providing HFT on exchange 1 will provide liquidity on both side of the limit order book before
tU + ϵ and will only provide liquidity on one side of the limit order book aer tU + ϵ . Combining
the results in (13)-(16), we have:
piF (s2 ,XF ,XS ) =
λI
Σλ
piF (s2 ,XF ,XS |tI < t J , tU ) +
λ J
Σλ










piF (s2 ,XF ,XS |tU < tI , t J ; χ1 = 0) (1.16)
Similarly, denote piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) as HFT’s liquidity provision prot on one among those XS slow
exchanges while HFTs also provide liquidity on other XF fast exchanges at the same half spread
s/2. We have:
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e dierence between the liquidity provision prot on fast and slow exchange are: 1) only
unsophisticated investors may send their market orders to slow exchange and the proportions of
non-smart investors is 1−γ ; 2) Undercuing HFTs always submit her order to fast exchange. So
HFTs will cancel their being undercut orders on slow exchanges δF +ϵ−δS (see Figure 1.2) units of
time aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival. During this potential trade-through time window, HFTs
still provide liquidity at both sides of the limit order book on slow exchanges. Aer δF + ϵ − δS
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units of time, HFTs only provide liquidity at one side of the limit order book on slow exchange
because they have canceled their being undercut orders. is explains equation (1.17).
Note that when XS = 0, piF ( s2 ,XF , 0) = pi ( s2 ,XF |δ = δF ). e later is the liquidity provision
prot in equation (1.5) evaluated at δ = δF . is is because when HFTs only provide liquidity
on fast exchanges, the results under homogeneous order processing speed in Section 1.3.1 would
apply. If HFTs only provide liquidity on one exchange, then their liquidity provision prot on fast
exchange is always lager than on slow exchange for the same bid-ask spread (pi ( s2 , 1|δ = δF ) >
pi ( s2 , 1|δ = δS ), see equation (1.5)). is is also why s∗(δF ) ≤ s∗(δS ) (Corollary 1 (i)).
But when HFTs provide liquidity on both fast and slow exchanges, it is not necessary that HFTs
have larger liquidity provision prot on fast exchanges than on slow exchanges. In other words,
piF ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) is not always larger than piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ). is is because undercuing HFTs always
submit their price-improving limit orders to fast exchanges. Before it is canceled, the being un-
dercut limit order on fast exchange has no chance to be taken by an investor but still subjects
to sniping when the risky asset’s common value jumps. Liquidity-providing HFTs on slow ex-
changes do not have this cost because undercuing HFTs only submit orders to fast exchange.
But since sophisticated investors always trade on fast exchange, when the proportions of sophis-
ticated investors γ is large enough it is possible that piF ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) ≥ piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) always holds.
In this case, HFTs will provide liquidity on fast exchanges rst and start to provide liquidity on
slow exchanges only if no fast exchange is available and it is protable to provide liquidity on
slow exchanges. Proposition 4 summarizes the results when γ is large.
Proposition 4 (Equilibrium with Exchange Speed Heterogeneity) If there are K fast exchanges
with order processing speed δF and M − K slow exchanges with order processing speed δS , where
1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1 and δF < δS . When γ ≥ γ¯ = 0.5λUϕ(ϵ)λI+λ J+0.5λU , then:
(i) IfM∗(δF ) ≤ K , HFTs provide liquidity onM∗(δF ) fast exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ) is the
unique equilibrium;
(ii) If M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, HFTs provide liquidity on K fast exchanges with bid-
ask spread s∗(δF ) is the unique equilibrium;
(iii) If M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) ≥ 0, HFTs provide liquidity on K fast exchanges and
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M∗S (K) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ) is the unique equilibrium, where:
M∗S (K) = max{XS |piS (
s∗(δF )
2 ,K ,XS ) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ XS ≤ M − K} (1.18)
Note that M∗(δF ) is the equilibrium depth when all exchanges have the same fast order pro-
cessing speed (determined in equation (1.7)). In the appendix I show that when γ ≥ γ¯ , HFT has
the largest liquidity provision prot on fast exchanges for a given bid-ask spread and a given
number of exchanges having the same price quotes. HFTs will run to provide liquidity on fast
exchanges. Competition among HFTs will drive the bid-ask spread to its minimum s∗(δF ) (deter-
mined in equation (1.6)). When the total number of fast exchanges K is larger than M∗(δF ), HFTs
will only provide liquidity on fast exchanges. When M∗(δF ) > K , HFTs start to provide liquidity
on slow exchanges until their liquidity provision prot on slow exchanges becomes negative. e
depth on slow exchanges is determined in equation (1.18) while the depth on fast exchanges is
always K .
In the Appendix B, I construct the equilibrium when γ < γ¯ . For small γ the liquidity provision
prot on fast exchanges is not necessarily larger than on slow exchanges. erefore, when HFTs
provide liquidity on both fast and slow exchanges it is possible that HFTs earn negative prots
on fast exchanges when the maximum depth is reached on slow exchanges. To construct the
equilibrium, I allow a single HFT to provide liquidity on multiple exchanges.13 When s∗(δF ) <
s∗(δS ) and if a single HFT can earn non-negative total prots by providing liquidity on some
fast and slow exchanges, the equilibrium spread would be still s∗(δF ) and HFTs always provide
liquidity on fast exchanges too. More detailed analysis about this result could be found in the
Appendix B.
In equity markets, most traders on exchanges are algorithm traders.14 ese traders will mon-
itor their transaction costs on each exchange. Based on their past trading costs, they will know
whether a particular exchange has higher probability to oer potential price improvement than
other exchanges or not. us, in reality γ could be very high. For conciseness, in the remaining
13When γ ≥ γ¯ , under the equilibrium in Proposition 4 liquidity-providing HFT earns non-negative prots on each
exchange. us, it does not maer how many exchanges a single HFT provides liquidity on because the equilibrium
spread and depth would be the same.
14Miller and Shorter (2016) estimates that HFTs account around 55% trading volume in U.S. equity market. HFTs
are just a subset of algorithm traders.
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analysis I will assume γ ≥ γ¯ . I will rst calculate each exchange’s expected per unit time trading
volume in the same way as in Proposition 3.
In the rst two cases of Proposition 4, HFTs only provide liquidity on fast exchanges. us,
in these two cases slow exchanges have expected trading volume zero. Fast exchange’s per unit
time trading volume can be directly implied from the results in Proposition 3 (trading volume with
homogeneous order processing speed). When M∗(δF ) ≤ K , HFTs provide liquidity on M∗(δF ) fast
exchanges. When M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, HFTs provide liquidity on all those K
fast exchanges. erefore, we can dene M∗F (K) = min{M∗(δF ),K} as the equilibrium depth in
these two cases (depth on fast exchanges). We conclude that a fast exchange has expected per
unit time trading volume:











− 1 − ϕ(ϵ)2
λUλ J
Σλ
M∗F (K) − 1
K
(1.19)
when M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0. is is directly implied from
equation (1.11) by simply replacing total number of exchanges M with K , equilibrium depth M∗
with M∗F (K) and order processing speed δ with δF . is is because HFTs only provide liquidity
on fast exchanges and the facts that the total number of fast exchanges is K , each has order
processing speed δF and the equilibrium depth on fast exchange is M∗F (K).
Note that in these two cases, slow exchanges have zero trading volume. is result should not
be interpreted literally. In my model, investor (or liquidity trader) only buy or sell one unit of the
risky asset. us if an exchange does not have the best price quotes, its trading volume would be
zero. Since in reality some liquidity traders trade multiple units, HFTs usually provide liquidity
on multiple price levels on each exchange. erefore, a more appropriate way to interpret this
result is that when M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0 slow exchanges are
less oen to be at the top of the consolidated limit order book across all exchanges. In other
words, the national best bid and ask prices quotes occur on slow exchanges less oen. In current
equity markets, large institutional traders usually split their large order to many small orders.
us few trades will take orders from multiple price levels. If an exchange is not at the top of the
consolidated limit order book oen, its trading volume would be small. us in reality although
slow exchange’s trading volume is not zero but it would be smaller than the trading volume on
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fast exchanges. It would be beer to model multiple price levels on limit order book. But it is
extremely hard to work on. For simplicity, I only model the best bid and ask prices on the limit
order book, which can clearly deliver the intuition of my main results. I summarize all these
trading volume results in Proposition 5.
Proposition 5 (Trading Volume with Exchange Speed Heterogeneity) If there are K fast ex-
changes with order processing speed δF and M − K slow exchanges with order processing speed
δS , where 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1 and δF < δS . When γ ≥ γ¯ and s∗(δF )/2 < σ , then for each K :
(i)e ex ante expected per unit time trading volume on a fast exchange Q∗F (K) is determined in
equation (1.19) ifM∗(δF ) ≤ K orM∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0. Otherwise,





M∗(K) ] + λ J +
λU λ J [ϕ(δF ) + (1 − K)(1 − ϕ(ϵ))]
2KΣλ +
λU λI [1 − ϕ(ϵ ′)](1 − γ )M∗S (K)
2KM∗(K)Σλ (1.20)
(ii) e ex ante expected per unit time trading volume on a slow exchangeQ∗S (K) = 0 ifM∗(δF ) ≤ K
orM∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0. Otherwise,
Q∗S (K) =
M∗S (K)
M − K [
λI (1 − γ )
M∗(K) + λ J ]{1 −
λU
2Σλ [1 − ϕ(ϵ
′)]} (1.21)
where ϕ(δF ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )δF , ϕ(ϵ′) = ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )(δF+ϵ−δS ) and M∗(K) =
M∗F (K) +M∗S (K) is the total equilibrium depth.
Each exchange’s expected per unit time trading volume are calculated exactly in the same way
as in Proposition 3. Because undercuing HFT always submits her price improving order to fast
exchange and HFTs always provide liquidity on fast exchange, trading volume on fast exchange
is always larger than on slow exchange when trading speed heterogeneity exists. When speed
upgrading technology is available, whether exchanges have incentives to increase their order
processing speed depending on how much additional trading volume it could aract. Speci-
cally, when all exchanges have the same slow order processing speed δS , denote Q∗(δS ) as each
exchange’s per unit time trading volume which is determined in equation (1.11). If one exchange
becomes fast with order processing speed δF < δS , then the per unit time trading volume for this
fast exchange isQ∗F (1) determined in equation (1.19) or (1.20). All remainingM−1 exchanges with
slow order processing speed δS have expected per unit time trading volume Q∗S (1) determined in
equation (1.21) (or zero). We have the following result:
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Corollary 2 When γ ≥ γ¯ and s∗(δS )/2 < σ :
(i) Q∗S (K) < Q∗(δF ) < Q∗F (K) for all 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1;
(ii) Q∗(δS ) < Q∗F (1) ifM∗(δS ) < M or ϕ(δS ) ≤ Mϕ(δF ) + (M − 1)[1 − ϕ(ϵ)].
(i) shows that as long as exchanges have dierent order processing speeds, fast exchanges always
have large trading volume than slow exchanges. (ii) shows that under some general conditions
Q∗F (1) is large than Q∗(δS ), thus exchanges always have incentive to invest in speed technology
providing the speed cost is not too high. When the equilibrium depth M∗(δS ) is smaller than
M , It is quite intuitive that Q∗F (1) is always larger than Q∗(δS ). If HFTs do not provide liquid-
ity on all exchanges, faster order processing speeds is one way exchange could use to aract
liquidity-providing HFTs. Exchanges can increase its trading volume through faster order pro-
cessing speed.
When M∗(δS ) = M the reason why the trading volume on a fast exchange Q∗F (1) is not al-
ways larger than Q∗(δS ) is because the probability of sniping decreases on fast exchange. When
undercuing HFT submits price-improving limit order to the fast exchange, the other liquidity-
providing HFT on the fast exchange will cancel her stale limit orders δF units time aer un-
dercuing HFT’s arrival. If δF is too smaller than δS , stale limit orders remain on the fast ex-
change for a very short time. e probability of sniping on these stale limit order decreases,
which reduces fast exchange’s trading volume. erefore, trading volume on fast exchange
may not increase if δF is too smaller than δS . But as long as δF is close to δS , thus condition
ϕ(δS ) ≤ min{Mϕ(δF ) + (M − 1)[1 − ϕ(ϵ)], 2ϕ(ϵ′)} in Corollary 2 always holds, then an ex-
changes can always increase its trading volume through faster order processing speed because
Q∗F (1) > Q∗(δS ).15
Corollary 2 points out a very interesting result. Normally, one will think that the speed arms
race among exchanges would stop when all exchanges are fast enough. As trading speed geing
faster and faster, a new available speed technology may not increase current trading speed too
much. In other words, δF is not too smaller than δS when trading is already fast enough. It
is natural to think that exchange may not invest in speed technology anymore because it can
15Note that when ϕ(δS ) ≤ (M − 1)(1 − ϕ(ϵ)) the second condition in Corollary 2 (ii) always holds. When ϕ(δS ) >
(M − 1)(1 − ϕ(ϵ)), ϕ(δS ) ≤ Mϕ(δF ) + (M − 1)[1 − ϕ(ϵ)] is equivalent as ∆speed ≤ δS − ϕ−1[ϕ(δS )−(M−1)(1−ϕ(ϵ ))M ] where
∆speed = δS − δF .
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not signicantly enhance its trading speed. Surprisingly, Corollary 2 points out that exactly
when δF is not too smaller than δS , exchanges actually have stronger incentive to invest in speed
technology because an exchange’s trading volume always increase if it has faster order processing
speed than other exchanges. e reason is because it aracts HFTs to submit price-improving
limit orders while the probability of sniping on the fast exchange does not decrease signicantly.
So far I have shown that when a new fast speed technology is available and the conditions in
Corollary 2 holds, exchanges have incentives to invest in this new speed technology if the cost is
not too high. In other words, all exchanges remain their current slow order processing speeds is
not an equilibrium anymore. In the next subsection, I will endogenize exchanges speed invest-
ment decisions and study the welfare implications for long-term investors.
Exchanges Speed Arms Race. I will add one more stage before the trading game starts.
Specically, at stage t = −1 all exchanges have opportunity to upgrade their order processing
speeds from δS to δF at per unit time cost Cspeed , where δF < δS .16 For simplicity, I assume ex-
changes make their speed investment decisions simultaneously. is assumption does not maer
for my analysis. Later I will show that under some general conditions investing in the new speed
technology is a dominant strategy for all exchanges. I model the speed cost as per unit time cost
for exchanges is because maintaining a high speed exchange is costly. Exchanges may need to
rent more space for their matching engines, and may have higher operating cost (such as cool-
ing cost). As a result, it is more appropriate to model the speed cost as per unit time cost for
exchanges.
Broadly speaking, exchange’s revenues come from three main sources: per-trade transaction
fee, data and connection fee, listing and other services fee. In equity markets, the current maker-
taker fee model generates the main per-trade revenue for exchanges. Exchanges pay rebates to
traders who add liquidity (submit limit orders which are not immediately executable) and charge
access fee for taking liquidity (submiing market or marketable limit orders). ese fees are per
share based. I follow similar notations as in Colliard and Foucault (2012) and Chao et al. (2017) to
16I use the same notations as in BCS for the cost of speed investment. While in BCS Cspeed is the per unit time
cost for high speed traders, here it is the exchange’s per unit time cost if it invests in high speed order processing
technology. In my model, all traders have exactly the same speed and my focus is on exchange’s order processing
and connection speeds, not trader’s speed.
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dene f¯m and f¯t as maker and taker fee. e total maker taker fee is dened as f¯ = f¯m + f¯t > 0.17
e rebate is paid only when transaction occurs, and exchanges earn f¯ per share traded. If an
exchange has large trading volume, its revenue from transactions would increase.
Usually, an exchange with large trading volume could generate more revenue from data feeding
fee. For example, in U.S. equity market allocation of the revenues from selling consolidated data
is positively related to an exchange’s market share of total trading volume (see more details from
Caglio and Mayhew (2012)). Exchange with large trading volume can also aract more listings
due to the positive externalities of liquidity. As a result, it is safe to conclude that an exchange’s
revenue is increasing in its trading volume. For simplicity, I only model the per share transaction
fee to study exchange’s speed investment decision, which is enough to deliver the main intuition
of exchanges speed investment arms race.
Fortunately, all previous results still hold under xed maker-taker fee as long as all exchanges
have the same fee structure. Only the determination of equilibrium spread and depth need to be
adjusted according to the liquidity rebates. For conciseness, here I assume f¯m = 0 and f¯ = f¯t > 0,
which means that only liquidity takers pay the transaction fee. In this way, the equilibrium spread
and consolidated market depth stay the same and we can directly use all previous results as long
as sniping HFTs still earns positive prots aer paying liquidity taking fee. Now, we can dene
fast and slow exchange’s per unit time prot as:
piF (K) = ( f¯m + f¯t )Q∗F (K) −Cspeed ; piS (K) = ( f¯m + f¯t )Q∗S (K)
Where piF (K) (piS (K)) denotes a fast (slow) exchange’s per unit time prot where there are K
fast exchanges. Exchanges are trying to maximize their per unit time prot when make speed
investment decisions. e equilibrium results are presented in the following proposition.
Proposition 6 (Exchanges Speed Arm Races) When γ ≥ γ¯ , s∗(δS )/2 + f¯t < σ and ϕ(δS ) ≤
Mϕ(δF ) + (M − 1)[1 − ϕ(ϵ)], then for given f¯ = f¯t > 0:
(i) If Cspeed
f¯
< min{Q∗F (1) − Q∗(δS ),Q∗(δF ) − Q∗S (1)}, investing in the fast speed technology is a
17For example, if exchanges pay 0.2 cents per share rebates for adding liquidity and charge 0.3 cents per share for
taking liquidity we have f¯ = $0.001, fm = −$0.002 and ft = $0.003. Note that, f¯m could also be positive. In this
case, exchanges charge positive fee for providing liquidity while pay rebates for taking liquidity. is is called the
“inverted” maker-taker pricing model currently adopted by Nasdaq BX and Bats BYX exchange.
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dominant strategy for all exchanges;
(ii) If Cspeed
f¯
> Q∗(δF ) − Q∗(δS ), each exchange’s per unit time prots decrease when all exchanges
speed up;
(iii) If s∗(δF ) = s∗(δS ) and M∗(δF ) > M∗(δS ), investor’s welfare (equation (1.10) minus taker fee)
decreases when all exchanges speed up.18
Proposition 6 shows that when the conditions in Corollary 2 holds and the speed cost is not
too large, all exchanges will invest in high speed technology. is is not necessarily benecial
for exchanges. When all exchanges speed up, each exchange’s per unit time trading volume can
decrease (it is possible thatQ∗(δF ) < Q∗(δS )), let along their prots. But if an exchange has slower
order processing speed than other exchanges, it will loss trading volume signicantly. is is why
all exchanges have to make sure they have the current fastest order processing speed although it
may not increase their prots.
Proposition 6 (iii) shows that when all exchanges speed up, investor welfare is not necessarily
improved. is result shares the same intuition as in Proposition 2 (iii). When exchanges increase
their order processing speeds by about the same amount, the overall trade-through rates can
increase. Moreover, it is a common practice that institutional traders split their large orders to
many small orders. As a result, only few trades will actually move price in the consolidated
limit order book, which suggests that the cost of high trade-through rates could potentially be a
signicant portion of investor’s transaction cost.
One limitation of Proposition 6 is that maker-taker fee are exogenous. It would be denitely
beer to endogenize exchange’s fee structure. Modeling exchanges’ maker-taker fee competition
is extremely complicated. Chao et al. (2017) has studied this question in a simple one round trad-
ing model without adverse selection cost. Even in their simple setup, no pure strategy equilibrium
exists and the mixed strategy equilibrium is very complicated because it features two dimensions
of the maker-taker fee distribution. But one lesson learned from their analysis and is important
for us is that competition will never drive the total maker-taker fee to zero. us, trading vol-
ume still maers and the results in Proposition 6 would still be relevant even we endogenize
exchange’s fee structure.
18Investor’s welfare dened in equation (1.10) is the one without maker-taker fee. Since investors always take
liquidity in my model, under maker-taker fee investor’s welfare isW (Buy |δi = δS , ϵi j = ϵ) − f¯t .
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1.4 Empirical Analysis
I show that slow exchanges lose trading volume to fast exchanges because liquidity providers
prefer to submit their price-improving orders to fast exchanges. For this to occur, it needs: 1)
the stock’s bid-ask spread, the dierence between the lowest quoted sell price and the highest
quoted buy price, to be larger than one tick; and 2) the Order Protection Rule to be present.
I provide two empirical tests that support this prediction. IEX is the only slow exchange due
to its built in 350-microsecond delay. My rst test investigates how IEX’s daily market shares of
total trading volume of the stocks included in the recent Tick Size Pilot Program would change
by exploring the exogenous increase in tick size. My second test examines how IEX’s monthly
market shares change cross-sectionally aer it became a public exchange in September 2016.
Previously, IEX was a dark pool that did not publicly display quoted price and thus orders on
IEX were not protected by the Order Protection Rule. Aer it became a public exchange, if IEX
has beer prices, the other exchanges must route their customers’ orders to IEX to comply with
the Order Protection Rule. My model’s prediction is tested by whether IEX can aract price-
improving orders or not aer it became a public exchange.
1.4.1 Data Description
e Tick Size Pilot is a data-driven test to evaluate whether widening the tick size for securities of
smaller capitalization companies would impact liquidity of those securities. e pilot consists of a
randomly chosen control group and three test groups, with each test group having approximately
400 securities.
e rst test group will be quoted in $0.05 increments, but will continue to trade at their current
price increment. e second test group will be quoted and traded in $0.05 minimum increments,
but would allow certain exemptions for midpoint executions, retail investor executions, and ne-
gotiated trades. e third test group will adhere to the requirements of the second test group, but
will also be subject to a “trade-at” rule requirement, which requires o-exchange trading venues
to oer signicantly price improvement (i.e., one tick) to quoted price on public exchanges. e
three treatment groups were gradually implemented on October 3rd to 31st, 2016. e pilot pro-
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gram lasts for two years.
My sample period for the Tick Size Pilot test is September 2nd to December 30th, 2016. On
September 2nd, 2016, IEX had fully transited from a dark pool to a public exchange. My test
includes all stocks in the pilot program. IEX’s daily market share of total trading volume is
calculated from the daily Trade and ote (TAQ) data. Other variables such as daily closing price,
share turnover, and market capitalization are drawn from the Center for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP) data. Summary statistics of main variables are reported in Table 1.
My sample period in the second test is from Jun 1st to November 30th, 2016. Before September
2nd, 2016, IEX was a dark pool, and its trading volume in each stock is from the Rule 605 data
downloaded from IEXs website because TAQ does not report each dark pool’s trading volume.
Since Rule 605 data is reported monthly, IEX’s market share of total trading volume in my second
test is calculated monthly too. Other control variables are calculated from TAQ and CRSP, and
are reported monthly too. I include all stocks reported in IEX’s Rule 605 report excluding stocks
in the Tick Size Pilot Program and stocks with missing data.
One empirical challenge is to identify the volume of IEX before it became an exchange. TAQ
data only separates volume across dierent stock exchanges. Before IEX became an exchange, its
trading volume is under the category called trade report facilities (TRFs) with other non-exchange
trading venues. It is impossible to compare the trading volume of IEX before and aer it became
to a public exchange. Fortunately, I am able to compile a proxy for the IEX volume using the SEC
605 data.
SEC 605 data is well-known for comparing execution quality such as quoted spread and eec-
tive spread.19 However, SEC 605 data also includes the number of shares as the base to calculate
this execution quality measure. In the United States, every trading venue needs to ll in the SEC
605 report, even if it is a dark pool. is feature allows me to construct the volume measure
before IEX became a public exchange.
19SEC Rule 605, formerly known as SEC 11Ac1-5 rule, requires market centers to disclose execution quality statis-
tics on a monthly basis. us, I am able to observe the order execution in IEX before it becomes public exchange.
See Benne and Wei (2006), and Goldstein et al. (2008) for their study on market quality using the SEC 605 ling.
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1.4.2 Empirical Results
Tick Size Pilot Test. In my model, faster exchanges aract more undercuing HFTs. However,
when the bid-ask spread binds at one tick, no HFT can undercut the current quotes. As a result,
the trading volume on a faster exchange for such stocks would increase by less than that for
stocks where the price tick was less binding. To test this prediction, I exploit the tick size pilot
program introduced by the SEC in October 2016. is pilot experiment increased tick size for
1,200 randomly selected stocks with small capitalizations from 1 cent to 5 cents. Since IEX has a
slower order processing speed than other exchanges, with its 350 microseconds delay, my model
predicts that IEXs market share of total trading volume in those stocks with 5 cents tick size
should increase. I test this prediction by running the following dierence in dierences test:
yit = β(Postt × Piloti) + X ′itδ + Stock FEi + Time FEt + ϵit (1.22)
yit is IEX’s daily market share of trading volume on each stocks dened as the stock’s trading
volume on IEX over total trading volume across all trading venues. Post and Pilot are two dummy
variables for post treatment period and treatment stocks. X ′it are other control variables including
the reverse of daily closing price, natural log of daily share turnover and natural log of market
capitalization. I add both stock and time xed eect. e estimation results are presented in Ta-
ble 2. e coecients on the Post×Pilot are positive and highly signicant in all three treatment
groups. Comparing to IEX’s market share in September 2016, its average market share in those
treatment stocks increases by around 13 percent (from 1.77% to 2%). e third treatment group
has the largest eect because more trading volume is driven from alternative trading systems
(ATS) to public exchanges due to the “trade-at” rule.
e Test of IEX Switching from Dark Pool to Public Exchange. My model predicts that
price improving orders will be submied to exchanges with high order processing speeds. us,
a slow exchange does not have a competitive advantage when price improvement is possible,
and the Order Protection Rule is present. On September 2nd, 2016, IEX became the 12th public
exchange. Meanwhile, IEX has slower order processing speed. My model predicts that IEX will
aract less trading volume in those stocks with larger bid-ask spread relative to stocks with
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binding spreads. I test this prediction by running the following test:
yit = β(Postt × NonBindinдi) + X ′itδ + Stock FEi + Time FEt + ϵit (1.23)
e dependent variable yit equals to IEXs reported trading volume in Rule 605 Data divided
by CRSP recorded total volume over all venues. I dene NonBindinдi = 1 for those stocks with
average eective spread larger than 1.25 cents during March 2016 to May 2016, (i.e. three months
before the sample period). e tick Size Pilot related stocks are removed. Postt equals one aer
September 1st, 2016, and zero otherwise. us, Postt = 1 indicates that IEX is a public exchange.
Covariates include natural log of Market Cap and monthly share turnover, and the reverse of
nominal price which controls the relative tick size.
e regression result reported in Table 3 shows that aer becoming public, IEX gained 0.17
percentage points more in binding stocks than non-binding stocks. is is consistent with my
prediction that IEX can hardly aract price improvement market makers when tick size is not
binding.20 e result is robust under various controls and xed eects.
1.5 Conclusions
Over the past decade, trading at unfathomably high speeds has come to dominate U.S. equity
markets. It is easy to understand why traders want to invest in technologies that allow them to
trade at high speeds. Faster traders can exploit mispriced orders from slow traders by crossing
against them, and they can withdraw their own mispriced orders before they themselves are
exploited. It is less clear why exchanges want to process orders more quickly, but do not want to
invest in increased connection speed between exchanges.
In this paper, I show that the Order Protection Rule, which requires an exchange to route
its customers’ orders to other exchanges with beer prices, is a key driver of stock exchanges’
competition on order-processing speeds. In particular, fast order-processing speeds aract more
liquidity provision and, hence, more trading volume. I then show that when all exchanges in-
20IEXs overall market share increased because market makers would be happy to quote on an extra lit market
for various reasons (Foucault and Menkveld (2008); Yao and Ye (2017)). However, those non-binding stocks do not
benet from these channels due to IEX’s slow order processing speed.
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crease their order-processing speeds, it can harm investor welfare by increasing the probability
of trade-through. By contrast, I show that increasing the connection speeds between exchanges
can signicantly increase investor welfare, but exchanges nonetheless prefer slow connection
speeds. is is because, slower connection speeds reduce competition between exchanges, rais-
ing an exchange’s trading volume. As a result, stock exchanges do not necessarily compete on
liquidity-enhancing dimensions. I provide two empirical tests of the theory. ese tests sup-
port the prediction that slow exchanges dierentially lose trading volume to fast exchanges that
aract more price-improving orders when the bid-ask spread is less likely to bind.
For simplicity, the current model assumes exogenous exchanges’ fee structures. Consequently,
exchanges maximize per unit time prot corresponds to maximize per unit time trading volume.
Although trading volume is a good proxy for an exchange’s goal, a model that combines ex-
changes’ competition on speeds and fee structures merits further research.
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Table 1.1: Summary Statistics for Tick Size Pilot Test
VARIABLES N Mean SD Min Max
Panel A: Control Group (1168 Stocks)
IEX Market Share 94,414 1.78 3.00 0 1
Closing Price 94,398 23.82 28.22 0.365 485.6
Share Turnover 94,398 231,171 556,946 1 51,220,000
Market Cap 94,398 720.5 759.9 3.861 4129
Panel B: Treatment Group 1 (393 Stocks)
IEX Market Share 31,765 1.89 2.91 0 1
Closing Price 31,760 23.90 23.71 1.050 172.6
Share Turnover 31,760 237,763 560,753 7 50,260,000
Market Cap 31,760 711.2 756.1 4.048 3776
Panel C: Treatment Group 2 (396 Stocks)
IEX Market Share 31,602 1.90 2.96 0 1
Closing Price 31,599 23.56 23.26 1.250 203.8
Share Turnover 31,599 220,863 529,772 1 47,750,000
Market Cap 31,599 699.6 729 5.471 4019
Panel D: Treatment Group 3 (390 Stocks)
IEX Market Share 31,470 1.95 2.82 0 1
Closing Price 31,468 24.77 39.19 1.100 542.0
Share Turnover 31,468 247,085 622,077 2 34,880,000
Market Cap 31,468 732 772.5 5.276 4127
Note: IEX market share is dened as a stock’s daily trading volume on IEX over total trading
volume across all trading venues. Trading volume data are from daily TAQ. Daily closing price,
share turnover and market cap for each stocks are downloaded from CRSP. Market cap is
measured in millions of dollars. Sample period is from September 2nd, 2016 to December 30th,
2016.
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Table 1.2: Impact of Tick Size on IEX’s Market Share of Trading Volume
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES All Groups All Groups Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Pilot×Post 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.20*** 0.19*** 0.330***
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.06) (0.0590)
ln (Share Turnover) 0.10*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.0923***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.0224)
Inverse of Share Price -0.03 -0.12 0.06 -0.00710
(0.30) (0.31) (0.30) (0.319)
ln (Market Cap) 0.02 -0.04 -0.01 -0.0262
(0.09) (0.11) (0.10) (0.112)
Observations 189,225 189,225 126,158 125,997 125,866
R-squared 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006
Number of Stocks 2,347 2,347 1,561 1,564 1,558
Time FE YES YES YES YES YES
Stock FE YES YES YES YES YES
Note: the above table reports estimations results from the regression that yit = β(Postt ×Piloti)+
X ′itδ + Stock FEi + Time FEt + ϵit , where yit is IEX’s daily market share of trading volume in
each stock in the Tick Size Pilot Program, and dened as the stock’s trading volume on IEX over
total trading volume across all trading venues. Post and Pilot are two dummy variables for post
treatment period and treatment stocks in the Tick Size Pilot Program. X ′it are other control
variables including the reverse of daily closing price, natural log of daily share turnover and
market capitalization. Time period is from September 2nd, 2016 to December 30th, 2016. Robust
standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 1.3: Impact of Switching to Public Exchange on IEX’s Market Share of Total Trading
Volume
(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES IEX Market Share IEX Market Share IEX Market Share
NonBinding×Post -0.16*** -0.17*** -0.17***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
ln (Share Turnover) -0.25*** 0.36***
(0.06) (0.07)
Inverse of Share Price -0.13*** -0.07**
(0.02) (0.03)
ln (Market Cap) 0.10*** 0.04
(0.002) (0.02)
Observations 30,493 30,493 30,493
R-squared 0.033 0.140 0.604
Number of Stocks 9,452 9,452 9,452
Time FE NO NO YES
Stock FE NO NO YES
Note: the above table reports estimations results from regression yit = β(NonBindinдi × Postt )
+X ′itδ + Stock FEi + Time FEt + ϵit , where yit is IEX’s monthly market share of trading volume
on each stocks dened as the stock’s trading volume on IEX over total trading volume across all
trading venues. Postt and NonBindinдi are two dummy variables. Postt = 1 for September,
October and November of 2016, when IEX is a public exchange. NonBindinдi = 1 for stocks
with monthly average eective spreads exceed 1.25 cents. X ′it are other control variables
including the reverse of average monthly closing price, natural log of monthly share turnover
and market capitalization. Sample period is from June, 2016 to November, 2016. Robust















Figure 1.3: Latency Map
In the above picture, δ denotes exchange’s order processing speed. ζ is the time it takes for a
HFT to send information from one exchange to another exchange. ϵ is the time it takes for an
exchange to send its order updating information or route orders to other exchange. η is the time
it takes for an investor to receive any updates from exchanges through securities information
processor (SIP). ese latencies dependent on specic exchanges. NYSE is located at Mahwah
NJ. Nasdaq is located at Carteret NJ. BATS and IEX are in Equinix NY4/NY5 data center which
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Figure 1.4: Plot of Coecients on Interacting Terms of Pilot Dummy with All Time Dummies
Except e First Period
I run regression yit = α + Σ
j,1
βj(Piloti × I (t = j)) + X ′itδ + Stock FEi + Time FEt + ϵit and plot all
estimated β in above graph. e gray dash lines are the 90% condence interval. I (t = j) is a
time dummy and is equal to one if it is at day j. e le red line at October 3, 2016 indicates the
starting day of the pilot phase in period. e right red line indicates the pilot phase in ending
time at October 31, 2016. Aer that, all treatment group stocks become active.
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Chapter 2
Can Stock Exchanges with Speed Bump Designs
Survive?
2.1 Introduction
e fact that high-frequency traders (HFTs) can observe market movements before slow traders
has generated signicant controversy and aention in the popular press, as in Michael Lewis’s
book, Flash Boys. Several exchange design responses have been proposed to reduce the speed ad-
vantage of HFTs and hence their incentives to engage in a costly speed “arms race” that transfers
resources away from liquidity consumers and may reduce liquidity. Budish et al. (2015) (hence-
forth BCS) suggests switching from the current continuous-trading process to a discrete time-
batch trading process in which, for example, an exchange might run sealed-bid double auctions
every 100 milliseconds to organize trades.1 e Investors Exchange (IEX) intentionally delays all
incoming orders and messages by about 350 microseconds. e Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX)
has proposed a similar design that creates a 350-microsecond delay for those who trade against
resting orders. A common question raised in debates on these new exchange designs is: Without
any regulation, can an exchange that implements these designs survive when competing against
other faster exchanges?2
e contribution of this chapter is to build a trading model with multiple exchanges to investi-
gate this issue. My model builds on BCS. In BCS, time is continuous, and a security is traded on a
single exchange. A Poisson arrival of liquidity traders seeks to buy or sell one unit of the asset to
balance their portfolios, and a Poisson arrival of public information about the asset value shis
its value up or down. Fast HFTs choose whether to provide liquidity by posting limit orders, or
1More details about this design can be found in Budish et al. (2014).
2In his 2017 AEA/AFA joint luncheon address, Eric Budish has discussed some issues on how frequent batch-
auction exchanges compete with traditional limit-order book exchanges. More details can be found at hps://www.
aeaweb.org/webcasts/2017/luncheon.php.
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hold back and wait for a public information arrival that will make non-cancelled quotes stale so
they can make prots by sniping. e equilibrium bid-ask spread breaks even in expectations
and trade-o prots from the liquidity provision with prots from sniping, leaving HFTs neutral
as liquidity providers or snipers. HFTs racing to snipe or cancel stale limit orders encourages en-
gagement in a speed arms race. HFTs using their speed to snipe stale orders increases the cost of
the liquidity provision. e heightened liquidity costs are at the root of innovative new exchange
designs aiming to mitigate sniping and reduce the speed advantage of HFTs.3
To this model, I add three new features. I rst allow the single security to be traded on M(> 1)
exchanges. As in Chapter 1, each exchange uses the continuous limit order book to conduct
trades. I will allow one exchange to implement frequent batch auctions or order delay designs,
and examine how it competes with the remaining M − 1 exchanges. Exchanges maximize their
per-unit-time prot (or equivalently their per-unit-time trading volume) given a xed per-share
transaction fee. e second real-world feature that I integrate is a discrete price tick, so that
equilibrium is pinned down by the number of HFT liquidity providers at equilibrium price ticks,
rather than being a smooth adjustment in price. Currently in the U.S. equity market, the tick size
or minimum price movement is 1 cent for stocks with prices above $1 per share. is maers
because I also introduce the Poisson arrival of undercuing HFTs who oer a one-tick price
improvement of the equilibrium quotes by other HFTs.4 is price undercuing captures the
fact that HFTs who provide liquidity oen need to adjust their quotes due to changes in their
inventory positions or risk capacities. e stage trading game ends whenever the trade occurs
and the next stage begins, creating a stationary framework.
My model oers several implications for how to design exchanges that mitigate sniping of the
liquidity provider, reduce sniping results, improve liquidity and reduce the bid-ask spread. First,
consider the frequent batch auctions (FBA) proposed in BCS. FBA can eliminate sniping if all
information about asset value jumps reaches everyone at exactly the same time, as in Chapter
3Another common term used in debates on these new exchange designs is “latency arbitrage,” which refers to
the possibility that HFTs can explore the disparities of price quotes for the same asset on dierent exchanges to
make prots. Latency arbitrage is a special example of sniping in BCS. A more detailed explanation about latency
arbitrage can be found in Wah and Wellman (2013).
4For instance, if the current bid (highest buy) price=$10.00 and ask (lowest sell) price=$10.05, the undercuing
HFT is willing to sell at $10.04 or buy at $10.01. In BCS, liquidity-providing HFTs are homogeneous, and their model
does not have undercuing HFTs.
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1. When the liquidity provider’s cancellation message and other HFTs’ sniping orders arrive at
the FBA exchange simultaneously, the exchange will always process cancellation messages rst
and then determine transaction prices and quantities from the remaining orders. As a result,
liquidity providers can always successfully cancel their orders whenever the asset value jumps,
and so sniping cannot occur in FBA when all traders observe the asset value jumps at exactly the
same time.
In practice, however, information about value jumps does not always immediately become
public information in this way. In particular, sometimes one trader will get the news before the
others. In this case, the information about value jumps is private information, and the informed
trader will play the role of the traditional informed trader, as in Kyle (1985) or Glosten and Mil-
grom (1985). In such a scenario, the liquidity provision costs for HFTs have two components: the
traditional adverse selection cost on private news and the sniping cost on public news.5 Whether
FBAs can thrive depends on the proportions of asset value jumps that are public or private news.
I show that FBAs improve liquidity only when most information arrival is public, reaching
everyone at the same time. Otherwise, the FBA designs reduce liquidity: although FBAs eliminate
sniping costs, they increase the traditional adverse-selection costs for liquidity-providing HFTs.
is is because there is no pre-trade price transparency in FBAs:6 When an undercuing HFT
arrives, the liquidity-providing HFTs want to adjust or cancel their quotes to reduce exposure
to informed traders on private news. But in FBAs, HFTs cannot observe an undercuing HFT’s
order, which increases the traditional adverse-selection costs for the liquidity-providing HFTs
due to the increased exposure of their orders to the informed trader. As a result, when sniping
is modest relative to the traditional adverse-selection costs, those costs dominate the gains from
5Another way to interpret this is to think of the risky asset’s value including two components: so and hard
information components. So information is usually related to inside news about the underlying rm. Only slow
human traders may access so information. In contrast, hard information is machine-readable information corre-
lated with the asset’s value, such as any public macroeconomic news announcement or price information about
related assets. Naturally, high-frequency trading rms are tracking and good at analyzing hard information. is
so and hard information dichotomy was rst proposed by Petersen (2004) and has been applied in Jovanovic and
Menkveld (2016) too.
6In frequent batch auctions, if all remaining orders are announced before the next trading round, traders with
extremely fast speed have incentives to manipulate the market by submiing some limit orders and then canceling
them at the last moment, before the exchange crosses the buy and sell limit orders. is will encourage speed
competition among traders. For this reason, frequent batch auctions are designed in BCS without this pre-trade
price transparency.
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eliminating sniping. In other words, the FBA design reduces liquidity when most information
arrivals reach some HFTs before others.
I show that when FBAs are implemented, exchanges have incentives to compete on trading
frequency, because liquidity provision costs are lower on FBAs that have more frequent auctions.
On more frequent batch auctions, liquidity-providing HFTs can observe quoting status and adjust
their orders more frequently, which reduces their exposure to informed trading on private news.
is causes the batch nature of the design to unravel. is result can explain why FBAs have not
been implemented by any exchange despite the endorsement of BCS.
Among the dierent delay designs, I establish that a design that only delays liquidity-taking
orders like CHX aracts more trading volume than one like that of IEX, which delays all incoming
orders. is is because undercuing HFTs prefer to submit their price-improving limit orders to
exchanges with faster order-processing speeds. My analysis suggests that the 350-microsecond
delay for liquidity adding orders may make undercuing HFTs less likely to submit orders to IEX.
is may explain why IEX’s market share of the total equity trading volume remained at 2% aer
it became a public exchange in September 2016.
Finally, I show that even when sniping is a signicant problem for some stocks, exchanges with
a large market share of the total trading volume may lack incentives to implement frequent batch
auctions or order delays, even when these innovative designs could improve long-term investor
welfare. is is because when sniping occurs, exchanges share revenues with the sniping HFTs.
ese exchanges will lose this trading volume and revenues if these order-delay or FBA designs
are implemented. erefore, the interests of the exchanges may not be aligned with those of
long-term investors with regard to how they value designs that alleviate sniping.
Related literature. “Speed bump” designs such as frequent batch auctions and order delays
all require slowing down exchanges order-processing speed. I will only discuss those papers
which are related to exchanges order-processing speed or latency.7 Menkveld and Zoican (2016)
studies the impacts of exchanges order-processing speed on the liquidity in a single-exchange
setup. ey nd that increasing speed does not necessarily improve liquidity. Ye et al. (2013) nds
that Nasdaq’s 2010 speed upgrade did not improve its liquidity. Pagnoa and Philippon (2016)
7ere are many studies on HFTs, especially aer the 2010 ash crash. Menkveld (2016) provides a good review
of this topic.
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studies trading venues’ speed competition. e speed dierences in their models range from
seconds to minutes. Traders prefer faster trading venues because their gains from trading can be
realized earlier. eir models are well suited to studying speed dierences like over-the-counter
markets versus public exchanges. ote-updating speed plays a key role in my model, while
the speed of trades is crucial in Pagnoa and Philippon (2016). us, the results in this chapter
are complementary to theirs. BCS suggests implementing frequent batch auctions (FBAs), and
Du and Zhu (2017) nds that seconds or minutes per auction can improve allocation eciency.
is chapter can shed some light on why no exchange is currently trying to implement FBAs,
although they might increase eciency.
2.2 Model Setup
e model framework is similar to that in Chapter 1. e new feature is that the signal of the
asset’s value jumping is not necessarily observable to all traders at exactly the same time. Some
high-frequency traders may observe the signal earlier than others. An alternative way to inter-
pret this is that the signal of the asset’s value change is related to the underlying rm’s inside
news. Only some traders might be informed about this private news. e goal is to add the tradi-
tional adverse-selection component to the cost of the liquidity provision. e details of the model
are as follows.
Exchanges and limit order book. M exchanges use continuous limit order book to conduct
trades, and among them one exchange consider to implement frequent batch auctions or several
order delay designs. Traders can use either market or limit orders to trade.
Traders. ere are innite number of risk neutral HFTs choosing whether to post limit orders on
exchanges to provide liquidity to fundamental investors who arrive randomly. Fundamental in-
vestors aach an exogenous intrinsic value to trade, reecting, for example, a need to re-balance
their portfolios. Fundamental investors include mutual funds, pension funds and retail traders.
Price grids. e smallest price increment or tick size is given by d > 0. In current equity mar-
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kets, the tick size is one cent for stocks with price above $1 per share. LetP = {pi}∞i=−∞ denote
the discrete set of available prices for quoting and trading: the distance between any two con-
secutive prices inP is d .
Timing and asset. Time runs continuously on [0,∞). ere is a single risky asset that is traded
on all M exchanges and one risk-free numeraire asset with price normalized to be 1. At the
beginning of the trading game, the risky asset has an expected value of v0. To ease presentation,
I assume v0 = (pi + pi+1)/2 for some i ∈ N, i.e., v0 is at the midpoint of a price grid. At t = 0,
HFTs choose the exchanges on which they post their limit orders. en, three events may occur:
1. An fundamental investor with intrinsic value θ¯ to trade may arrive. I assume that the
arrival time is exponentially distributed with intensity parameter λI . Upon arrival, the investor
will buy or sell one unit of the risky asset with equal probability and only use market orders. A
buyer arriving at time t and paying yt to buy one unit of the risky asset has utility or welfare
wt = vt − yt + θ¯ , where vt is the risky asset’s value at time t . A seller’s welfare is dened in
a similar way. Further, I assume there are γ portions of investors are sophisticated investors.
ese investors will consider potential price improvements when choosing which exchange to
trade although all exchanges may have the same observed quoted price. Other 1 − γ portions
are unsophisticated investors. Upon arrival, they will randomly chose one exchange having the
current best price quotes to trade with equal probability. e portion of sophisticated investors
only maers when there is heterogeneity in exchanges’ order processing speeds because the
probability of each exchange oering potential price improvements might be dierent.
2. Before fundamental investors arrive, a signal related to the risky asset’s common value
may arrive. I assume the arrival time of this signal is given by an exponential distribution with
intensity parameter λ J . With probability µ this signal is only observable to one high frequency
trader. And with probability 1 − µ, the signal is publicly observable by all traders at exactly the
same time. With equal probability it is a good or bad signal. Conditional on good signal, the risky
asset’s common value will increase by σ = kd for some k ∈ N. Similarly, if it is a bad signal, the
risky asset’s common value will decrease by σ . If σ exceeds the current half bid-ask spread, those
HFTs who have posted limit orders at exchanges will run to cancel their stale limit orders while
other HFTs will try to trade at the stale price.
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3. Alternatively, aer HFTs post their limit orders on exchanges, an undercuing HFT may
arrive who will oer a one tick price improvement of the current prices quoted by other HFTs.
e arrival time of undercuing HFTs is given by an exponential distribution with intensity
parameter λU . Upon arrival, with equal probability the undercuing HFT will submit (a) a limit
buy order with price one tick above the current bid price; or (b) a limit sell order with price one
tick below the current ask price. If at the time when the undercuing HFT arrives the bid-ask
spread is binding at one tick, undercuing HFT will not post any order.
e arrival process for the fundamental investor, public information, and undercuing HFT all
assumed to be independently distributed. Figure 2.1 draws the event timeline of one stage trading
game. e conditional probabilities of each event is shown in the graph. e stage trading game
ends whenever trade occurs, at which point the next stage begins.
Initial Quoting𝑡= 0 𝑡=1 𝑡=2










1-𝜇𝜆 𝐽𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽 +𝜆𝑈
𝜆 𝐼𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽 +𝜆𝑈
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𝜆 𝐼𝜆𝐼 +𝜆𝐽
Figure 2.1: Trading Stage Event Time line
Exchanges Order Processing and Connection speeds. Let δi be the amount of time that it
takes for exchange i (for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M) to process an incoming order or cancellation message.
A small δi indicates a faster order processing speed. I denote the time that it takes to send price
information between exchange i and exchange j by ϵij , where ϵij = ϵji . A smaller ϵij indicates
faster connection speeds between exchanges.
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2.3 Equilibrium Analysis
e 2010 Flash Crash has brought high-frequency trading (HFT) under the spotlight of many
academic researches and public debates. BCS nds that as long as trading is continuous, the
opportunity of sniping can not be competed away, which increases liquidity provision cost. Fou-
cault et al. (2017) nds that latency arbitrage (one example of sniping) is also common in foreign
exchange markets.
Several new exchange designs have been proposed to mitigate sniping and reduce HFTs speed
advantage. BCS suggests switching from the current continuous trading process to a discrete time
batch trading process. For instance, run sealed bid double auctions for every 100 milliseconds to
conduct trades. e Investors Exchange (IEX) delays all incoming orders by 350 microseconds
and it was approved by Securities and Exchanges Commissions (SEC) to be a public exchange
in June 2016. Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX) has proposed a similar design that only creates a
350-microsecond delay for those who trade against resting orders on CHX. is proposal is still
seeking approval from SEC.
In this section, I will study which proposal might be the most eective one to mitigate sniping,
and how an exchange implementing these new designs competes against traditional exchanges
for trading volume. I will rst discuss the frequent batch auctions (FBAs) design and then several
order delay proposals. But before that, I will relax one assumption in the baseline model setup.
Specically, in Section 1.3 the signal jumping related to the asset’s value immediately becomes
public information and all traders can observe it at exactly the same time. However, it is impos-
sible that information about value jumps immediately becomes public information in this way.
Sometimes, one trader will get the news before others. To account for this, I assume that with
probability µ a single trader receives this information before everyone else. As a result, she is the
single informed trader as in Kyle (1985) or Glosten and Milgrom (1985). For simplicity, I assume
that this single informed trader will send market orders to all exchanges with stale limit orders.
Aer trade occurs, the information will be announced to the market. As a result, the single in-
formed trader can only explore her private information once. I will show that the eectiveness
of FBAs and oder delay designs depend on the proportions of asset value jumps that are public
or private signal.
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2.3.1 Frequent Batch Auctions
FBAs can eliminate sniping because HFTs are able to cancel their stale quotes before next trad-
ing round, but it may cause higher adverse selection cost on private news trading for liquidity
providers. How FBAs compete against continuous limit order book (LOB) exchange is an in-
teresting research question. To conserve space, I will not investigate this question completely.
What I will show is that since there is no pre-trade price transparency, the liquidity in FBAs might
be worse than in a LOB exchange. FBAs exchanges also have incentive to compete on trading
frequency.
Precisely, denote τ as the length of each auction. us, the FBAs exchange will cross buy
and sell orders and conduct trades for every τ units of time. I assume the LOB exchange has
order processing speed δ . I will study the equilibrium spread in these two exchanges separately.
Denoting s∗LOB and s
∗
FBA as the equilibrium bid-ask spread for HFTs proving liquidity on the LOB
and FBAs exchange respectively. We have the following results:
Proposition 7 (Equilibrium Spread Comparison Between LOB and FBA) Assuming all events can
only happen at most once within each auction and denote ϕ(δ ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ , Σλ = λI + λ J + λU
and f (τ ) = 11−e−Σλτ
∫ τ
0 Σλe
−Σλx [1 − e−(λI+λ J )(τ−x)]dx :
(i) when λI+λ J+λU [1−
1−ϕ(δ )
2 ]
λI+λ J+λU f (τ ) ≤ µ < 1, s∗LOB ≤ s∗FBA(τ );
(ii) when τ1 ≤ τ2, s∗FBA(τ1) ≤ s∗FBA(τ2).
e intuition is simple. When an undercuing HFT arrives, other HFTs who are not at the best
price quotes need to adjust or cancel their limit orders because these orders have no chance
to trade with an investor, but they are still subject to the pick o risk by the single informed
trader. But in FBAs, because of no pre-trade price transparency, liquidity-providing HFTs cannot
observe the arrival of an undercuing HFT and therefore do not adjust their quotes accordingly.
is increases their exposure to the single informed trader and so is their liquidity provision
cost on FBAs. When the portion of informed trading from private news is high (large µ) or
undercuing HFTs arrive more frequently, this cost will dominate the benets of no sniping on
FBAs. Consequently, liquidity on FBAs can be worse than on the continuous LOB. For the same
reason, a FBAs conducting trades more frequently will suer less from the loss of pre-trade price
transparency. As a result, HFTs can provide liquidity at lower bid-ask spread on more frequent
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FBAs exchange. is conrms the conjecture that exchanges will compete on trading frequency
if all of them implement FBAs. ey might converge to continuous trading.
To avoid manipulation, FBAs designed in BCS does not disseminate its current limit orders
before next trading round. Alternatively, a random stop FBAs with pre-trade price transparency
might work beer because HFTs can immediately adjust or cancel their quotes aer undercut-
ting HFT’s arrival. I assume all events can only happen at most once within each auction. is
extremely simplies the analysis of FBAs. Although it can captures the additional liquidity pro-
vision cost on FBAs exchange, the optimal frequency of FBAs cannot be well analyzed under this
assumption. For this reason, I do not consider how FBAs competes with LOB exchange and the
optimal trading frequency. What Proposition 7 shows is that FBAs is not a cost free proposal to
reduce high frequency trader’s speed advantage. In next section, I will consider how an exchange
with order delays compete against the continuous LOB exchange.
2.3.2 Order Delays
I will keep the same model structure and notation as in Section 1.3, so that we could directly use
previous results when they are applicable. Specically, there are M − 1 exchanges and each has
order processing speed δF . All these M − 1 exchanges use the traditional continuous limit order
book (LOB) to conduct trades. ere is another exchange which currently has order processing
speed δF too but considering to implement one of the following order delays with deterministic
delaying time ∆speed = δS − δF > 0:
Denition 2 Uniform Delay (UD): delaying all incoming orders and cancellation messages by a
deterministic time ∆speed ;
Denition 3 Non-cancellation Delay (ND): delaying all incoming liquidity taking and adding or-
ders but not cancellations by a deterministic time ∆speed ;
Denition 4 Liquidity Taking Delay (LTD): delaying only liquidity taking orders by a determin-
istic time ∆speed ;
Uniform delay and non-cancellation delay are dened in the same way as in Baldauf and Moll-
ner (2017). Liquidity taking delay only delays those market or marketable limit orders which
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can trigger immediate execution. Note that although IEX implements uniform delay, it indeed
has some features as non-cancellation delay due to its primary peg order. Primary peg is a non-
displayed order at or inside the national best bid and oer (NBBO). When IEX determines that
current quotes is unstable, primary peg buy (sell) orders are automatically slid one tick below
(above) the current national best bid (oer).8 When the asset’s value jumps, liquidity providers
(primarily HFTs) need to adjust their quotes and sniping or latency arbitrage opportunity is usu-
ally available during this quote unstable time. By using the primary peg order, IEX helps its
liquidity provides to avoid trading in the wrong direction as the market moves by automatically
sliding back the primary peg quotes. is is essentially like to allow liquidity providers at or
inside the current best price quotes to cancel their stale quotes and reprice their limit orders. For
this reason, I will consider IEX as more in line with non-cancellation delay.
Among these three order delays, whether it could mitigate the problem of sniping depend-
ing on whether liquidity providers have the advantage to cancel their stale quotes before taken
by other HFTs. Since the uniform delay exchange also delays cancellation message, liquidity
providers on uniform delay exchange suer the same sniping cost as in a regular limit order
book exchange. is makes uniform delay less aractive. On both non-cancellation delay and
liquidity taking delay exchanges, liquidity provision HFTs have the advantage to cancel their
stale quotes before that are taken by other HFTs. As a result, sniping can not occur on exchanges
with one of these two design features.
But since the non-cancellation delay exchange also delays liquidity adding orders, it is less
aractive for an undercuing HFT comparing with the liquidity taking delay. For this reason,
the non-cancellation delay exchange may suer low trading volume when competing with other
M−1 regular limit order book exchanges. Now I will study the equilibrium spread and each delay
exchange’s trading volume in more details.
For the exchange implementing uniform delay, it essentially has order processing speed δF +
∆speed = δS . erefore, the results in Propositions 4 and 5 under the case of K = M − 1 fast
exchanges could be directly applied to here. Denoting s∗UD andQ
∗
UD as the equilibrium spread and
the uniform delay exchange’s expected per unit time trading volume, we would have s∗UD = s
∗(δF )
8More detailed explanations about IEX’s primary peg order can be found at hps://www.iextrading.com/docs/
IEX%20Primary%20Peg%20Upgrade%20Overview.pdf.
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and Q∗UD = Q
∗
S (M − 1).
If the exchange implements liquidity taking delay (LTD), HFTs could potentially provide liq-
uidity on this LTD exchange with smaller bid-ask spread. Precisely, if a HFT provide liquidity on
LTD exchange with bid-ask spread s and this is the unique exchange has this best price quotes,
then similar to equation (1.5) (at X = 1) the liquidity provision HFT has prot:
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e dierence between piLTD( s2 , 1) and pi ( s2 , 1|δ = δF ) (equation (1.5) evaluated at order processing
speed δF and X = 1) is that: when the risky asset’s common value jumps, liquidity-providing
HFT will lose prot only when the signal is private (with probability µ conditional on the asset’s
value jumps). Because for public signal (with probability 1 − µ), liquidity-providing HFT can
cancel her stale limit orders. us, no sniping or latency arbitrage on this LTD exchange. It is
straightforward that for any 0 ≤ µ < 1, piLTD( s2 , 1) > pi ( s2 , 1|δ = δF ). us, HFTs strictly prefer
to provide liquidity on LTD exchange. For the same reason, if multiple exchanges have the best
price quotes, the undercuing HFT will also prefer to submit her price-improving limit order to
the LTD exchange if it is one among those exchanges with current best price quotes. erefore,
the equilibrium structure is exactly the same as in Proposition 4 under the case of K = 1 and the
LTD exchange plays a similar role as the unique fast exchange in that case. Similar to equation








2 , 1) ≥ 0} (2.2)
if µλ JλI+µλ J >
d
2σ . Otherwise, the equilibrium bid-ask spread is binding at one tick.
9 HFTs will
provide liquidity on LTD exchange and other regular limit order book (LOB) exchanges with
half spread s∗LTD/2 until their prots become to negative. Suppose HFTs provide liquidity on X
9Note that we assume undercuing HFT will not adjust her quotes or take liquidity if the bid-ask spread is binding
at one tick. us with half spread d/2, piLTD (d2 , 1) = λIλI+λ J d2 −
µλ J
λI+λ J
(σ − d2 ). If piLTD (d2 , 1) < 0⇔ µλ JλI+µλ J > d2σ , the
equilibrium bid-ask spread will not be binding at one tick at the initial quoting stage.
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exchanges including the LTD exchange with half spread s/2 and denote the liquidity provision
prot on a regular LOB exchange as piLOB( s2 ,X ), then similar to equation (1.17) we have:
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e only dierence between equation (2.3) and (1.17) is that HFTs on LOB exchanges will
cancel their order δF + ϵ − δF = ϵ units of time aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival because all
LOB exchanges have order processing speed δF . Note that the above prot is dened only for




2 , 1) = 0. Denoting M∗LTD as the equilibrium depth, we have:
M∗LTD = max{X |piLOB(
s∗LTD
2 ,X ) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ X ≤ M} (2.4)
If non-cancellation delay (ND) is implemented, HFTs do not necessarily prefer to provide liq-
uidity on the ND exchange. We can see this from HFT’s liquidity provision prot on ND exchange.
Similar to piLTD( s2 , 1), denote piND( s2 , 1) as the liquidity provision prot for a HFT who provides
liquidity on the ND exchange with half bid-ask spread s/2 and this is the only exchange has these
best price quotes. e only dierence between piND( s2 , 1) and piLTD( s2 , 1) is that the ND exchange
takes δS units of time to process undercuing HFT’s limit order because ND exchange also delays
liquidity adding orders. us, by replacing δF with δS in equation (2.1) we would have piND( s2 , 1).10
When the delaying time ∆speed = δS − δF is large, it is possible that piND( s2 , 1) < pi ( s2 , 1|δ = δF )
for some spread s . Intuitively, HFTs would like to provide liquidity on the ND exchange because
no sniping on ND exchange. But if the ND exchange takes longer time to process any incoming
limit order, it will increase liquidity provider’s adverse selection cost. If the later cost is larger,
HFTs will prefer to provide liquidity on regular limit order book exchanges which have fast order
processing speed δF .
erefore, if non-cancellation delay (ND) is implemented, the equilibrium depends on whether
10Precisely, piND ( s2 , 1) = λIΣλ s2 − µλ JΣλ (σ − s2 )+ λUΣλ ϕ(δS )[ λIλI+λ J 12 s2 −
µλ J
λI+λ J








HFTs strictly prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchange or not. If not, the equilibrium
structure would be similar as in the uniform delay case. HFTs will run to provide liquidity on LOB
exchanges and start to provide liquidity on the ND exchange only when all LOB exchanges have
been already lled with current best price quotes. e ND exchange has small trading volume
in this case.11 If HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchange (i.e. when delaying time
∆speed is small), the equilibrium structure would be similar to the case of liquidity taking delay.
e ND exchange could potentially reaches its maximum trading volume. I will mainly focus on
the laer case because whether an exchange has incentive to implement non-cancellation order
delay depends on the maximum trading volume the ND exchange could have.
Denote s∗ND and Q
∗
ND as the equilibrium spread and the expected per unit time trading vol-
ume for the ND exchange. When HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchange, s∗ND
is determined exactly in the same way as in equation (2.2). us, s∗ND/2 = min{ s2 |v0 ± s2 ∈
P,piND( s2 , 1) ≥ 0} when µλ JλI+µλ J > d2σ . Otherwise, it is binding at one tick. Since undercuing
HFT also prefers to submit her price-improving limit order to the ND exchange, thus liquidity-
providing HFTs on other LOB exchanges will cancel their stale limit order δS + ϵ − δF units
of time aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival. Similar to equation (2.3), denote pi ′LOB( s2 ,X ) as a
HFT’s liquidity provision prot on one LOB exchange when HFTs provide liquidity on X ex-
changes including the ND exchange at bid-ask spread s . erefore, by replacing ϵ with δS +ϵ −δF
in equation (2.3) we would have pi ′LOB( s2 ,X ).12 Similar to equation (2.4), the equilibrium depth
M∗ND = max{X |pi ′LOB(
s∗ND
2 ,X ) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ X ≤ M} and denote pi ′LOB(
s∗ND
2 , 1) = 0. Now we summarize
each delay exchange’s expected per unit time trading volume in Proposition 8.
Proposition 8 (Order Delay Exchange’s Trading Volume) If there areM exchanges with order pro-
cessing speed δF and one among them considers to implement uniform delay (UD), non-cancellation
11Specically, if HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on regular limit order book exchanges, the equilibrium bid-ask
spread would be s∗(δF ). Only when M∗(δF ) > M − 1 and HFTs have non-negative liquidity provision prot on the
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2 − µλ JλI+λ J 12 (σ −
s∗(δF )
2 )] ≥ 0 the ND exchange has non-zero trading volume
[ λI (1−γ )M + µλ J ]{1 − λU2Σλ [1 − ϕ(ϵ ′)]}, where ϵ ′ = δF + ϵ − δS . HFT’s liquidity provision prot on ND exchange and
per unit time trading volume are similar to equation (1.17) and (1.21) by replacing the total equilibrium depth with
M and the fact that no sniping on the ND exchange.
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Σλ [1−ϕ(δS + ϵ −
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delay (ND) or liquidity taking delay (LTD) with deterministic delaying time ∆speed = δS − δF > 0,
denoting ϵ′′ = δS + ϵ − δF and ϵ′ = δF + ϵ − δS , then when γ ≥ γ¯ , µλ JλI+µλ J > d2σ and s∗(δF )/2 < σ :
(i) If Uniform Delay is implemented, then Q∗UD = Q
∗
S (M − 1);
(ii) If Liquidity Taking Delay is implemented, then:
Q∗LTD = λI (γ +
1 − γ
M∗LTD
) + µλ J + λUλ J2Σλ µϕ(δF ) +
λUλI
2Σλ [1 − ϕ(ϵ)]
M∗LTD − 1
M∗LTD
(1 − γ ) (2.5)
(iii) If Non-cancellation Delay is implemented, then either when 1) s∗ND < s
∗(δF ) or 2) µϕ(δS ) ≤
ϕ(δF ) + (1 + 2λI+λ JλU )(1 − µ) and (1 − µ)λ J (σ −
s∗ND
2 + d) − λIM∗ND (
s∗ND
2 − d)[(M∗ND − 1)(ϕ(ϵ′′) − ϕ(ϵ)) +
ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(ϵ′)] ≥ 0, the ND exchange aains its maximum per unit time trading volume:
Q∗ND = λI (γ +
1 − γ
M∗ND
) + µλ J + λUλ J2Σλ µϕ(δS ) +
λUλI





(1 − γ ) (2.6)
Proof of the above results are similar to the proof of Propositions 4 and 5. (i) is directly implied
from Proposition 5 because with uniform delay all LOB exchange has faster order processing
speed δF while the UD exchange has slow order processing speed δS . If liquidity taking delay is
implemented and γ ≥ γ¯ , in the appendix I show that HFTs have larger liquidity provision prot
on the LTD exchange than on other LOB exchanges at the same bid-ask spread. us HFTs will
rst provide liquidity on the LTD exchange and then provide liquidity on other LOB exchanges
as long as they can earn non-negative liquidity provision prots. e LTD exchange’s per unit
time trading volume is calculated similarly to the case of K = 1 fast exchange in Proposition 5.
In (iii), the ND exchange aains maximum trading volume when HFTs prefer to provide liquid-
ity on the ND exchange. If s∗ND < s
∗(δF ), HFTs can provide liquidity on ND exchange with beer
price. Price competition among HFTs will drive them to provide liquidity on the ND exchange
rst. When HFTs can not provide liquidity on the ND exchange with beer price but the rst
condition in (iii) 2) is satised, then HFTs will have larger liquidity provision prot on the ND
exchange than on other LOB exchanges at the same bid-ask spread like the LTD case. is is
because as long as the ND exchange will not delay limit orders for a longer time, the cost saving
of no sniping on the ND exchange will dominate the cost of longer order processing time for
liquidity provision HFTs. When the second condition in (iii) 2) is satised, undercuing HFTs
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will strictly prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchanges too.13 Note that when the delaying
time ∆speed is small, both conditions will hold. Now we can compare each delay exchange’s trad-
ing volume and shed some light on whether current fast exchanges have incentive to implement
order delay or not. We put these results in Corollary 3.
Corollary 3 (Volume Comparison)Whenγ ≥ γ¯ and s∗(δF )/2 < σ : if 0 < µ ≤ λ J [1+
λU
2Σλϕ(δF )]−(M−1)λI
λ JM[1+ λU2Σλϕ(δS )]
,
then max{Q∗LTD,Q∗ND} ≤ Q∗(δF ).
is simple result has important policy implications. Many industry experts argue that if there is a
problem in the equity trading, just let the market to x it and no regulation is needed. Corollary 3
shows that even sniping is a signicant problem (large 1 − µ) for some stocks, those exchanges
with fastest order processing speed (thus will have large market share of trading volume in stocks
with large 1− µ) do not have incentives to implement any order delay designs if their goals are to
maximize trading volume (recall that from Corollary 2, we haveQ∗UD = Q
∗
S (M − 1) < Q∗(δF ) too).
e intuition is simple: whenever sniping occurs, those fastest exchanges share revenues with
sniping HFT. If LTD or ND is implemented, these fastest exchanges will lose trading volume and
revenue from sniping trades. erefore, regarding of the sniping problem fastest exchanges do
not necessarily stand on long-term investor’s side.
2.4 Conclusions
is chapter characterizes how dierent exchange designs such as frequent batch auctions and
order delays aect trading outcomes. Given the costly arms race for speed and the harm that this
speed can create for investors, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is considering
alternative market designs. Budish et al. (2015) proposed that the current exchange design be
replaced with frequent batch auctions (say auctions every 0.001 second); and Du and Zhu (2017)
argue that frequent batch auctions can improve allocative eciency. Yet no exchange employs a
frequent batch design. e closest current design is the Investors Exchange’s (IEX), which has an
order delay, a design whose impact is analogous to that of the frequent batch design considered
13We need two separate conditions because undercuing HFT has dierent liquidity provision prot from other
HFTs who submit the initial quotes.
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by Budish et al. (2015); however, the IEX has only drawn small amounts of trading volume. I
provide explanations for why these alternative exchange designs proposed in the literature do
not seem to work well in reality.
I incorporate more realistic features than does the literature, and show that they sharply al-
ter the nature of the optimal exchange design. I show that when one speculator learns about
shis in a stock’s value before other speculators, frequent batch auctions will have low liquidity.
e problem with frequent batch auctions is that HFTs cannot see an undercuing HFT’s order,
which raises their risk of exposure to the informed speculator—and this adverse-selection cost
can dominate concerns of sniping by liquidity-providing HFTs. I further show that exchanges
with frequent batch auction designs have the incentive to conduct batch auctions more and more
quickly in order to reduce the liquidity-provision costs. us, they will unravel. I also show that
designs like the Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX), which only delays liquidity-taking orders, will
aract more trading volume than designs that delay all incoming orders like IEX, because an ex-
change’s order-processing speed is crucial for aracting more price-improving limit orders, and
thus more trading volume.
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Chapter 3
Who Provides Liquidity and, When?
3.1 Introduction
In decades past, specialists on the New York Stock Exchange and dealers in NASDAQ supply
liquidity to other traders, that is, they buy when other traders sell and sell when other traders
buy. e transition to electronic trading not only destroyed these traditional liquidity suppliers,
but also blurs the denition of liquidity supply. Everyone can supply liquidity, but no one is
obligated to do so. Liquidity supply simply means to post a limit order, an oer to buy or sell
at a certain price. A trade occurs when another trader (a liquidity demander) accepts the terms
of a posted oer. Every trader has to decide whether to supply or demand liquidity in order
to complete a trade. In this paper, we examine how the contemporary trading environment of
voluntary liquidity supply and demand reaches its equilibrium. Who supplies liquidity and who
demands liquidity? Can voluntary liquidity supply and demand lead to systemic risk such as a
ash crash? And, if this is possible, what conditions lead up to it?
In this paper, we show how the equilibria in liquidity supply and demand depend on the charac-
teristics of securities, market structures, and market conditions. Our model extends Budish et al.
(2015) (BCS hereaer) along two dimensions. BCS include two types of traders: high-frequency
traders (HFTs) and non-HFTs. In the BCS model, non-HFTs can only demand liquidity, while in
our model we allow non-HFTs to provide liquidity. In addition, BCS consider a continuous price,
whereas we consider a discrete price to reect the tick size (minimum price variation) imposed
by the U.S. Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s) Regulation National Market Systems
(Reg NMS) Rule 612, and to reect the recent policy debate to increase the tick size from one cent
to ve cents.
Our model includes one security, whose fundamental value is public information. However,
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liquidity suppliers in our model are subject to adverse selection risk, because they may fail to
cancel stale quotes during value jumps. HFTs in our model have no private value to trade. ey
consistently monitor the market for prot opportunities. For example, they supply liquidity when
the expected prot from doing so is positive, or snipe stale quotes aer value jumps. Non-HFTs
arrive at the market with a private value to buy or sell one unit of a security. We allow a frac-
tion of non-HFTs to choose between providing or demanding liquidity. We call these non-HFTs
“buy-side algorithmic traders” (BATs) to represent algorithms used by buy-side institutions (e.g.,
mutual funds and pension funds) to minimize the cost of executing trades in portfolio transition
(Hasbrouck and Saar (2013); Frazzini et al. (2014)). BATs are major players in modern nancial
markets (O’Hara (2015)). We build the rst theoretical model to study their trading behavior. Our
model captures two main features of BATs. First, BATs are slower than HFTs (O’Hara (2015)). Sec-
ond, BATs supply liquidity to minimize the transaction costs of portfolio rebalancing (Hasbrouck
and Saar (2013)), not to prot from the bid-ask spread. As both BATs and HFTs are algorith-
mic traders (Hasbrouck and Saar (2013)), we call the fraction of non-HFTs who are not BATs
non-algorithmic traders (non-algos).
As in BCS, the adverse selection risk increases with the arrival rate of value jumps and de-
creases with the arrival rate of non-HFTs. Supplying liquidity to non-HFTs leads to revenue,
but value jumps lead to sniping cost. With the continuous price in BCS, the competitive bid-ask
spread strictly increases with adverse selection risk. In our model, the tick size constrains price
competition in the bid-ask spread. When adverse selection risk is low or the tick size is large, the
competitive bid-ask spread can be less than one tick, which generate rents for liquidity supply.
e rents are typically allocated to HFTs, because most U.S. stock exchanges use time to decide
execution priority for orders quoted at identical prices. e market thus reaches equilibrium
through queuing, not through price competition. In this rst type of equilibrium, the queuing
equilibrium, in which bid-ask spread is binding at one tick, HFTs dominate liquidity supply due
to their speed advantage over BATs.
When the tick size does not bind, we nd that BATs never demand liquidity from HFTs. Instead,
they provide liquidity at more aggressive prices than HFTs. is result is surprising because Han
et al. (2014), Homann (2014), Bernales (2014), and Bongaerts and Van Achter (2016) maintain
that HFTs cancel stale quotes faster, incur lower adverse selection cost, and quote more aggressive
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prices than other traders. Brogaard et al. (2015), however, show that non-HFTs quote tighter bid-
ask spreads than HFTs. Our model reconciles the contraction between previous channels of speed
competition and the empirical results by including the opportunity cost of liquidity supply. BATs
have to trade in our model. e outside option for BATs is to demand liquidity and pay the bid-
ask spread. For BATs, supplying liquidity at a tighter bid-ask spread strictly dominate demanding
liquidity from HFTs.
To show why BATs choose to supply liquidity, we develop a new concept: the make-take
spread. Without loss of generality, consider the BATs’ decision to buy and HFTs’ decision to sell.
HFTs quote an ask price above the fundamental value, and their dierence, or the half bid-ask
spread, reects the compensation for adverse selection costs during value jumps. BATs pay the
half bid-ask spread if they demand liquidity. BATs can reduce transaction costs by supplying
liquidity slightly above the fundamental value. We call this type of limit order a ash limit order,
because it immediately triggers HFTs to demand liquidity. Flash limit orders execute immediately
like market orders, but with a lower transaction cost. Flash limit orders exploit the make-take
spread, the price dierence between HFTs’ willingness to make an oer and their willingness
to accept one. HFTs accept a lower sell price when they demand liquidity, because when they
immediately accept an order, they do not incur adverse selection costs during a value jump.
When the tick size does not impose a constraint for BATs to quote more aggressive prices than
HFTs, our model has two types of equilibria: ash and undercuing. In the ash equilibrium,
BATs use ash limit orders to supply liquidity to HFTs. In the undercuing equilibrium, BATs
quote a buy limit order price below the fundamental value or a sell limit order price above the
fundamental value. ese regular limit orders stay in the LOB to supply liquidity to non-algos
or other BATs. We nd that undercuing equilibrium are more likely to occur when the adverse
selection risk is low, because ash limit orders incur no adverse selection cost, whereas the cost
of regular limit orders increases with the adverse selection risk.
We also examine mini-ash crashes, which are sharp price movements in one direction fol-
lowed by quick reversion (Biais et al. (2014)), and predict their cross-sectional and time series
paerns. In the cross-section, mini-ash crashes are more likely to occur for stocks with a smaller
tick size or higher adverse selection risk. Because BATs can undercut HFTs for these stocks, HFTs’
limit orders face lower execution probability before value jumps. When the fraction of BATs is
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large enough, HFTs have to quote stub quotes, a bid-ask spread wider than the maximum value
of the jump, to protect against sniping. Yet BATs do not always supply liquidity on both sides
of the market. us, an incoming market orders can hit HFTs’ stub quotes, causing a mini-ash
crash. In time series, a downward (upward) mini-ash crash is more likely to occur immediately
aer a downward (upward) price jump, because such jumps can snipe all BATs’ limit orders on
the bid (ask) side raising the probability that market orders hit stub quotes before BATs rell the
limit order book (LOB).
Existing literature on HFTs focuses on the role of adverse selection. On the one hand, speed can
allow HFTs to adversely select other traders, which harms liquidity; on the other hand, speed can
reduce adverse selection costs for liquidity suppliers and improve liquidity [see Jones (2013), Biais
et al. (2014), and Menkveld (2016) for surveys]. We contribute to the literature by identifying two
new channels of speed competition, both of which are unrelated to adverse selection. For liquidity
demand, we nd that HFTs race to demand liquidity when BATs post ash limit orders, but
HFTs impose no adverse selection cost on BATs. Instead, BATs prompt HFTs to demand liquidity
to reduce their transaction costs. us, liquidity demand from HFTs need not be bad. Indeed,
transactions costs are lower when HFTs demand liquidity than when they supply liquidity.
For liquidity supply, our queuing channel of speed competition rationalizes three contradic-
tions between empirical evidence and existing theoretical channels that focus on adverse selec-
tion. If an HFT’s speed advantage primarily helps it to reduce adverse selection costs, HFTs
should realize a comparative advantage in providing liquidity for stocks with higher adverse se-
lection costs (Han et al. (2014), Homann (2014), Bernales (2014), and Bongaerts and Van Achter
(2016)). HFTs should also crowd out slow liquidity suppliers when the tick size is smaller, be-
cause a smaller tick size reduces the constraints to oer beer prices (Chordia et al. (2013)). In
addition, a higher cancellation-to-trade ratio likely indicates more liquidity supply from HFTs,
because HFTs need to cancel many orders to avoid adverse selection risk [see Biais et al. (2014),
and Menkveld (2016) for a survey]. Yet Jiang et al. (2014) and Yao and Ye (2017) show that non-
HFTs dominate liquidity supply when adverse selection risk is high. O’Hara et al. (2015) and
Yao and Ye (2017) show that a smaller tick size crowds out HFTs liquidity supply. Yao and Ye
(2017) show stocks with higher fractions of liquidity provided by HFTs have lower cancellation-
to-trade ratios. e queuing channel of speed competition reconciles these three contradictions.
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e tick size is more likely to be bind when adverse selection risk is low or the tick size is large.
A binding tick size helps HFTs to establish time priority. HFTs dominate liquidity supply for
stocks with larger tick sizes, but they also have less incentive to cancel orders. A smaller tick
size or higher adverse selection risk allows BATs to increase liquidity provision by establishing
price priority, but smaller tick size or higher adverse selection risk also leads to more frequent
order cancellations. is theoretical intuition, along with the empirical evidence in Yao and Ye
(2017), suggests that the cancellation-to-trade ratio should not be used as a cross-sectional proxy
for HFT activities.1
Our model casts doubt on the recent policy proposal in the U.S. to increase the tick size, initiated
by the 2012 Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (the JOBS Act). In October 2016, the SEC started
a two-year pilot program to increase the tick size from one cent to ve cents for 1,200 less liquid
stocks. Proponents to increase the tick size assert that a larger tick size should control the growth
of HFTs and increase liquidity (Weild et al. (2012)). We nd that an increase in tick size would
encourage HFTs. We also nd that an increase in tick size constrains price competition and
reduces liquidity. A larger tick size may reduce mini-ash crashes, or very high volatility in
liquidity, but such a reduction decreases liquidity in normal times. We argue that a more eective
way to reduce a mini-ash crash is a trading halt aer value jumps so that liquidity supply from
BATs can resume.
3.2 Model
In our model, the stock exchange operates as a continuous limit order book (LOB). Each trade in
the LOB requires a liquidity supplier and a liquidity demander. e liquidity supplier submits a
limit order, which is an oer to buy or sell at a specied price and quality. e liquidity demander
accepts the conditions of a limit order. Execution precedence for liquidity suppliers follows the
price-time priority rule. Limit orders with higher buy or lower sell prices execute before less
aggressive limit orders. For limit orders queuing at the same price, orders arriving earlier execute
before later orders. e LOB contains all outstanding limit orders. Outstanding orders to buy are
1 e cancellation-to-trade ratio can still be a good time series proxy for HFTs’ activity (Hendersho et al. (2011);
Angel et al. (2015); Boehmer et al. (2015)).
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called “bids” and outstanding orders to sell are called “asks.” e highest bid and lowest ask are
called the “best bid and ask (oer)” (BBO), and the dierence between them is the bid-ask spread.
Our model has one security, x , whose fundamental value, vt , evolves as a compound Poisson
jump process with arrival rate λ J . vt starts from 0, and changes by a size of d or d in each jump
with equal probability. As in BCS,vt is common knowledge, but liquidity suppliers are subject to
adverse selection risk when they fail to update stale quotes aer value jumps. Traders start with
a small latency to observe the common value jump,2 but can reduce the latency to 0 by investing
in a speed technology with cost cspeed per unit of time.
Our model includes HFTs and two types of non-HFTs: BATs and non-algo traders. HFTs place
no private value on trading. ey supply or demand liquidity as long as the expected prot is
above 0. ey submit a market order to buy (sell) x when its price is below (above) vt . HFTs
supply liquidity as long as the expected prot from the bid-ask spread is above 0. Non-HFTs,
who arrive with a compound Poisson jump process with intensity λI , have to buy or sell one unit
of x , each with probability 12 . Non-HFTs do not invest in speed technology because they only
arrive at the market once.
Our model extends BCS along two dimensions. First, non-HFTs in the BCS model submit only
market orders. In our model, we allow a proportion β of non-HFTs, BATs, to choose between limit
and market orders to minimize transaction costs. e rest of the non-HFTs, non-algo traders, use
only market orders. Second, BCS assume continuous pricing in their model, whereas we consider
discrete pricing grids. e benchmark pricing grid in Section 3.3 {· · · − 3d2 ,−d2 , d2 , 3d2 · · · } has a
tick size of ∆0 = d . is choice ensures thatvt is always at the midpoint of two price levels at any
time. In Sections 3.4 to 3.7, we reduce the tick size to ∆1 = d/3, which creates additional price
levels, such as d/6 and −d/6. Figure 3.1 shows the pricing grids with large and small tick sizes.
Following the dynamic LOB literature (e.g., Goeler et al. (2005), Goeler et al. (2009), Ros¸u
(2009) and Colliard and Foucault (2012)), we examine the Markov perfect equilibrium, in which
traders’ actions condition only on state of the LOB and events at t . We assume that HFTs instan-
taneously build up the equilibrium LOB aer any event. Under this simplication, six types of
2By small, we mean that no additional events, such as a trader arrival or a value jump, take place during the
delay.
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events trigger the transition of the LOB across states:

1
2βλI BAT Sells (BS)
1
2βλI BAT Buys (BB)
1
2 (1 − β)λI Non-algo Sells (NS)
1
2 (1 − β)λI Non-algo Buys (NB)
1
2λ J Price jumps up (UJ)
1
2λ J Price jumps down (DJ)
(3.1)
BCS do not allow non-HFTs to supply liquidity. We extend their model by allowing BATs to
submit limit orders. To convey the economic intuition in the most parsimonious way, we make
a technical assumption that BATs can only submit limit orders when the price level contains no
other limit orders. is assumption reduces the number of states of the LOB that we need to
track. We can further relax the assumption in BCS by allowing BATs to queue for n > 1 shares,
but such an extension only increases the number of LOB states without conveying new intuition.
Non-HFTs in the BCS model never use limit orders, which can be justied by an innitely large
delay cost (Menkveld and Zoican (2017)). Our extension eectively reduces the delay cost to
allow BATs to submit limit orders.3 e main intuition of our model stays the same as long as
BATs do not queue for innite length.
3.3 Benchmark: Binding at one tick under a large tick size
Our analysis starts from ∆0 = d . As in BCS, HFTs can choose to be liquidity suppliers, who
prot from the bid-ask spread, or to be stale-quote snipers, who prot by demanding liquidity
from stale quotes aer a value jump. In BCS, the equilibrium bid-ask spread equalizes the HFTs’
expected prots from these two strategies, which are both zero aer speed investment. Lemma 2
3We can assume a nite delay cost so that BATs only queue for one share, and the results are available upon
request. e value of the delay cost, however, conveys no intuition and only leads to a more complicated proof. In
Section 3.5, we show that the exact size of the delay cost has lile impact for BATs’ choice between limit orders and
market orders.
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shows that this break-even bid-ask spread is smaller than the tick size when adverse selection
risk is low.
Lemma 2 (Binding Tick Size) When ∆0 = d and λIλ J > 1, HFTs’ prot from providing the rst share
at the ask price of a∗t = vt + d/2 and the bid price of b∗t = vt − d/2 is higher than HFTs’ prot from
stale-quote sniping.
Because non-HFTs trade for liquidity reasons and value jumps lead to sniping cost for stale
quotes, λIλ J measures adverse selection risk in our model. As in BCS and Menkveld and Zoican
(2017), this adverse selection risk comes from the speed of the response to public information,
not from exogenous information asymmetry (e.g., Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Kyle (1985)).
As the arrival rate of non-HFTs increases or the intensity of value jumps decreases, the adverse
selection risk decreases and so does the break-even bid-ask spread. e break-even bid-ask spread
drops below one tick when λIλ J > 1, making liquidity supply for the rst share more protable
than stale-quote sniping.4 e rents for liquidity supply then trigger the race to win time priority
in the queue. As BATs do not have a speed advantage to win the race, they demand liquidity in
the same manner as non-algo traders. As a result, Lemma 1 does not depend on β .5
Under a binding tick size, price competition cannot lead to economic equilibrium. It is the
queue that restores the economic equilibrium. Next, we derive the equilibrium queue length for
the ask side of the LOB, and the bid side follows symmetrically.
We evaluate HFTs’ value of liquidity supply and stale-quote sniping for each queue position,
though we allow an HFT to supply liquidity at multiple positions and to snipe shares in other
positions where she is not a liquidity supplier. We denote the value of liquidity supply for the
Qth share as LP(Q). A market sell order does not aect LP(Q) on the ask side, because HFTs
immediately restore the previous state of the LOB by relling the bid side. A market buy order
moves the queue forward by one unit, thereby changing the value to LP(Q − 1). A limit order
execution leads to a prot of d/2 to the liquidity supplier, LP(0) = d/2. When vt jumps upward,
4roughout this paper, we consider λIλ J > 1 for expositional simplicity. When
λI
λ J
≤ 1, ∆0 is no longer binding,
and the equilibrium structure is similar to that in Sections 3.4 to 3.7, where we reduce the tick size to ∆1 = d/3.
5An order with less time priority has lower probability of execution and higher probability of being sniped, both
of which reduce BATs’ incentives to queue. In addition, BATs have incentives to implement trades, and a positive
delay cost would compel them to use market orders when the queue is long. We assume that BATs never queue aer
the rst position to reect these intuitions in a parsimonious way.
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the liquidity providing HFT of the Qth share races to cancel the stale quote, whereas the other
N − 1 HFTs (with N determined in equilibrium) race to snipe the stale quote. e loss from being
sniped is d/2, while the probability of being sniped is (N − 1)/N . When vt jumps downward,
the liquidity supplier cancels the order and joins the race to supply liquidity at a new BBO.6
LP(Q) then becomes 0. Equation (3.2) presents LP(Q) in recursive form and Lemma 3 presents








λI + λ J








λI + λ J
× 0 (3.2)
Lemma 3 (Value of Liquidity Supply) e value of liquidity supply for the Qth position is:
LP(Q) = ( λI





2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]d2 (3.3)
LP(Q) decreases in Q .
Intuitively, Lemma 3 reects the conditional probability of value-change events for LP(Q) and
their payos. Since LP(Q) stays the same aer a market sell order, the conditional probabilities
of value-changing events are λI
λI + 2λ J
for a market buy,
λ J
λI + 2λ J
for an upward value jump, and
λ J
λI + 2λ J
for a downward value jump. e Qth share executes when Q non-HFTs arrive in a row
to buy, which has a probability of ( λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q , and the revenue conditional on execution is d/2.
eir product, the rst term in Equation (3.3), reects the expected revenue for liquidity suppliers.
eQth share on the ask side fails to execute with non-HFTs when an upward or downward value
jump occurs, each with probability 12 [1− (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]. Aer an upward value jump, the liquidity
supplier has a probability of 1/N to cancel the stale quote, but failure to cancel the stale quote
before sniping leads to a loss of d/2. e expected loss is N − 1
N
1
2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]d2 , the second
term in Equation (3.3). A downward value jump before the order being snipped or executed leads
to a zero payo for the liquidity supplier. LP(Q) decreases in Q , because an increase in a queue
position reduces execution probability and increases the cost of being sniped.
6We assume that the HFT liquidity supplier cancels the limit order to avoid the complexity of tracking innite
many price levels in the LOB.
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e outside option for supplying liquidity for the Qth share is to be the sniper of the share
during the value jump. HFTs’ liquidity supply decision for the Qth share also needs to include
this opportunity cost. With a probability of 12 [1−(
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ], theQth share becomes stale before
it gets executed, and each sniper has a probability of 1/N to prot from the stale quote. e value
for each sniper of the Qth share is:
SN (Q) = 1
N
1
2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]d2 (3.4)
SN (Q) increases with Q , because shares in a later queue position oer more opportunities for
snipers.
HFTs race to supply liquidity for the Qth position as long as LP(Q) > SN (Q), because the
winner’s payo is higher than that of the losers. Equation (3.5) determines the equilibrium length:
( λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q d2 −
1
2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]d2 > 0 (3.5)
e solution for Equation (3.5) is:
Q∗ = max{Q ∈ N+s .t .( λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q d2 −
1
2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]d2 > 0}
= max{Q ∈ N+s .t .( λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q > 13 }
= bloд( λIλI +2λJ )
1
3c (3.6)
where bxc denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to x .
Figure 3.2 shows the comparative statics for equilibrium queue length. e queue length at
BBO decreases with λI
λ J
, which indicates that, for stocks with a bid-ask spread binding at one
tick, the depth at the BBO may serve as a proxy for adverse selection risk. Traditionally, bid-ask
spreads serve as a proxy for adverse selection risk (Glosten and Milgrom (1985); Stoll (2000)). Yet,
Yao and Ye (2017) nd that bid-ask spread is one-tick wide 41% of time for their stratied sample
of Russell 3000 stocks in 2010. Depth at the BBO then serves as an ideal proxy to dierentiate the
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level of adverse selection for these stocks.7
To derive N , note that HFTs’ total rents come from the bid-ask spread paid by non-HFTs,
because sniping only redistributes the rents among HFTs. Ex ante, each HFT obtains 1/N of the
rents per unit of time. New HFTs continue to enter the market until:
λI
d
2 − Ncspeed ≤ 0 (3.7)
In Proposition 9, we summarize the equilibrium under a large binding tick size.
Proposition 9 (Large Binding Tick Size) When ∆0 = d and
λI
λ J
> 1, N ∗ HFTs jointly supply Q∗
units of sell limit orders at a∗t = vt + d/2 and Q∗ units of buy limit orders at b∗t = vt − d/2, where:




N ∗ = max{N ∈ N+s .t .λI d2 − Ncspeed > 0} (3.8)
BATs and non-algo traders demand liquidity when there is a large binding tick size.
In BCS, the depth at the BBO is one share, because the rst share has a competitive price. e
second share at that price, which faces lower execution probability and higher adverse selection
costs, is not protable. e discrete tick size in our model raises the prot of liquidity supply
above the prot of stale-quote sniping for the rst share, and generates a depth of multiple shares.
In BCS, the number of HFTs is determined by λI
s∗
2 − Ncspeed = 0, where s
∗ is the break-even
bid-ask spread. In our model, N is determined by λI
d
2 − Ncspeed > 0. When tick size is binding,
d > s∗, so tick size leads to more entries of HFTs. Taken together, our model contributes to the
literature by identifying a queuing channel of speed competition, in which HFTs race for top
queue positions to capture the rents created by tick size.
We assume that BATs do not queue aer the rst share to get the analytical solution of the
queuing equilibrium. e intuition when BATs can queue more than one share, however, remains
the same. As long as we do not allow BATs to queue for an innitely long time, BATs will demand
7Certainly, the comparison also needs to control for price, because stocks with the same nominal bid-ask spread
may have a dierent proportional bid-ask spread.
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liquidity with positive probability. In Section 3.4, we show that BATs always supply liquidity
when tick size is small.
3.4 Equilibrium types under a small tick size
Starting from this section, we reduce the tick size to d/3. BATs then always choose to supply
liquidity by establishing price priority over HFTs, except when the adverse selection risk is very
low. Corollary 4 shows that a small tick size of d/3 is still binding when λI
λ J
> 5.
Corollary 4 (Small Binding Tick Size) ) When ∆1 = d/3 and λI
λ J
> 5, the equilibrium bid-ask
spread equals the tick size. N ∗s HFTs jointly supplyQ∗s units of sell limit orders at a∗s,t = vt +d/6 and
Q∗s units of buy limit orders at b∗s,t = vt − d/6, where:
Q∗s = max{Q ∈ N+s .t .(
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q d6 −
1
2 [1 − (
λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q ]5d6 > 0}
= max{Q ∈ N+s .t .( λI
λI + 2λ J
)Q > 57 }





N ∗s = max{N ∈ N+s .t .λI
d
6 − Ncspeed > 0} < N
∗ (3.10)
Compared with Proposition 9, a small tick size reduces revenue from liquidity supply from d/2
to d/6, increases the cost of being sniped from d/2 to 5d/6, and reduces the queue length from
Q∗ to Q∗s . Figure 3.2 shows that Q∗s is approximately 1/3 of Q∗. A small tick size also discourages
the entry of HFTs. N ∗s is approximately 1/3 of N ∗, because HFTs’ expected prot per unit of time
decreases from λI d2 to λI
d
6 .
When 1 < λIλ J < 5, the break-even bid-ask spread is larger than one tick. To prot from the
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Figure 3.3 shows that the bid-ask spread quoted by HFTs weakly decreases with λIλ J , because
an increase in λIλ J decreases adverse selection risk. e bid-ask spread quoted by HFTs increases
weakly with the fraction of BATs, because BATs’ strategies for minimizing transaction costs re-
duce HFTs’ expected prot from liquidity supply. Interestingly, when the adverse section risk
or the fraction of BATs is high, HFTs eectively cease supplying liquidity by quoting a bid-ask
spread that is wider than the size of a jump. In the following sections, we elaborate the equilib-
rium types when tick size is not binding.
3.5 Make-take spread
In this section, we develop a new concept make-take spread, and we use the concept to explain
why BATs never demand liquidity from HFTs when the tick size is not binding. Without loss of
generality, we consider the decision for a BAT who wants to buy. We start from the case when
1
1 − β <
λI
λ J
< 5, for which HFTs need to quote an ask price of vt +d/2 and a bid price of vt −d/2
to prot from the bid-ask spread.
A BAT can choose to accept the ask price of vt + d/2, but submiing a limit order to buy at
vt + d/6 is always less costly, because a buy limit order above fundamental value immediately
aracts HFTs to submit market orders to sell. is ash limit order immediately executes like a
market order, but with lower cost.
Why do HFTs quote a sell price of vt + d/2, but are willing to sell at vt + d/6 using market
orders? It is because HFTs’ limit price to sell includes the costs of adverse selection risk. An oer
8We defer the derivation of the boundary condition for HFTs’ bid-ask spread to Sections 3.4 to 3.6. Another way
to bypass tick size constraints is to randomize quotes immediately above and below the break-even bidask spread.
In this paper, we consider only stationary HFT quotes.
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to sell is more likely to be executed whenvt jumps up. HFTs would accept a lower sell price when
they demand liquidity, because immediate execution reduces adverse selection risk.
Flash limit orders exploit the make-take spread, which measures the price dierence between
the traders’ willingness to list an oer and their willingness to accept an oer conditional on
the trade direction (e.g., sell). We discover make-take spread because liquidity suppliers can
demand liquidity. is new feature reects reality in contemporary electronic platforms. In most
exchanges, every trader can supply liquidity and encounter very limited, if any restrictions when
demanding liquidity (Clark-Joseph et al. (2017), Forthcoming).
BATs are able to quote more aggressive prices than HFTs because they have lower opportunity
costs for supplying liquidity. BATs have to buy or sell, and they supply liquidity as long as its cost
is less than demanding liquidity. BATs lose d/6 by using ash limit orders, but the cost of ash
limit orders is lower than paying a half bid-ask spread d/2. O’Hara (2015) nds that sophisticated
non-HFTs cross the spread only when it is absolutely necessary. e make-take spread provides
one interpretation for why sophisticated non-HFTs seldom cross the bid-ask spread.
When 1 < λIλ J <
1
1−β , the half bid-ask spread quoted by HFTs are higher than d/2, leaving more
price levels for BATs to use ash limit orders. erefore, BATs never demand liquidity as long as
HFTs quote a bid-ask spread that is wider than one tick.
3.6 Flash equilibrium versus undercuing equilibrium
In the previous section, we show that ash orders strictly dominate market orders. In this section,
we show that, under some conditions, BATs can further reduce their transaction costs by submit-
ting limit orders that do not cross the midpoint. ese regular limit orders do not get immediate
execution but stay in the LOB to wait for market orders.
We consider BATs’ choice between ash and regular limit orders. In the ash equilibrium, BATs
use ash limit orders to supply liquidity to HFTs, and HFTs supply liquidity to non-algos. In the
undercuing equilibrium, BATs use regular limit orders to supply liquidity to non-algos and other
BATs, whereas HFTs follow complex strategies with frequent order additions and cancellations.
For simplicity, we focus on the case when 11−β <
λI
λ J
< 5, for which HFTs need to quote an ask
price of vt + d/2 and a bid price of vt − d/2 to prot from the bid-ask spread. In this case, BATs
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only need to consider two price levels: a ash limit order (e.g., vt + d/6 to buy) or a regular limit
order (e.g., vt − d/6 to buy).
3.6.1 Flash equilibrium
In Proposition 10, we characterize the ash equilibrium. Starting from now, we only characterize
the equilibrium outcome. BATs’ response to o-equilibrium paths are dened in the proofs.








1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9
2 − β , the
equilibrium is characterized as follows:
1. BAT buyers submit limit orders at vt + d6 and BAT sellers submit limit orders at price vt − d6 .
2. N ∗
f
HFTs jointly supply Q∗
f







units of buy limit
orders at b∗
f ,t
= vt − d2 , where:
Q∗f = max{Q ∈ N+s .t .(
(1 − β)λI




2 [1 − (
(1 − β)λI
(1 − β)λI + 2λ J )
Q ]d2 > 0}









N ∗f = max{N ∈ N+s .t .βλI
d
6 + (1 − β)λI
d
2 − Ncspeed > 0} < N
∗ (3.13)
3. HFTs participate in three races: (1) HFTs race to ll the queue when the depth atvt + d2 orvt − d2
becomes less than Q∗
f
. (2) HFTs race to take the liquidity oered by ash limit orders. (3) Aer a
value jump, HFTs who supply liquidity race to cancel the stale quotes, whereas stale-quote snipers
race to pick o the stale quotes.
In Proposition 10, we rst derive the boundary between the ash equilibrium and the under-
cuing equilibrium. Figure 3.4 illustrates the boundary in. BATs choose ash limit orders over
regular limit orders when adverse selection risk is high. Intuitively, ash limit orders execute
immediately, but it costs d/6 relative to the midpoint; regular limit orders capture a half bid-ask
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spread of d/6 if executed against a non-HFT, but it is also subject to adverse selection risk. BATs
tend to choose ash limit orders when the adverse selection risk is high. Figure 3.4 also shows
BATs tend to choose regular limit orders when β decreases. Intuitively, because non-algo traders
use only market orders, a regular limit order on the book would have higher execution probability
before a value jump as the fraction of non-algo traders increases.
Proposition 10 identies a unique type of speed competition led by tick size: racing to be the
rst to take the liquidity oered by ash limit orders. If price is continuous, any buy limit order
price above fundamental value would prompt HFTs to sell. In our model with discrete tick size,
a BAT needs to place the buy limit order at vt + d/6, which drives the speed race to capture the
rent of d/6 through demanding liquidity.
In the literature, HFTs demand liquidity when they have advance information to adversely se-
lect other traders (BCS; Foucault et al. (2017), Forthcoming; Menkveld and Zoican (2017)). Con-
sequently, HFTs’ liquidity demand oen has negative connotations. Our model shows that HFTs
can demand liquidity without adversely selecting other traders. Instead, the transaction cost is
lower for BATs when HFTs demand liquidity than when HFTs supply liquidity. erefore, re-
searchers and policy makers should not evaluate the welfare impact of HFTs simply based on
liquidity supply versus liquidity demand.
As BATs no longer demand liquidity from HFTs, HFTs respond to the reduced liquidity demand
and higher adverse selection cost by decreasing their depth toQ∗
f
. e prot to take liquidity from
BATs, d/6, is less than the prot to supply liquidity to BATs at d/2 when the tick size is ∆0. A
smaller tick size, ∆1, reduces the prot for HFTs, thereby reducing the number of HFTs.
3.6.2 Undercuing equilibrium
In ash equilibrium, the LOB only has one stable state. In the undercuing equilibrium, the LOB
transits across dierent states. As indicated in Proposition 10 BATs choose regular limit orders
over ash limit orders when adverse selection risk or β is low. In the undercuing equilibrium,
their limit orders stay in the LOB, and their decisions, as well as those of HFTs, depend on the
state of the LOB. Our technical assumption that BATs never queue at the second position reduces
the number of states. Still, the solution is complicated. We focus on deriving the equilibrium
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strategies of HFTs, as Proposition 10 and its proof in the Appendix demonstrate the strategy of
BATs in undercuing equilibrium. BATs choose regular limit orders over ash limit orders when
1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9




To show the equilibrium strategy of HFTs, we rst dene the state of the LOB as (i, j). Here
i represents the number of BATs’ limit orders on the same side of the LOB, and j denotes the
number of BATs’ limit orders on the opposite side of the LOB. For example, for a HFT who wants
to buy, i represents the number of BATs limit orders on the bid side, and j represents the number
of BATs’ limit orders on the ask side. e LOB then has four states:
(0, 0) No limit order from BATs
(1, 0) A BAT limit order on the same side
(0, 1) A BAT limit order on the opposite side
(1, 1) BAT limit orders on both sides
When
1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9
2 − β <
λI
λ J
< 5, HFTs quote a half bid-ask spread of d/2, as a half bid-ask
spread of d/6 loses money. Similar to the queuing equilibrium and the ash equilibrium, HFTs’
decision to supply liquidity depends on the payo of the liquidity supply relative to the outside
option of sniping. e new feature of the undercuing equilibrium is that HFTs’ decision also
depends on the status of the LOB. We denote the payo of theQth share to supply liquidity at half
the bid-ask spread d/2 as LP (i,j)(Q), and the payo to the snipers of the Qth share as SN (i,j)(Q).
e HFT’s strategy depends on D(i,j)(Q) ≡ LP (i,j)(Q) − SN (i,j)(Q).
Figure 3.5 illustrates howD(i,j)(Q) changes with the six types of events dened in Equation (3.1).
For example, consider D(0,0)(Q) for an HFT on the ask side of the LOB.
1) A BAT buyer submits a limit order at vt − d/6, which changes D(0,0)(Q) to D(0,1)(Q).
2) A BAT seller undercuts the ask side at vt + d/6, which changes D(0,0)(Q) to D(1,0)(Q).
3) A non-algo buyer submits a market buy order, which moves the queue position forward by
one unit. D(0,0)(Q) to D(0,0)(Q − 1).
4) A non-algo seller submits a market sell order, which does not aect D(0,0)(Q) as the LOB on
the bid side is relled immediately by HFTs.





quote sniper gains d2
1
N
, and the dierence between them is −d2 .
6) In a downward value jump, the liquidity supplier cancels the limit order, thereby changing
the value of both the liquidity supply and stale-quote snipping to zero.
ese six types of events and the four states of the LOB are the key features of the under-
cuing equilibrium, which we summarize in Proposition 3. To simplify the notation, we use
p1 ≡ 12
βλI
λI + λ J
to denote the arrival probability of a BAT buyer or seller, p2 ≡ 12
(1 − β)λI
λI + λ J
to de-
note the arrival probability of a non-algo trader to buy or sell, and p3 ≡ 12
λ J
λI + λ J
to denote the
probability of an upward or downward value jump.
Proposition 11 When ∆1 =
d
3 and
1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9
2 − β <
λI
λ J
< 5, the equilibrium is characterized
as follows:
1. HFTs’ strategy:
a. Spread: HFTs quote ask price at vt +
d
2 and bid price at vt −
d
2 .
b. Depth: e following system of equations determines the equilibrium depth in each state.
i. Dierence in value between the liquidity supplier and the stale-queue sniper in each state:
D(0,0)(Q) = max{0,p1D(0,1)(Q) + p1D(1,0)(Q) + p2D(0,0)(Q − 1) + p2D(0,0)(Q) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0}
D(1,0)(Q) = max{0,p1D(1,1)(Q) + p1D(1,0)(Q) + p2D(0,0)(Q) + p2D(1,0)(Q) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0}
D(0,1)(Q) = max{0,p1D(0,1)(Q) + p1D(1,1)(Q) + p2D(0,1)(Q − 1) + p2D(0,0)(Q) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0}
D(1,1)(Q) = max{0,p1D(0,1)(Q) + p1D(1,0)(Q) + p2D(0,1)(Q) + p2D(1,0)(Q) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0}
(3.14)
ii. Dierence in value for immediate execution: D(0,0)(0) = D(0,1)(0) = d2 .
iii. Equilibrium depth as a function of the dierence in value:
Q (i,j) = max{Q ∈ N+ |D(i,j)(Q) > 0} i = 0, 1; j = 0, 1
c. In equilibrium there are N ∗u < N ∗ HFTs.
2. BATs who intend to buy (sell) submit limit orders at price vt − d6 (vt +
d
6 ) if no existing limit






9Aer an upward (downward) jump with size d , we assume BATs buy (sell) undercuing orders at vt −d/6(vt +
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e depth from HFTs depends onD(i,j)(Q). D(i,j)(Q), is dened using the system Equation (3.14),
because the value dierence in each state also depends on the value dierences in other states.
Equation (3.14) contain the max{0, .} as HFTs do not queue at theQth position once the expected
payo is below 0.
We present the solution forD(i,j)(Q) for any i ,j, andQ in the Appendix. Here we use a numerical
example to present the main intuition of the undercuing equilibrium. Figure 3.6 shows that the
value of the liquidity supply decreases in Q , while the value of stale-quote sniping increases in
Q . HFTs supply liquidity as long as LP (i,j)(Q) > SN (i,j)(Q). For example, in state (0, 0), the LOB
has a depth of two shares.
Figure 3.6 also shows that LP (i,j)(Q) and SN (i,j)(Q) also depend on the state of the LOB. As
the undercuing limit orders from BATs can change the states of the LOB, HFTs can add or
cancel their limit orders even when the fundamental value stays the same. A comparison between
Panel A and Panel B and between Panel C and Panel D of Figure 3.6 shows that an undercuing
order reduces HFTs’ depth on the same side of the LOB by approximately one share. Intuitively,
when a BAT submits an undercuing order, the execution priority for all HFTs on the same
side of the book decreases by one share.10 An HFT who used to quote the last share at the half
bid-ask spread d/2 has to cancel, because the share become unprotable aer the arrival of the
undercuing order. For the same reason, once an undercuing order from a BAT executes, HFTs
race to submit one more share at the half bid-ask spread d/2, because the execution priority in
the LOB increases by one. One new feature of the undercuing equilibrium is the frequent order
addition or cancellation of HFTs’ limit orders in the absence of a change in fundamental value.
One driver of HFTs’ frequent additions and cancellations is small tick size. When tick size is
d/6) will be cancelled and resubmied at price vt + 5d/6(vt − 5d/6) to follow the value jump. Alternative BATs
strategy does not change the equilibrium.
10An undercuing BAT order on the opposite side of the LOB has an indirect eect. For example, in state (1, 1), a
BAT buyer takes liquidity at price vt + d/6 and changes the state to (0, 1), which enables an HFT limit sell order at
pricevt +d/2 to trade with the next buy market order from a non-algo trader. In state (1, 0), a BAT buyer chooses to
submit a limit order at pricevt −d/6, which changes the state to (1, 1). An HFT limit sell order at pricevt +d/2 then
needs to wait at least one more period for execution. More generally, an undercuing BAT limit buy (sell) order may
aract future BAT sellers (buyers) to demand liquidity, making future BATs less likely to undercut HFTs. In turn,
the value of liquidity supply increases relative to sniping, thereby incentivizing HFTs to supply larger depth. is
indirect eect is so small that it does not aect depth in our numerical example, because the number of shares is an
integer. It is possible for a depth of (1, 1) to be higher than (1, 0) for numerical values such as λIλ J = 4.9 and β = 0.06,
and the results are available upon request.
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binding, BATs cannot achieve execution priority over HFTs who are already in the queue. When
tick size is small, BATs can achieve price priority over HFTs, which induces HFTs to cancel their
earlier orders and to add new ones in response to the undercuing orders from BATs.





1 − β , HFTs quote
5d
6 , and BATs’ strategies follow the intuition
outlined above, where they choose between ash limit orders and regular limit orders. e only
main dierence is that the four price levels between vt +
5d
6 and vt −
5d
6 increase the states
to 24 = 16. We do not report the results for brevity but they are available upon request. In
Section 3.7, we discuss the case when the break-even spread equals 7d6 .
3.7 Stub quotes and mini-ash
In Proposition 12, we show that HFTs quote a bid-ask spread wider than the size of the jump
when adverse selection risk is high or the fraction of BATs is large. We call such quotes stub
quotes. A mini-ash crash occurs when a market order hits a stub quote. In our model, the size
of the mini-ash crash is 7d/6, because the size of a value jump is d . An increase in the support
of jump size can lead to stub quotes further away from the midpoint, thereby creating mini-ash
crashes of larger size. Such an extension adds mathematical complexity without conveying new
intuition.
Proposition 12 (Stub otes and Mini-Flash Crash) When δ1 =
d





5(1 − β) , the
equilibrium is characterized as follows.
1. HFTs quote a half bid-ask spread of
7d
6 .
2. A BAT buyer (seller) quotes vt − 5d6 (vt +
5d
6 ) if the price level has no limit orders. Otherwise,




6 ) to provide liquidity.
3. Compared with the case when ∆0 = d , the transaction cost for non-algo traders increases, but
the average transaction cost for non-HFTs decreases.
4. e probability of mini-ash crashes decreases in
λI
λ J
. e probability of mini-ash crashes rst
increases in β and then decreases in β .
Proposition 12 shows that HFTs are more likely to quote stub quotes when adverse selection
risk is high. A higher adverse selection risk prompts HFTs to quote stub quotes through two
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channels. First, HFTs have to quote a wider bid-ask spread to reach the break even point. Second,
when HFTs’ quotes are wider than one tick, BATs are able to quote more aggressive prices than
HFTs. HFTs then need to further widen the bid-ask spread due to reduced liquidity demand.
When HFTs quote stub quotes, BATs have six price levels to choose from. Fortunately, we are
able to obtain analytical solutions for the BATs’ strategy. Consider the decision for a BAT buyer.
We nd that the buyer chooses to queue at vt − 5d/6 if the price level contains no limit orders.
e sniping cost is as low as d/6, and the BAT buyer can earn a half bid-ask spread of 5d/6 if a
non-algo trader arrives. When vt − 5d/6 contains a limit order, the BAT buyer will use a ash
limit order at vt + d/6 to obtain immediate execution with a transaction cost of d/6.11 We show
in the proof that BATs never quote atvt −d/2 andvt −d/6 as the execution cost is always higher
than d/6. Flash buy limit orders at price vt + d/6 also strictly dominate more aggressive ash
limit orders ofvt +d/2 andvt + 5d/6, because a limit order price ofvt +d/6 is aggressive enough
to trigger immediate execution.
In Section 3.4, we nd that the transaction costs for both BATs and non-algo traders are d/2
when tick size is d . A decrease in tick size to d/3 increases the transaction cost for non-algo
traders. A non-algo trader pays 5d/6 when an order is she executed against a BAT and pays
7d/6 if a stub quote is encountered. Meanwhile, a decrease in tick size to d/3 decreases the
transaction cost for BATs. BATs’ maximum transaction cost is d/6 if they use ash limit orders,
although the cost is lower if they quote a half bid-ask spread of 5d/6. Overall, we nd that the
average transaction cost decreases with tick size. Figure 3.3 shows that the proportion of BATs
needs to be at least 4/5 for stub quotes to occur. Non-algo traders’ maximum transaction cost is
7d/6 if they hit stub quotes. e average transaction cost for non-HFTs is then at most 11d/30
(45 × d6 + 15 × 7d6 ), which is lower than d/2. erefore, a reduction in tick size reduces non-HFTs’
average transaction costs, but increase the dispersion and volatility of their transaction costs.
An increase in adverse selection risk unambiguously increases the probability of mini-ash
crashes. Figure 3.3 in Section 3.4 show that stub quotes are more likely to occur when there
higher adverse selection risk. Conditional on stub quotes occurring, Figure 3.6 reveals another
11is result is certainly a consequence of our simplifying assumption that BATS cannot queue for a second share.
However, BATs should always have higher incentives to use ash limit orders whenvt − 5d/6 contains a limit order,
because the second share has a lower probability of executing against a non-algo trader and a higher probability of
executing against a sniper, whereas a ash limit order always incurs a constant cost of d/6.
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channel for adverse selection risk to increase the number of mini-ash crashes. An increase in
adverse selection risk implies more value jumps relative to the arrival rate of non-algo traders.
During an upward (downward) value jump, BATs’ limit orders on the bid (ask) side are all sniped
and only stub quotes remain. If the limit orders from BATs fail to reconvene before a non-algo
trader arrives, the market order from the non-algo trader hits the stub quote and causes a mini-
ash crash.
e proportion of BATs, β , have an ambiguous eect on the probability of ash crashes because
of two competing eects. On the one hand, Figure 3.3 in Section 3.4 shows that a larger β increases
the probability for stub quotes as HFTs face less liquidity demand. On the other hand, a larger β
decreases the probability of hiing stub quotes, because BATs never demand liquidity from HFTs.
For example, mini-ash crashes never occur when β = 0 or β = 1. erefore, mini-ash crashes
need both BATs and non-algo traders. Figure 3.6 shows the simulated intensity of mini-ash
crashes with respect to β . For each β , we rst uniformly draw 100 λI
λ J
from [1, 5], the support
of the adverse selection risk in our paper. For each λI
λ J
, we simulate the rst 100,000 trades. For
all 10 million simulations, we count the number of trades that hit the stub quotes relative to the
total number of trades.
Figure 3.7 shows that mini-ash crashes are most likely to occur when β is approximately 0.95,
and we normalize this crash intensity to 1. e black square line shows that the intensity is hump-
shaped with respect to β . e circle line shows that majority of mini-ash crashes occur aer a
value jump. An upward value jump removes BATs’ limit orders from the ask side and a downward
jump removes BATs’ limit orders from the bid side. If BATs’ limit orders do not reconvene in the
LOB, a market buy (sell) order from non-algo trader would hit stub quotes. erefore, most of
the upward (downward) mini-ash crashes occur aer an upward (downward) value jump. Only
a small amount of crashes are due to BATs’ liquidity being used up by non-algo traders.
An eective way to prevent a mini-ash crash is a trading halt to let the trading interest of
BATs reconvene. e triangle line in Figure 3.7 shows the intensity of mini-ash crashes with
trading halts. We impose the trading halt aer a value jump, and the market reopens aer 10
orders arrive at the market. We nd that such a trading halt reduces mini-ash crashes by about
90%.
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3.8 Predictions and policy implications
Our model rationalizes a number of puzzles in the literature on HFTs and generates new empirical
predictions that can be tested. In Section 3.8.1, we summarize the predictions on who supplies
liquidity and when. In Subsection Section 3.8.2, we examine the predictions on liquidity demand.
In Section 3.8.3, we evaluate the predictions on liquidity. In section 3.8.4, we discuss the use of
the cancellation ratio as the cross-sectional proxy for HFTs’ activity.
3.8.1 Liquidity supply
Our model shows that who provides liquidity depends on the tick size, adverse selection risk, the
motivation of the trade, and the speed of the trade. In Prediction 1, we posit that BATs dominate
liquidity supply when tick size is not binding.
Prediction 1 (Price Priority) When tick size is not binding, Non-HFTs are more likely to establish
price priority in liquidity supply.
Speed advantages in the LOB reduce HFTs’ adverse selection costs (see Jones (2013) and Menkveld
(2016) surveys), inventory costs (Brogaard et al. (2015)), and operational costs (Carrion (2013)).
ese reduced costs of intermediation raise the concern that “HFTs use their speed advantage
to crowd out liquidity supply when the tick size is small and stepping in front of standing limit
orders is inexpensive” (Chordia et al. (2013), p. 644). However, Brogaard et al. (2015) nd that
non-HFTs quote a tighter bid-ask spread than HFTs, and Yao and Ye (2017) nd that non-HFTs
are more likely to establish price priority over HFTs as the tick size decreases. We nd that the
opportunity cost of supplying liquidity can reconcile the contradiction between the empirical
results and the channels of speed competition. BATs incur lower opportunity costs when sup-
plying liquidity. When they implement a trade, they supply liquidity as long as it is less costly
to demand liquidity. e make-take spread that we introduce in Section 3.5 indicates that BATs
never demand liquidity from HFTs when tick size is not binding.
Prediction 2 (euing) HFTs crowd out non-HFTs’ liquidity supply when tick size is binding, that
is, when the tick size is large or adverse selection risk is low.
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When tick size is binding, HFTs’ speed advantage allows them to establish time priority at
the same price. Yao and Ye (2017) nd that tick size is more likely to be binding when tick size
increases. ey also nd that a large tick size crowds out non-HFTs’ liquidity supply. Both results
provide evidence to support Prediction 2.
Homann (2014), Han et al. (2014), Bernales (2014), and Bongaerts and Van Achter (2016) nd
that HFTs have lower adverse selection costs than non-HFTs. Yao and Ye (2017), however, nd
that HFTs do not have a comparative advantage in providing liquidity for stocks with higher
adverse selection risk. In Prediction 2, we provide the economic mechanism to reconcile this
inconsistency. Comparing Corollary 4 with Proposition 10 and Proposition 11, we nd that the
tick size is more likely to be binding when adverse selection risk is low. A binding tick size helps
HFTs to supply liquidity through time priority. An increase in adverse selection risk raises the
break-even bid-ask spread above one tick, allows non-HFTs to undercut HFTs, and decreases
HFTs’ liquidity supply.
In Prediction 3, we address who provides liquidity during a mini-ash crash.
Prediction 3 (Stubotes andMini-Flash Crashes) Amini-ash crash is more likely to occur when
the adverse selection risk is high or when the tick size is small. During amini-ash crash, HFTs supply
liquidity and non-HFTs demand liquidity. A downward (upward) mini-ash crash is more likely to
follow a downward (upward) value jump.
A comparison of Propositions 9 and 12 shows that stub quotes are more likely to occur when
the tick size is small. When the tick size is large, BATs cannot establish execution priority over
HFTs. When the tick size is small, BATs can establish price priority over HFTs, which increases
the adverse selection costs for HFTs through two channels. First, when BATs can undercut HFTs,
they no longer demand liquidity from HFTs. HFTs then face reduced liquidity demand but the
risk of value jump stay the same. Second, the undercuing orders by BATs reduce the execution
priority of HFTs. In turn, HFTs’ limit orders face lower execution probability and higher sniping
cost. When the adverse selection cost is high enough, HFTs eectively quit liquidity supply by
quoting stub quotes. HFTs are more likely to quote stub quotes when adverse selection risk is high
as higher adverse selection risk widens the break-even bid-ask spread; a wider break-even bid-ask
spread also allows BATs to undercut HFTs, which further increases the adverse selection costs
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for HFTs. Because BATs do not continuously supply liquidity in the market, non-algo traders’
market orders can hit stub quotes and cause mini-ash crashes. A high adverse selection risk
also implies more value jumps relative to the arrival rate of non-HFTs. Non-algo traders’ market
orders are more likely to hit stub quotes aer value jumps, because value jumps clear BATs’ limit
orders on the side of the jump.
In cross-section, our model predicts that stocks with smaller tick sizes or higher adverse se-
lection risk are more likely to incur mini-ash crashes. is cross-sectional paern has not been
tested. In time series, our model predicts that an initial downward (upward) jump increases the
probability of a downward (upward) mini-ash crash. e downward (upward) jump clears the
LOB on the bid (ask) side, making the market orders from non-algo traders more likely to hit stub
quotes.
Brogaard et al. (2017) (Forthcoming) analyze the time series paern of mini-ash crashes.
ey show that, 20 seconds before a mini-ash crash, HFTs neither demand nor supply liquid-
ity, whereas non-HFTs demand and supply the same amount of liquidity; 10 seconds before a
mini-ash crash, HFTs demand liquidity from non-HFTs; at the time of a mini-ash crash, HFTs
supply liquidity to non-HFTs, but at a much wider bid-ask spread. e authors also nd that
the liquidity supply from the mini-ash crash is protable. is evidence is consistent with the
theoretical mechanism for mini-ashes crash that we document. (1) In normal times, non-HFTs
dominate both liquidity supply and liquidity demand; (2) slightly before a mini-ash crash, HFTs
demand liquidity and remove limit orders from BATs; (3) a mini-ash crash occurs when a non-
algo trader’s market order hits HFTs’ stub quotes, thus HFTs prot when a mini-ash crash oc-
curs.
Our interpretations of mini-ash crashes are consistent with both negative and positive fram-
ing of the role of HFTs in a mini-ash crash. Brogaard et al. (2017) suggest that HFTs supply
liquidity in extreme price movements, while Ait-Sahalia and Sag˘lam (2017) suggest that HFTs
withdraw liquidity supply when it is most needed. Both views, however, suggest that mini-ash
crashes occur when the market orders of non-HFTs hit the stub quotes from HFTs.
Our interpretation of mini-ash crashes has two additional features that are consistent with
economic reality. First, markets recover quite quickly from mini-ash crashes. In our model,
mini-ash crashes disappear when the limit orders from BATs replenish the LOB. Second, Nanex,
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the rm that invented the concept of mini-ash crash, nds that mini-ash crashes are equally
likely to be upward as downward. Indeed, even during the famous Flash Crash on May 6, 2010,
in which the Dow Jones plunged 998.5 points, some stocks, including Sotheby’s, Apple Inc., and
Hewle-Packard, increased in value to over $100,000 in price (SEC, 2010). In our model, upward
and downward mini-ash crashes are equally likely, even though downward mini-ash crashes
are more likely to occur conditional on an initial downward value jump.
3.8.2 Liquidity demanding
Our model discoveries a new channel of speed competition to demand liquidity. In Prediction 4,
we summarize the empirical implications of this new channel.
Prediction 4 (Speed Competition of Taking Liquidity) Non-HFTs are more likely than HFTs to sup-
ply liquidity at price levels that cross the midpoint (ash limit orders). HFTs are also more likely to
demand liquidity from ash limit orders, but they do not adversely select these orders.
Latza et al. (2014) nd evidence consistent with Prediction 4. ey classify a market order as
“fast” if it executes against a standing limit order that is less than 50 milliseconds old. Because
of the speed of taking liquidity, it is natural to expect that fast market orders are from HFTs.
ese authors also nd that fast market orders oen execute against limit orders that cross the
midpoint, and they lead to virtually no permanent price impact.
In Prediction 4, we oer fresh perspectives on the liquidity demand from HFTs. Typically,
HFTs demand liquidity when they employ a speed advantage to adversely select liquidity suppli-
ers (BCS; Foucault et al. (2017); Menkveld and Zoican (2017)). erefore, liquidity demand from
HFTs generally has negative connotations of reducing liquidity (Jones (2013); Biais et al. (2014)).
We nd that HFTs’ liquidity demand does not necessarily adversely select slow traders. Instead,
the liquidity demand from HFTs can reduce the transaction costs of non-HFTs. In the ash equi-




On April 5, 2012, President Barack Obama signed into law the Jumpstart Our Business Startups
(JOBS) Act. Section 106 (b) of the Act requires the SEC to examine the eect of tick size on initial
public oerings (IPOs). On October 3, 2016, the SEC implemented a pilot program to increase
the tick size from one cent to ve cents for 1,200 small- and mid-cap stocks. Proponents of the
proposal argue that a larger tick size can improve liquidity (Weild et al. (2012)). In Prediction 5,
however, we posit that an increase in tick size decreases liquidity.
Prediction 5 A larger tick size increases the depth at the BBO, but it also increases the eective
bid-ask spread, the transaction costs paid by liquidity demanders.
Yao and Ye (2017) nd evidence consistent with Prediction 5. Holding the BBO constant, an
increase in depth at the BBO implies an increase in liquidity. Yet these authors also nd that the
quoted bid-ask spread increases aer an increase in tick size. When both quoted bid-ask spread
and depth increase, the most relevant liquidity measure becomes the eective bid-ask spread,
the transaction cost paid by liquidity demanders (Bessembinder (2003)). Our model shows that
constrained price competition increases the eective bid-ask spread, which is consistent with the
ndings in Yao and Ye (2017). Our model prediction, along with the evidence in Yao and Ye (2017),
shows that an increase in tick size would not improve liquidity.
Advocates for an increase in tick size also argue that a wider tick size increases market-making
prots, supports sell-side equity research and, eventually, increases the number of IPOs (Weild
et al. (2012)). We nd that a wider tick size increases market-making prots, but the prot belongs
to traders with higher transaction speeds. erefore, a wider tick size is more likely to result in
an arms race in latency reduction than in sell-side equity research.
We also nd that an increase in tick size harms non-HFTs. An increase in tick size also does
not benet HFTs as the cost of the speed investment dissipates when larger tick size generates
higher rents. In our model, non-HFTs trade no maer how large the bid-ask spread may be. In
reality, a wider spread may prevent investors with low gains from trading, leading to a further
reduction in welfare.
An increase in tick size reduces mini-ash crashes, but it also increases the transaction costs for
average trades. A more eective solution to prevent mini-ash crashes would be to slow down the
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market, particularly during periods of market stress. In a standard Walrasian equilibrium, price is
continuous and time is discrete. Modern nancial markets exhibit exactly the opposite structure:
price competition is constrained by the tick size, whereas time is divisible at the nanosecond level
in electronic trading platforms (Ye et al. (2013)). Making price more continuous and time more
discrete would improve liquidity and also prevent mini-ash crashes at the same time.
3.8.4 Cancellation-to-trade ratio as a cross-sectional proxy for HFT activity
e cancellation-to-trade ratio is widely used as a proxy for HFTs’ activities, particularly for
HFTs’ liquidity supplying activities (Biais et al. (2014)). Yet Yao and Ye (2017) nd that stocks
with a higher proportion of liquidity provided by HFTs have a lower cancellation-to-trade ratio.
In Prediction 6, we oer one interpretation for this surprising negative correlation.
Prediction 6 (Cancellation-to-trade Ratio) Stocks with a smaller tick size and higher adverse se-
lection risk have a lower proportion of liquidity provided by HFTs relative to non-HFTs but a higher
cancellation-to-trade ratio.
A decrease in tick size decreases the proportion of liquidity provided by HFTs (Prediction 2),
but it leads to more order cancellations. Under a large tick size in our model, HFTs do not need to
cancel their orders when non-HFTs arrive, because non-HFTs cannot establish time priority over
HFTs. A decrease in tick size increases the potential for non-HFTs to undercut HFTs. If non-HFTs
submit ash limit orders, HFTs race to take liquidity, and the losers of the race cancel their orders.
If non-HFTs submit regular limit orders, HFTs reduce their depth once non-HFTs undercut, and
HFTs increase their depth once an undercuing order gets executed. ese changes in depth lead
to frequent order cancellations. We oer a new interpretation of ickering quotes. Yueshen (2014)
shows that ickering quotes occur when new information causes the price to move to a new level.
We show that HFTs can cancel orders in the absence of information. Periodic order additions and
cancellations also dier from Baruch and Glosten (2013), who rationalize icking quotes using
a mixed-strategy equilibrium. An increase in adverse selection risk, dened as the intensity of
value jumps relative to the arrival rate of non-HFTs, also lead to more order cancellations, but
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HFTs also provide less liquidity for these stocks. Taken together, we suggest that the cancellation-
to-trade ratio should not be used as a cross-sectional measure of HFTs’ activity.
3.9 Conclusions
In this paper, we extend BCS by adding two unique characteristics in nancial markets: discrete
tick size and algorithmic traders who are not HFTs. We discover a queuing channel of speed
competition for liquidity supply. BATs are more likely to supply liquidity when tick size is small,
because supplying liquidity is less costly than demanding liquidity from HFTs. A large tick size
constrains price competition, creates rents for liquidity supply, and encourages speed competition
to capture such rents through the time priority rule. Higher adverse selection risk increases the
break-even bid-ask spread relative to tick size, which allows BATs to establish price priority over
HFTs and reduces the fraction of liquidity provided by HFTs.
We also discover a new channel of speed competition in liquidity demand. HFTs race to demand
liquidity from BATs when BATs post ash limit orders to buy above the fundamental value or to
sell below the fundamental value. BATs incur lower transaction cost when HFTs demand liquidity
than when HFTs supply liquidity. us, an evaluation of the welfare impact of HFTs should not
be based solely on demand versus supply liquidity. Our results also indicate that the denition
of providing versus demanding liquidity blurs in model electronic markets.
Yao and Ye (2017) nd that the cancellation ratio, a widely used empirical proxy for HFTs’
activity, has a negative cross-sectional correlation with HFT liquidity supply. We provide a the-
oretical foundation for their surprising negative correlation. A large tick sizes induces HFTs to
race for the top queue position, and HFTs are less likely to cancel orders once they secure this
spot. HFTs cancel orders more frequently for stocks with smaller tick sizes, but they also supply
less liquidity. Both theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that researchers should not apply
the cancellation ratio as a cross-sectional proxy for HFT activity.
We also provide new predictions to be tested. We predict that 1) non-HFTs are more likely than
HFTs to supply liquidity at price levels that cross the midpoint, and these limit orders are more
likely to be taken by HFTs; 2) a mini-ash crash is more likely to occur for stocks with smaller
tick sizes and higher adverse selection risk; 3) an upward (downward) mini-ash crash is more
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likely to follow an initial price jump in the same direction.
Our model shows that a larger tick size increases transaction cost and negatively aects non-
HFTs. Yet HFTs do not benet from a larger tick size as an investment in high-speed technology
dissipates the rents created by tick size. We challenge the rationale for increasing the tick size
to ve cents, and we encourage regulators to consider decreasing tick size, particularly for liquid
stocks.
Our model is parsimonious. For example, BATs in our model do not have private information
and they choose order types only upon arrival. It will be interesting to extending our model
toward more realistic setups. Most studies in the nance literature ignore diversity among algo-
rithms traders. We take the initial step to examine algorithmic traders who are not HFTs, and we
believe that further examination on the relationship between HFTs and other algorithmic traders


























Figure 3.1: Pricing Grid under Large vs. Small Tick Sizes
is gure demonstrates the pricing grids under a large tick size d and a small tick size d/3. e
fundamental value of the asset is vt .
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Figure 3.2: Depth and the Adverse Selection Risk under a Binding Tick Size
is gure demonstrates the relation between Q , the depth at the BBO, and R = λIλ J under a
binding tick size. An increase in the investor arrival rate (λI ), or a decrease in intensity of jumps
(λ J ), decreases the adverse selection risk and increases the depth. e solid line represents the
depth under tick size d and the dashed line represents the depth under tick size d/3.
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Figure 3.3: Bid-ask Spread oted by HFTs under a Small Tick Size
is gure demonstrates the half bid-ask spread quoted by HFTs as a function of β (the fraction
of BATs) and R ≡ λIλ J (the arrival intensity of non-HFTs relative to the value jump, a measure of
adverse selection risk). When R ≥ 5, adverse selection risk is low and the tick size is binding.
HFTs quote a half bid-ask spread d/6 and the spread is independent of the fraction of BATs.
When R < 5, HFTs’ quoted bid-ask spreads weakly increase with the fraction of BATs and
adverse selection risk.
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Figure 3.4: e Undercuing and the Flash Trading Equilibrium
is gure demonstrates two types of equilibrium, undercuing equilibrium and ash
equilibrium, when HFTs’ ask price is at vt + d/2 and their bid price is at vt − d/2. In the
undercuing equilibrium, BATs place limit buys at vt − d/6 and limit sells at vt + d/6. ese
limit orders undercut the BBO by one tick and establish price priority in the LOB. In the ash
equilibrium, BATs place limit buys at vt + d/6 and limit sells at vt − d/6. ese orders cross the
midpoint and immediately aract market orders from HFTs. BATs are more likely to cross the
midpoint when the fraction of BATs (β) is high or when the arrival intensity of non-HFTs
relative to a value jump (R ≡ λIλ J ) is low, because a high β and a low R reduce the potential for a
limit order executing with non-HFTs before a value jump. To jumpstart an undercuing
equilibrium, the expected transaction cost for a limit order that undercuts one tick must be
lower than d/6. e short-dashed line, C(1, 0) = d/6, illustrates the boundary for such a
condition.
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Figure 3.5: States and Prots for HFT Liquidity Suppliers with the Qth Position on the Ask Side
is gure illustrates the dynamics of HFT queuing on vt + d/2. In state (i, j), the number of
undercuing BAT orders on the ask side is i , while the number on the bid side is j. BB and BS
represent the arrival of BATs’ buy and sell limit orders, NB and NS represent the arrival of
non-algo traders’ buy and sell market orders, and UJ and DJ denote the upward and downward
value jumps. e number next to the event is the immediate payo of the event.
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Figure 3.6: Value of Liquidity Supply and Stale-eue Sniping and eue Length
e x-axis is the value of HFT liquidity supply (LP ) and stale-queue sniping (SN ) for the four
states of the LOB. In Q(0, 0), no BATs undercut HFTs in the LOB. In Q(1, 0), BATs undercut
HFTs on the same side of the book. In Q(0, 1), BATs undercut HFTs on the opposite side of the
book. In Q(1, 1), BATs undercut both sides of the book. LP decreases in the queue position,
while SN increases in the queue position. HFTs supply liquidity as long as LP > SN .
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Figure 3.7: Flash Crash Intensity
is gure shows the intensity of mini-ash crashes with respect to the fraction of BATs. We
normalize the highest intensity as 1. For each β , we uniformly draw 100 samples from [1,5] as
λI
λ J
, which is the support of the adverse selection risk in our paper. For each λIλ J , we simulate
100,000 trades. For all these 10 million simulations, we count the number of trades hiing the
stub quotes relative to the total number of trades. e line with squares shows the intensity for
total crashes. e line with circles shows that the majority of mini-ash crashes occur aer a
value jump (and a small fraction of crashes occur aer BATs’ liquidity being consumed by
non-algos). e line with triangles shows that trading halts reduce the number of mini-ash
crashes. We impose trading halts aer each value jump, and the market reopens when the






























Figure 3.8: States and Prots for BATs on the Ask Side
is gure illustrates the dynamics of the BAT seller who posts a limit order at vt + d/6. State
(i, j) implies the number of BAT orders on the ask and bid sides if the BAT seller add a regular
limit order. BB and BS imply the arrival of BAT buy and sell orders, respectively. NB and NS are
arrivals of non-algo buy and sell orders, respectively, while UJ and DJ are upward and
downward jumps, respectively. For example, submiing a sell limit order to an empty LOB
leads to state (1, 0), and the exepceted cost for the limit order is C(1, 0). If a BAT submits a limit
order when a limit order already exists on the opposite side of the LOB, the state aer
submission is (1, 1) and the cost is C(1, 1).
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter 1
A.1 Proofs
A.1.1 Proof of Proposition 1
I rst show that when s/2 < σ , pi (s2 ,X ) is strictly decreasing in X . Insert equation (1.1), (1.2),
(1.3) and (1.4) to (1.5), we have:
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Now we take derivative with respect to x :
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since x = 1X ≤ 1 and δ < ϵ (under assumption that δ + ζ < ϵ). erefore, the prot function
pi ( s2 , 1x ) is strictly decreasing in X .
Competition among HFTs will drive the equilibrium bid-ask spread small enough such that liq-
uidity provision prot is close to zero. Because pi ( s2 ,X ) is strictly decreasing inX , the equilibrium
bid-ask spread s∗ is determined when X = 1. is is the result in equation (1.6). Intuitively, if
pi ( s2 , 1) is positive, A HFT will submit limit orders with this spread to one exchange. We rst need
to determine under which parameters, the equilibrium bid-ask spread is binding at one tick. In
this case, since there is no price grid available inside the current bid and ask price, the undercut-
ting HFT would not generate any eects and can not aect the HFT’s liquidity provision prot at
one tick bid-ask spread. Specically, the expected prot by submiing limit sell at v0 + d/2 and
limit buy at v0 − d/2 is λIλI+λ J d2 −
λ J
λI+λ J
(σ − d2 ). When investor arrives at the market rst, the HFT
earns liquidity provision revenue d/2, which is the rst component. If the risky asset’s common
value jumps rst, the HFT will lose σ − d/2 which is the second component. e non-negative
requirement of this prot needs λ JλI+λ J ≤ d2σ . Otherwise, the equilibrium bid-ask spread is larger
than one tick and the expected prot for providing liquidity at exchange 1 with bid-ask spread
s is dened in equation (1.5) when X = 1. So the equilibrium bid-ask spread would be the mini-
mum available price in the price grids such that pi ( s2 , 1) is nonnegative. is proves the result in
equation (1.6).
If equilibrium half spread s∗/2 is larger or equal to the risky asset’s common value jumping size
σ , there is no adverse selection cost for liquidity provision HFTs. So they will provide liquidity at
all M exchanges. If s∗/2 < σ , HFTs will compete to provide liquidity at the equilibrium bid and
ask price at multiple exchanges until their prots from liquidity provision is negative. is prove
the results in Proposition 1.
We need to verify that undercuing HFT sends her price improving order to one among those
M∗ exchanges is optimal. Suppose this undercuing HFT arrives at time t and she is a seller. us
she is willing to submit a limit sell order at price v0 + s∗/2 − d to one exchange. If she sends her
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Clearly the payo in equation (A.4) is larger than (A.5) because undercuing HFT will enter the
market only when s∗/2 > d . e reason is because at time [t , t + ϵ] investors and exchanges
does not know the existence of the undercuing HFT’s pricing improving order, thus investors
will still send their orders to one of those M∗ exchanges if they arrives before t + ϵ . In order to
increase the probability of trading with uninformed investors, it is optimal for the undercuing
HFT to send her order to one of those M∗ exchanges too.
A.1.2 Proof of Corollary 1
(i) Take derivative of pi ( s2 , 1) with respect to δ , we have:
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(σ − s2 ) < 0 (A.6)
where ϕ′(δ ) = 1λI+λ J e
− 1λI +λJ δ > 0. Since pi ( s2 , 1) is strictly increasing in s2 , equation (1.6) implies
that s∗ is weakly increasing in δ . Since pi ( s2 , 1) is independent of ϵ so as the equilibrium bid-ask
spread s∗.
(ii) Take derivative of pi ( s2∗,X ) with respect to ϵ , we have:
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∗− λ JλI+λ J (σ− s2∗) > 0, otherwise pi ( s2∗,X ) <
0 for all X ≥ 1. So dpi ( s2
∗,X )
dϵ > 0. Equation (1.7) implies that M
∗ is weakly increasing in ϵ .
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According to equation (1.7), we have M∗(δF ) ≥ M∗(δS ).
A.1.3 Proof of Proposition 2
Suppose the undercuing HFT arrives at tU and denoting t1 = tI − tU and t2 = t J − tU , then
Prob(tI ≥ t J |tI , t J > tU ) = Prob(t1 ≥ t2 |t1, t2 > 0) = Prob(t1 ≥ t2) where t1 ∼ Exp(λI ),
t2 ∼ Exp(λ J ) and they are independent for a given tU because of the memoryless property of
exponential distribution. Similarly, Prob(tI < t J , tI ≤ tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) = Prob(t1 < t2, t1 ≤ ϵ)
and Prob(tI < t J , tI > tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) = Prob(t1 < t2, t1 > ϵ). It is easy to see that
Prob(t1 ≥ t2) = λ JλI+λ J . Now we show that:
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Similarly, we can show that Prob(t1 < t2, t1 > ϵ) = λI
λI + λ J
[1 − ϕ(ϵ)]. Insert these results into
equation (1.8), we would have:
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Denoting A = 12
s
2





∗ + 1M∗ ( s2∗ − d)] and B = 12 s2∗ + 12 ( s2∗ − d) we would have the re-
sult in Proposition 2 (i). Since A ≥ B for all M∗ ≥ 1 and A is increasing in M∗, it is obvious that
W (Buy |δi = δ , ϵij = ϵ) is decreasing in ϵ because M∗ is weakly increasing in ϵ according to Corol-
lary 1. Also from Corollary 1, M∗(δF ) ≥ M∗(δS ). us W (Buy |δF = δ1, ϵij = ϵ) ≤ W (Buy |δi =
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δS , ϵij = ϵ).
A.1.4 Proof of Proposition 3
Starting from t = 0, three events may occur: investor arrival, the risky asset’s common value
jumping or undercuing HFT’s arrival. In average it takes 1Σλ units time for one of these events to
occur. With probability λIΣλ the investor arrives rst, in this case total transaction is one unit of the
risky asset. With equal probability this transaction can occur at one among those M exchanges.1
us the ex ante expected trading volume for each exchange is 1/M . With probability λ JΣλ the
risky asset’s common value jumps rst. No maer it is public or private signal, all the limit
orders at one side of those M∗ exchanges are taken either by the informed investors or snipers.
So in this case, the ex ante expected trading volume for each exchange is M∗/M . With probability
λU
Σλ undercuing HFT arrives rst, the expected trading volume in this case depends on whether
the investor arrives before or aer the risky asset’s common value jumps.
Specically, aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival only two events might occur: investor arrival
or the risky asset’s common value jumps. In average it takes 1λI+λ J units of time for one of these
two events to occur. With probability λIλI+λ J an investor arrives rst aer the undercuing HFT’s
arrival. In this case, total trading volume is one unit. Each exchange has expected trading volume
1/M .
If the risky asset’s common value jumps rst, trading volume depends on whether liquidity
provision HFTs have canceled their being undercut limit orders or not. Denoting tU , tI and t J
as the rst arriving time of an undercuing HFT, investor and the risky asset’s common value
jumping, similar to the calculation in equation (A.9) With Prob(t J < tI , t J ≤ tU + δ |tI , t J > tU ) =
λ J
λI+λ J
ϕ(δ ) liquidity provision HFTs have not canceled their being undercut limit orders when the
risky asset’s common value jumps, where ϕ(δ ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ . e total trading volume in this
case depends on whether the undercuing HFT’s price improving limit order is at the same side
with the asset’s value jumping or not. For example, if the undercuing HFT is a seller and the
1Alternative, at the initial quoting stage a particular exchange has probability M∗M to be chosen by liquidity pro-
vision HFT to submit their limit orders. When the investor arrives, each exchange among those M∗ exchanges has
probability 1M∗ to be chosen by the investor. So ex ante each exchange has probability
M∗
M × 1M∗ = 1M to facilitate the
investor’s trade.
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risky asset’s common value jumps up by σ , in this case the undercuing HFT’s sell limit order
would be sniped too. us the total trading volume would be M∗ + 1. If the asset’s value jumps
down by −σ , the total volume would be M∗ since the undercuing HFT’s sell limit order is not
stale. In this case, the ex ante expected trading volume for each exchange is [12 (M∗+1)+ 12M∗]/M .
We also need to calculate the expected units of time it takes for the risky asset’s comon value
jumps conditional on it happens before investor arrival and liquidity provision HFTs have not
canceled their orders. is is denoted as E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J ≤ tU + δ ). As in the proof of
Proposition 2, we dene t1 = tI − tU and t2 = t J − tU , thus t1 ∼ Exp(λI ) and t2 ∼ Exp(λ J ). In order
to calculate E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J ≤ tU +δ )we rst calculate E(tI − tU |tU < tI < t J , tI ≤ tU +δ ).
In this way we can directly use the result in equation (A.9). Specically,





Prob(t1 < t2, t1 ≤ δ )t1λIe






−λI t1λ Je−λ J t2
λI
λI+λ J
[1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ ]
dt2dt1
=
λI + λ J








−λ J t2dt2dt1 =
λI + λ J




−λI t1e−λ J t1dt1
=
λI + λ J
λI [1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ ]
[− λI
λI + λ J
t1e





λI + λ J
dt1] = λI + λ J
λI [1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ ]
×
[− λI
λI + λ J
δe−(λI+λ J )δ − λI(λI + λ J )2e
−(λI+λ J )δ +
λI
(λI + λ J )2 ] =
1
1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ [−δe
−(λI+λ J )δ
− 1
λI + λ J
e−(λI+λ J )δ +
1
λI + λ J
] = 1
λI + λ J
− e
−(λI+λ J )δ
1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ δ =
1
λI + λ J
− 1 − ϕ(δ )
ϕ(δ ) δ (A.11)
erefore,
E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J ≤ tU + δ ) = E(t2 |t2 < t1, t2 ≤ δ ) = 1
λI + λ J
− 1 − ϕ(δ )
ϕ(δ ) δ (A.12)
is is because of the symmetric position of t1 and t2 in the calculation of E(t1 |t1 < t2, t1 ≤ δ ) or
E(t2 |t2 < t1, t2 ≤ δ ) and the nal result in equation (A.11) does not depend on the order of λI and
λ J .
With Prob(t J < tI , tU + δ < t J ≤ tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) the risky asset’s common value jumps aer
δ units of time but within ϵ units of time aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival, since the liquidity
provision HFT will cancel her being undercut limit order at tU + δ if she is at the same exchange
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with the undercuing HFT and will cancel her being undercut limit orders at tU + ϵ if they are
not at the same exchange with the undercuing HFT, in this case there are always total M∗ limit
orders at the both side of the limit order books. erefore, M∗ limit orders would be taken by
snipers or informed traders. In this case each exchange has ex ante expected trading volume M∗M .
We also need to calculate the probability of this case similarly to (A.9):





−λI t1λ Je−λ J t2dt1dt2 =
∫ ϵ
δ
e−λI t2λ Je−λ J t2dt2 =
λ J
λI + λ J
∫ ϵ
δ
(λI + λ J )e−(λI+λ J )t2dt2
=
λ J
λI + λ J
[ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ )] (A.13)
where ϕ(ϵ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )ϵ and ϕ(δ ) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )δ . In this case the expected units of time it
takes for this event to occur aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival is:





−λI t1λ Je−λ J t2dt1dt2
λ J
λI+λ J
[ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ )]
=
λI + λ J




−λ J t2e−λI t2dt2 =
λI + λ J
λ J [ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ )]×
[− t2λ J
λI + λ J




λI + λ J
e−(λI+λ J )t2dt2] = λI + λ J
λ J [ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ )] [
δλ J
λI + λ J
(1 − ϕ(δ ))−
ϵλ J
λI + λ J
(1 − ϕ(ϵ)) + λ J(λI + λ J )2 (ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ ))] =
1
λI + λ J
+ ϵ − ϵ − δ
ϕ(ϵ − δ ) (A.14)
since ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δ ) = [1 − ϕ(δ )]ϕ(ϵ − δ ).
Similarly, with Prob(t J < tI , t J > tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) = λ JλI+λ J [1 − ϕ(ϵ)] (implied from (A.9)) the
risky asset’s common value jumps before the investor’s arrival but aer all liquidity provision
HFTs canceled their being undercut limit orders. In this case the total trading volume also depends
on whether the undercuing HFT’s price improving limit order is at the same side with the asset’s
value jumping or not. If it is, trading volume would be just one unit of the risky asset, because
all original HFTs have canceled their being undercut limit orders. us, only undercuing HFT’s
limit order is subject to the sniping risk. If the undercuing HFT’s price improving limit order is
at the opposite side of the risky asset’s value jumping, then trading volume would be M∗ units.
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erefore, in this case the expected trading volume for each exchange is (12M∗ + 12 )/M . We also
need to calculate E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J > tU + ϵ). Still, we rst calculate:
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ϵe−(λI+λ J )ϵ +
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(λI + λ J )2e





λI + λ J
e−(λI+λ J )ϵ ] = 1
λI + λ J
+ ϵ (A.15)
Similarly, we also have:
E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J > tU + ϵ) = E(t2 |t2 < t1, t2 > ϵ) = 1
λI + λ J
+ ϵ (A.16)
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Now we explain equation (A.17). e le-hand side is a particular exchange’s ex ante expected
trading volume in 1Σλ +
1
λI+λ J
+ ϵ units of time because Q is the per unit time trading volume.
Starting from t = 0, with probability λI
Σλ
an investor arrives rst. In this case it takes the particular
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exchange 1Σλ units time to have
1
M trading volume. en the game will moves to a new game G
′.
e expected trading volume for the particular exchange in the remaining 1λI+λ J + ϵ units of time
would be ( 1λI+λ J +ϵ)Q . is explains the rst term in the right-hand side of equation (A.17). Other
terms in the right-hand side of equation (A.17) can be explained in a similar way. e result in
(ii) is directly implied from equation (A.18).
Now we prove the result in (iii). Note that according to Corollary 1 (iii) when s∗(δF ) = s∗(δS ),
M∗(δF ) ≥ M∗(δS ). We have Q∗(δF ) −Q∗(δS ) =
λ J




2Σλ [ϕ(δF ) − ϕ(δS )]
1
M
− 1 − ϕ(ϵ)2
λUλ J
Σλ
M∗(δF ) −M∗(δS )
M
(A.19)
us, (A.19) < 0 if M∗(δF ) = M∗(δS ) since ϕ(δF ) < ϕ(δS ). If M∗(δF ) > M∗(δS ) then M∗(δF ) −






ϕ(δF ) − ϕ(δS )
M






[1 + λU2Σϕ(δF ) −
λU
2Σ (1 − ϕ(ϵ) + ϕ(δS ))] (A.20)
which is positive because δS < ϵ .
A.1.5 Proof of Lemma 1
We will prove Lemma 1 under the assumption that uninformed investors will randomly choose
one among those exchanges with best price quotes to trade with equal probability. In the re-
maining analysis of Section 1.3.2 some uninformed investors are smart and they will submit their
market orders to fast exchanges with best price quotes. is will make fast exchanges to be more
aractive for undercuing HFTs. us, Lemma 1 still holds in the remaining analysis of Sec-
tion 1.3.2 where the portion of smart investors is positive (current proof is under the assumption
that all investors are non-smart).
Suppose the undercuing HFT is a seller and denote the current bid-ask spread as s∗ and M∗
exchanges have these best price limit orders. us, the undercuing HFT is willing to sell at
v0 + s
∗/2−d . Suppose among those M∗ exchanges there are K∗ fast exchanges and M∗ −K∗ slow
exchanges, where 1 ≤ K∗ ≤ M∗−1. If the undercuing HFT submits her order to a fast exchange
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named exchange 1 which is in those M∗ exchanges, her payo is:
1
2 {ϕ(δF +ϵ−δS )[
λI







λI + λ J
(σ− s
∗
2 +d)]+[ϕ(ϵ)−ϕ(δF +ϵ−δS )][
λI
λI + λ J
(M





2 − d) −
λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)] + [1 − ϕ(ϵ)][
λI
λI + λ J
(s
∗
2 − d) −
λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)]} (A.21)
ere is 12 in the payo function because the undercuing HFT only provide liquidity at the sell
side of the limit order book. Suppose the undercuing HFT arrives at the market at time t , then
liquidity provision HFTs on those M∗ − K∗ slow exchanges will cancel their limit sell orders at
t + δF + ϵ − δS (see Figure 1.2). Liquidity provision HFTs on other K∗ − 1 fast exchanges will
cancel their limit sell orders at t + δF + ϵ − δF = t + ϵ . us, if an uninformed investor arrives
within t to t + δF + ϵ − δS , trade-through is possible on all remaining M∗ − 1 exchanges. In this
case, the undercuing HFT only has 1M∗ probability to trade with the uninformed investor. is
explains the rst term in (A.21). If the uninformed investor arrives within t + δF + ϵ − δS to
t + ϵ , trade-through is only possible on the remaining K∗ − 1 fast exchanges because all slow
exchanges will reroute the uninformed investor’s order to exchange 1(they know exchange 1 has
beer price). is is the second term in (A.21). Finally, if the uninformed investor arrives aer
t + ϵ , no trade-through is possible. All exchanges will reroute uninformed investor’s order to
exchange 1. is explains the last term in (A.21).
If the undercuing HFT submits her order to one slow exchange in M∗, liquidity provision
HFTs on other slow exchanges will cancel their limit sell orders at time t + δS + ϵ − δS = t + ϵ
while liquidity provision HFTs on fast exchanges will cancel their limit sell order at t +δS +ϵ −δF .
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λI + λ J
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∗
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λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)]} (A.22)
(A.21) − (A.22) =
1
2 {[ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )]
M − K
M
+ [ϕ(δS + ϵ − δF ) − ϕ(ϵ)]K
M
} λI
λI + λ J
(s
∗
2 − d) > 0 (A.23)
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(A.23) is positive because δF < δS and s∗/2 > d (Assumption 2). (A.23) is also quite intuitive.
If undercuing HFT submits her order to fast exchange not slow exchange, the potential trade-
through time window on slow exchanges will be reduced from ϵ to δF + ϵ − δS . Similarly, the
potential trade-through time window on fast exchanges will be reduced from δS + ϵ − δF to ϵ .
is increases undercuing HFT’s liquidity provision revenue.
When M∗ < M , the undercuing HFT can also submit her order to the exchange which does
not have the current best price quotes (one among the remaining M − M∗ exchanges). If it is a
fast exchange, the undercuing HFT’s payo is:
1
2 {ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )[−
λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)] + [ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )][
λI
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λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)]} (A.24)
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λ J
λI + λ J
(σ − s
∗
2 + d)]} (A.25)
(A.24) and (A.25) are constructed in the same way as in (A.21) and (A.22). Either within δF +
ϵ − δS or ϵ units of time aer the undercuing HFT’s arrival, trade-through is possible on all
M∗ exchanges. Because investors only send their market orders to exchanges with current best
bid and ask prices, so the undercuing HFT has no chance to trade with an uninformed investor
during this trade-through time window. e reason she still has adverse selection cost is because
snipers or informed traders will send their liquidity taking orders to all exchanges, which can
maximize their prots because hidden orders or due to latency some limit orders can not be
seen from the limit order books but are available to trade. It is obvious that (A.21) > (A.24) and
(A.22) > (A.25). erefore, it is optimal for the undercuing HFT to send her price improving
limit order to a fast exchange which has the current best price quotes.
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A.1.6 Proof of Proposition 4
Denote X = XF + XS and note that piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) only depends on X . us, we can dene a new
function piS ( s2 ,X ) = piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ).2 I will rst show that when 0 < s/2 < σ and γ is large enough,
for any 2 ≤ X ≤ M if piS ( s2 ,X ) ≥ 0, then piF ( s2 ,XF ,X −XF ) ≥ piS ( s2 ,X ) for any 1 ≤ XF ≤ X . Denote




2 > 0 and F =
λ J
λI+λ J
(σ − s2 ) > 0, where X = XF + XS . From equation (1.16) we have:
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From equation (1.17), we have:
piS (s2 ,X ) = piS (
s
2 ,XF ,X − XF ) = (1 − γ )
λI + λ J
Σλ





ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )[(1 − γ )E − F ]+
λU
Σλ
[1 − ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )][ (1 − γ )E2 −
F
2 ] (A.27)
us, piS ( s2 ,X ) ≥ 0 =⇒ (1 − γ )E − F ≥ 0. (A.26) minus (A.27) generates:
piF ( s2 ,XF ,X − XF ) − piS (
s









































ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )1 − γ2 E (A.28)
From assumption (3), δF + ϵ − δS > δF . us, the second term in (A.28) is positive. Since
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− λUϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )1 − γ
X
] ≥ 0 (A.29)
2e reason I dene this new function is because piS ( s2 ,XF , 0) is not well dened. piS ( s2 ,X ) can avoid this problem.
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2 in the term of (A.28). us, (A.28) would be non-negative if:










≥ λUϕ(δF + ϵ − δS )1 − γ
X
(A.30)
Since the le-hand side of (A.30) is decreasing in XF and ϕ(δF + ϵ − δS ) < ϕ(ϵ), thus for a given
X if:










≥ λUϕ(ϵ)1 − γ
X
⇐⇒ 2(λI + λ J )γ + λU X − 1
X
ϕ(ϵ)γ + λUγ ≥ λUϕ(ϵ)(1 − γ ) (A.31)
(A.30) will holds. Since the le-hand side of (A.31) is increasing in X , (A.31) would hold for all
2 ≤ X ≤ M if 2(λI + λ J )γ + λU 2−12 ϕ(ϵ)γ + λUγ ≥ λUϕ(ϵ)(1 − γ ), which is equivalent as:
γ ≥ 0.5λUϕ(ϵ)
λI + λ J + 0.5λU + 0.75λUϕ(ϵ) (A.32)
is implies that if γ satises equation (A.32), piF ( s2 ,XF ,X − XF ) ≥ piS ( s2 ,X ) for all 2 ≤ X ≤ M
and all 1 ≤ XF ≤ X if piS ( s2 ,X ) > 0. is simply means that if HFT’s provide liquidity on both fast
and slow exchanges, liquidity provision prot is larger on fast exchange than on slow exchange.
If HFTs provide liquidity on only one fast exchange and other X − 1 slow exchanges, we also
need to check whether the liquidity provision HFT on fast exchange has incentive to switch to
a slow exchanges when X < M . is is because if she switches to a slow exchange her liquidity
provision prot is pi ( s2 ,X |δ = δS ), which is the prot function (1.5) (homogeneous order process-
ing speed) evaluated at order processing speed δS . Because if she switches, we would have HFT’s
provide liquidity on X slow exchanges with order processing speed δS . Note that pi ( s2 ,X |δ = δS )
is not the same as piS ( s2 ,X ). e later is the liquidity provision prot on a slow exchange if HFTs
provide liquidity on X exchanges including some fast exchanges. From equation (1.5) we have:
pi (s2 ,X |δ = δS ) =
λI + λ J
Σλ




























Evaluating (A.26) at XF = 1 and minus (A.33) generates:
piF (s2 , 1,X − 1) − pi (
s
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Since X ≥ 1, (A.35) would be non-negative for all X if (λI + λ J )γ + λU γ2 − λUϕ(ϵ)12 ≥ 0, which is
equivalent as:
γ ≥ 0.5λUϕ(ϵ)
λI + λ J + 0.5λU
(A.36)
Because 0.5ϕ(ϵ)λUλI+λ J+0.5λU >
0.5λUϕ(ϵ)
λI+λ J+0.5λU +0.75λUϕ(ϵ) , thus if γ satises (A.36) both (A.28) and (A.34) would
be non-negative.
Now we verify the results in Proposition 4. From Proposition 1, s∗(δF ) and M∗(δF ) are the equi-
librium spread and depth when all M exchanges have the same order processing speed δF . us,
when M∗(δF ) ≤ K and suppose HFTs provide liquidity on M∗(δF ) fast exchanges with spread
s∗(δF ), then they will earn non-negative prots. We verify that this is the unique equilibrium.
First, no HFTs can earn non-negative prot by providing liquidity on other exchanges. Note
that s∗(δF ) is the smallest bid-ask spread with which a liquidity provision HFT can earn non-
negative prots. us, if some HFTs want to provide liquidity on other exchanges, they have to
provide liquidity with spread s∗(δF ) too.3 If they provide liquidity on a fast exchange, there prot
would be piF (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ) + 1, 0) = pi (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ) + 1|δ = δF ) < 0 (from equation (1.7)).
If they provide liquidity on a slow exchange, their prots would be piS (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ), 1) =
3If they provide liquidity with lager bid-ask spread, they have no chance to trade with uninformed investors.
Because the later only trades one unit and prefer an exchange with lower bid-ask spread.
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piS (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ) + 1) ≤ piF (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ) + 1, 0) < 0(from equation (A.28) and (1.7)). Sec-
ondly, liquidity provision HFT on one among thoseM∗(δF ) fast exchanges does not have incentive
to switch to a slow exchange because piF (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ), 0) ≥ piS (s∗(δF )/2,M∗(δF ) − 1, 1) (from
(A.28)). is equilibrium is unique because competition among HFTs will drive the bid-ask spread
to s∗(δF ) and since HFTs have larger liquidity provision prots on fast exchanges, they will run
to provide liquidity on M∗(δF ) fast exchanges.
For similar reason when M∗(δF ) > K , HFTs will provide liquidity on all K fast exchanges
with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ). ey will also provide liquidity on slow exchanges until their prots
get to negative. Equation (1.18) determines the equilibrium depth on slow exchanges (similar to
equation (1.7)).
A.1.7 Proof of Proposition 5
When M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, the results have been explained in
the explanation of equation (1.19). us, we only need to prove the results when M∗(δF ) > K
and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) ≥ 0. In this case, HFTs provide liquidity on M∗F (K) = K fast exchanges and
M∗S (K) slow exchanges. I will construct trading volume for each exchange in the same way as in
Proposition 3.
Starting from t = 0 the baseline trading game will end and restart when a trade occurs. e
idea is to look at each potential path the game will restart from t = 0. For each path, I will
calculate the average time the path will takes (the length of the path), the probability of this path
to occur and each exchange’s expected trading volume on that path. Because the trading game is
stationary, each exchange’s per unit time trading volume would be the average trading volume
among all these paths adjusted by the length of each path.
Specically, starting from t = 0 three events may occur: investor arrival, the risky asset’s
value jump and undercuing HFT’s arrival. In average it takes 1Σλ time for these events to occur.
With probability λIΣλ an investor arrives rst, if she is smart (with probability γ ) she will send
her market order to a fast exchange. Otherwise, she will randomly choose one among those
M∗(K) = M∗F (K) + M∗S (K) = K + M∗S (K) exchanges to trade with equal probability. us, a fast
exchange has expected trading volume γK +
1−γ
M∗(K) and a slow exchanges have expected trading
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volume (1 − γ )M∗S (K)M−K 1M∗(K) .4
With probability λ JΣλ the risky asset’s common value jumps rst. All stale limit orders on those
M∗(K) exchanges will be taken by either the informed trader or sniping HFTs depends on the
jumping is publicly observable or not. Each fast exchange’s expected trading volume is 1. Since a
slow exchanges have probability M
∗
S (K)
M−K to be chosen by HFTs to provide liquidity and the informed





With probability λUΣλ the undercuing HFT arrives rst. e baseline game will end and restart
either when an investor arrives or the risky asset’s common value jumps. Denoting tU , tI and t J as
the arriving time of the undercuing HFT, investor and the risky asset’s common value jumping.
Since the undercuing HFT will submit her pricing improving order to a fast exchange(Lemma 1),
liquidity provision HFT on the fast exchange which is chosen by the undercuing HFT will cancel
her being undercut limit order at tU +δF 5. Liquidity provision HFTs on otherK −1 fast exchanges
will cancel their being undercut limit orders at tU + ϵ while liquidity provision HFTs on those
M∗S (K) slow exchanges will cancel their being undercut limit orders at tU + δF + ϵ − δS (see
Figure 1.2). We rst look at the case when the investor arrives before the risky asset’s common
value jumps. at is the case when tI < t J . Denoting ϵ′ = δF + ϵ − δS , each exchange’s expected
trading volume depends on whether there is trade-through or not.
Trade-through is possible on both fast ans slow exchanges if tI < tU + ϵ′. From equation (A.9)
and (A.11) we have Prob(tI < t J , tI < tU +ϵ′|tI , t J > tU ) = λIλI+λ J ϕ(ϵ′) and E(tI −tU |tU < tI < t J , tI <
tU + ϵ
′) = 1λI+λ J −
1−ϕ(ϵ ′)
ϕ(ϵ ′) ϵ
′, where ϕ(ϵ′) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )ϵ ′ . In this case, a fast exchange’s expected
trading volume is still γK +
1−γ





Each exchange has exactly the same expected trading volume as in the case when an investor
arrives before the undercuing HFT and the risky asset’s common value jumping for exactly the
4According to Proposition 4 and since γ ≥ γ¯ , HFTs provide liquidity on K fast exchanges and M∗S (K) slow
exchanges. us, for a slow exchange it has probability M
∗
S (K )
M−K to be chosen by HFTs to provide liquidity. Only when
the investor is non-smart (with probability 1 − γ ), she will randomly choose one among those M∗(K) exchanges to
trade. erefore, A slow has expected trading volume (1−γ )M∗S (K )M−K 1M∗(K ) when the uninformed investor arrives rst.
5For example, if exchange 1 is a fast exchange and it is chosen by the undercuing HFT to submit price improving
limit order. At tU + δF , exchange 1 processed this new order. And thus all co-located HFTs know the existence of
this new order at tU + δF . Liquidity provision HFT on exchange 1 will immediately cancel her being undercut limit
order at tU + δF because this order has no chance to trade with an investor.
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same arguments.
When tU + ϵ′ ≤ tI ≤ tU + ϵ , liquidity provision HFTs on all M∗S (K) slow exchanges have al-












2 (1+γK + 1−γM∗(K) ) (here I use the fact that M∗(K) = M∗F (K) + M∗S (K) =





M∗(K) . is is because when the investor is at the opposite side of the undercuing
HFT (i.e. the investor is a buyer while the undercuing HFT is a seller and vise versa), there is
no trade-through on slow exchanges. Slow exchanges will reroute their market orders to fast
exchange with beer price. With probability 12 the investor is at the opposite side of the un-
dercuing HFT and only non-smart investor (with probability 1 − γ ) will send their orders to a
slow exchange. ere are total M∗S (K) slow exchanges which will reroute their market orders to
the fast exchange chosen by the undercuing HFT. Each fast exchange has probability 1K to be
chosen by the undercuing HFT. is explains the additional trading volume for a fast exchange.
Similarly, trade occurs on a slow exchange only when the investor is non-smart (with probability
1 − γ ) and at the same side of the undercuing HFT (with probability 12 ), the exchange is chosen
by HFTs to provide liquidity (with probability M
∗
S (K)
M−K ) and is chosen by the investor to trade (with







When tI > tU + ϵ , liquidity provision HFTs on those remaining K − 1 fast exchanges have
canceled their stale limit orders. us, no trade-through is possible on any exchange. When the
investor is at the opposite side of the undercuing HFT, those remaining K − 1 fast exchanges
have to reroute their market orders to the fast exchange chosen by the undercuing HFT. But
this will not aect a fast exchange’s ex ante expected trading volume comparing with the case
when tU + ϵ′ ≤ tI ≤ tU + ϵ because each fast exchange has equal probability to be chosen by
the undercuing HFT.6 Slow exchanges expected trading volume would not be aected either
because trade through is impossible on those M∗S (K) slow exchanges as long as tI ≥ tU + ϵ′.
erefore, we can combine the above two cases and conclude that when tI ≥ tU + ϵ′, a fast and





have Prob(tI < t J , tI ≥ tU + ϵ′|tI , t J > tU ) = λIλI+λ J [1 − ϕ(ϵ′)] (similar to (A.9)) and E(tI − tU |tU <








M∗(K ) ) + K−1K ( 12 γK + 12 1−γM∗(K ) ) = 12 ( 1+γK + 1−γM∗(K ) ).
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tI < t J , tI ≥ tU + ϵ′) = 1λI+λ J + ϵ′ (similar to (A.15)).
e only case le is that the risky asset’s common value jumps before investor’s arrival, that
is tU < t J < tI . If t J < tU + δF , none liquidity provision HFT has canceled their being undercut
limit orders. With probability 12 the undercuing HFT’s order is also stale (i.e. the undercuing
HFT is a seller while the asset’s common value jumps up by σ and vise versa), in this case the
trading volume on the fast exchange chosen by the undercuing HFT is 2. If the undercuing
HFT’s order is not stale, trading volume on the fast exchange chosen by undercuing HFT is 1.
For all remaining K − 1 fast exchanges trading volume is always 1. us, the expected trading
volume on a fast exchange is 1K (12 · 1 + 12 · 2) + K−1K · 1 = 1 + 12K when t J < tU + δF . For a slow
exchange, if it is one among those M∗S (K) exchanges having best price quotes, the trading volume
would be 1 because the stale limit orders would be taken by either the informed trader or sniper
HFTs. Since each slow exchange has probability M
∗
S (K)
M−K to be chosen by HFTs to provide liquidity,
thus a slow exchange has expected trading volume M
∗
S (K)
M−K when t J < tU + δF . Similar to (A.9) and
(A.11) we have Prob(t J < tI , t J < tU + δF |tI , t J > tU ) = λ JλI+λ J ϕ(δF ) and E(t J − tU |tU < t J < tI , t J <
tU + δF ) = 1λI+λ J −
1−ϕ(δF )
ϕ(δF ) δF .
If tU + δF ≤ t J ≤ tU + ϵ′, only the liquidity provision HFT on the fast exchange chosen by the
undercuing HFT 1 has canceled her being undercut limit order. us, on all those M∗(K) ex-
changes, there is one limit order on both side of the limit order book. erefore, a fast exchange’s
expected trading volume is 1 and a slow exchange has expected trading volume M
∗
S (K)
M−K . Similar to
(A.13) and (A.14), we have Prob(t J < tI , tU + δF ≤ t J ≤ tU + ϵ′|tI , t J > tU ) = λ JλI+λ J [ϕ(ϵ′) − ϕ(δF )]
and E(t J − tU |t J < tI , tU + δF ≤ t J ≤ tU + ϵ′) = 1λI+λ J + ϵ′ −
ϵ ′−δF
ϕ(ϵ ′−δF ) .
If tU + ϵ′ < t J ≤ tU + ϵ , only those liquidity provision HFTs on slow exchanges have canceled
their stale limit orders. us, the expected trading volume on a fast exchange is still 1 while on
a slow exchange expected trading volume is only M
∗
S (K)
M−K · 12 =
M∗S (K)
2(M−K) (limit order at the same side
of the undercuing HFT on slow exchanges have been canceled). Similarly we have Prob(t J <
tI , tU + ϵ
′ < t J ≤ tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) = λ JλI+λ J [ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(ϵ′)] and E(t J − tU |t J < tI , tU + ϵ′ < t J ≤
tU + ϵ) = 1λI+λ J + ϵ − ϵ−ϵ
′
ϕ(ϵ−ϵ ′) .
Finally, when t J > tU + ϵ all liquidity provision HFTs have canceled their being undercut limit
orders. On the fast exchange chosen by the undercuing HFT, there is one limit order on both
side of the limit order book because undercuing HFT posts her limit order on this exchange
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too. On all remaining K −1 fast exchanges HFTs only provide liquidity at the opposite side of the
undercuing HFT. For example, if the undercuing HFT is a seller, HFTs only provide liquidity on
the buy (bid) side of the limit order book. erefore, a fast exchange’s expected trading volume
is 1K · 1 + K−1K · 12 = K+12K . On slow exchanges, HFTs only provide liquidity on one side of the
limit order book too. us, a slow exchange has expected trading volume M
∗
S (K)
2(M−K) . Similar to the
calculation in (A.9) and (A.15), we have Prob(t J < tI , t J > tU + ϵ |tI , t J > tU ) = λ JλI+λ J [1 − ϕ(ϵ)] and
E(t J − tU |t J < tI , t J > tU + ϵ) = 1λI+λ J + ϵ .
Now we can calculate each exchange’s expected per unit time trading volume. For a fast ex-
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Which implies that:
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′)]} (A.40)
(A.37) and (A.39) hold for the same reason as explained in (A.17).
A.1.8 Proof of Corollary 2
(i) When M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, Q∗S (K) = 0. us, in this case we
only need to prove that Q∗F (K) > Q∗(δF ):
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(recall thatM∗F (K) = min{M∗(δF ),K} and 1 ≤ M∗(δF ) ≤ M). WhenM∗(δF ) > K andpiS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) ≥
0, we rst show that Q∗(δF ) is increasing in M∗(δF ) and Q∗S (K) is increasing in M∗(K) for a given
K :
dQ∗(δF )









Q∗S (K) = [
λI (1 − γ )




M − K λ J ][1 −
λU
2Σλ (1 − ϕ(ϵ
′))] (A.43)
us, Q∗S (K) is increasing in M∗(K) for a given K . From equation (1.19) and (1.11), we have:
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)[ϕ(δF ) + 1 − ϕ(ϵ)] > 0 (A.44)
e rst inequality holds because Q∗(δF ) is increasing in M∗(δF ) and the last term in Q∗F (K) is





Before comparing Q∗(δF ) and Q∗S (K), we rst compare M∗(δF ) and M∗(K)(= K +M∗S (K)) when
M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) ≥ 0). In the proof of Proposition 4 we have shown that when
0 < s/2 < σ and γ ≥ γ¯ :
piF (s2 ,XF ,X − XF ) ≥ piS (
s
2 ,X ) (A.45)
For any 1 ≤ XF ≤ X if piS ( s2 ,X ) ≥ 0, where X = XF +XS and piS ( s2 ,X ) = piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) because the









S (K)) ≥ 0 (A.46)













S (K)) ≥ 0 (A.47)
erefore, from equation (1.7) we conclude that M∗(δF ) ≥ M∗(K) = K +M∗S (K). From equation
(1.11) and (1.21) we have:
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2Σλ [1 − ϕ(ϵ)] ≥ 0 (A.48)
e rst inequality holds because Q∗S (K) is increasing in M∗(K) and M∗(K) ≤ M∗(δF ). e sec-




M∗(δF ) . e third inequality holds becauseϕ(ϵ′) < ϕ(ϵ).
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(ii) When M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, then M∗F (1) = min{M∗(δF ), 1} =
1. When M∗(δS ) < M , from equation (1.19) and (1.11), we have:
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M
− λ J M − 1
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[1 − λU2Σλϕ(δS )] > 0 (A.49)
e rst inequality holds because Q∗(δS ) is increasing in M∗(δS ) and M∗(δS ) ≤ M − 1. When
M∗(δS ) = M , from (A.49) we have:
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] ≥ 0 (A.50)
If:
ϕ(δF ) − ϕ(δS )
M
+ (1 − ϕ(ϵ))M − 1
M
≥ 0⇐⇒ ϕ(δS ) ≤ Mϕ(δF ) + (M − 1)[1 − ϕ(ϵ)] (A.51)
Similarly, when M∗(δF ) > K , piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) ≥ 0 and M∗(δS ) < M from equation (1.19) and
(1.11) we have:
Q∗F (1) −Q∗(δS ) = λI [γ +
1 − γ
M∗(1) ] + λ J +
λU λ Jϕ(δF )
2Σλ +
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[1 − λU2Σλϕ(δS )] > 0
(A.52)
e rst inequality holds because Q∗(δS ) is increasing in M∗(δS ) and M∗(δS ) ≤ M − 1. When
M∗(δS ) = M , from (A.52) we have:
Q∗F (1) −Q∗(δS ) = λI [γ +
1 − γ
M∗(1) ] + λ J +
λU λ Jϕ(δF )
2Σλ +




− λ J M
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2Σλ [ϕ(δF ) −
ϕ(δS )
M
+ (1 − ϕ(ϵ))M − 1
M
] ≥ 0 (A.53)
if (A.51) holds.
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A.1.9 Proof of Proposition 6
(i) e results are directly implied from Corollary 2. Considering exchange i , when all remaining
exchanges have slow order processing speed, speeding up is protable for exchange i if:
f¯ Q∗(δS ) < f¯ Q∗F (1) −Cspeed ⇐⇒
Cspeed
f¯
< Q∗F (1) −Q∗(δS ) (A.54)
If there are 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1 exchanges among the remaining M − 1 exchanges have fast order
processing speed, then it is protable for exchange i to speed up if:
f¯ Q∗S (K) < f¯ Q∗(δF ) −Cspeed ⇐⇒
Cspeed
f¯
< Q∗(δF ) −Q∗S (K) (A.55)
is is because f¯ Q∗(δF ) − Cspeed ≤ f¯ Q∗F (K + 1) − Cspeed from Corollary 2 (i).7 e later is ex-
change i’s per unit time prot if it speeds up. Now we show that Q∗S (K) is decreasing in K . From
Proposition 5, when M∗(δF ) ≤ K or M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) < 0, Q∗S (K) = 0. us
when K increases, Q∗S (K) is more likely to be zero. When M∗(δF ) > K and piS (s∗(δF )/2,K , 1) > 0,
Q∗S (K) is determined in equation (1.21). Note that the maximum XF + XS such that equation
(1.17) is non-negative at s∗(δF ) is independent of K and denote this maximum depth as M¯ . us,
M∗S (K) = M¯ − K . Equation (1.21) can be rewrien as:
Q∗S (K) =
M¯ − K
M − K [
λI (1 − γ )
M¯
+ λ J ]{1 − λU2Σλ [1 − ϕ(ϵ
′)]} (A.56)
which is clearly decreasing in K . erefore, as long as Cspeed/ f¯ < min{Q∗F (1) −Q∗(δS ),Q∗(δF ) −
Q∗S (1)} (the right-hand side is positive because of Corollary 2) exchange i will always speed up no
maer how many other exchanges have increased their order processing speed. us, investing
in the new speed technology is a dominant strategy for all exchanges.
(ii) When all exchanges speed up, each exchange’s expected per unit time prot decreases if:
f¯ Q∗(δF ) −Cspeed < f¯ Q∗(δS ) ⇐⇒
Cspeed
f¯
> Q∗(δF ) −Q∗(δS ) (A.57)
7Note that Corollary 2 (i) hold for any 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1. When the total number of fast exchanges is M , thus all
exchanges have the same order processing speed δF . We have Q∗F (M) = Q∗(δF )).
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(iii) is the same result as in Proposition 2 (iii) by simply minus the taker fee from investor’s
welfare dened in equation (1.10). us, it is the same proof of Proposition 2 (iii).
A.2 Equilibrium Analysis with Exchange Speed Heterogeneity
When γ < γ¯
When γ < γ¯ it is possible that piF ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) < piS ( s2 ,XF ,XS ) for some s2 , XF and XS because
undercuing HFT always submit her order to fast exchanges. is will cause problems when
constructing the equilibrium. For example, when K = 1 without loss of generality, we can as-
sume exchange 1 is the only fast exchange. Since exchange 1 has faster order processing speed
than other exchanges, liquidity-providing HFTs can potentially provide liquidity with the small-
est bid-ask spread on exchange 1. us, a natural equilibrium one could think would be that
HFTs provide liquidity on exchange 1 at the bid-ask spread s∗(δF ) and other M∗S (1) (determined













S (1)) < 0. en the above results could not be in equilibrium if the liquidity-
providing HFT on exchange 1 only provides liquidity on that exchange because she earns negative
prots. But if the liquidity-providing HFT on exchange 1 also provides liquidity on some slow
exchanges, her total prot might be positive and thus potentially could be an equilibrium. ere-
fore, when γ < γ¯ , to construct the equilibrium we should allow a single HFT to provide liquidity
on multiple exchanges. General speaking, there could be two kinds of equilibrium depending
on whether HFTs provide liquidity on fast exchanges or not. Specically, for a given integer
0 ≤ J ≤ M −K (remember that K is the total number of fast exchanges) denote X ∗F (s/2,K , J ) and
X ∗S (s/2,K , J ) as the solution for the following problem:
max
1≤XF ≤K ;J≤XS≤M−K
XFpiF (s/2,XF ,XS ) + (XS − J )piS (s/2,XF ,XS ) (A.58)
s .t . piS (s/2,XF ,XS + 1) < 0 if XS + 1 ≤ M − K ;
piF (s/2,XF + 1,XS ) < 0 if XF + 1 ≤ K
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what problem (A.58) solves is the maximum liquidity provision prot a single HFT can earn if she
provides liquidity on some exchanges (at least one fast exchange) with bid-ask spread s and other
HFTs have already provide liquidity on J slow exchanges with the same spread s . Moreover, no
further HFTs can enter the market to make non-negative liquidity provision prots with the same
spread. Note that the solution for problem (A.58) always exists because XF = K and XS = M −K
satisfy all conditions in problem (A.58). Further, we denote:
J ∗(s/2,K) = max{1 ≤ J ≤ M − K s .t . pi (s/2, J |δ = δS ) ≥ 0} (A.59)
where pi (s/2, J (K)|δ = δS ) is the liquidity provision prot (on one exchange) when HFTs pro-
vide liquidity on J (K) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s/2 (this prot function is dened in
equation (1.5)). Dene:
TP1(s/2,K , J ) = X ∗FpiF (s/2,X ∗F ,X ∗S ) + [X ∗S − J ]piS (s/2,X ∗F ,X ∗S ) (A.60)
Where X ∗F = X
∗
F (s/2,K , J ) and X ∗S = X ∗S (s/2,K , J ) are the solutions for problem (A.58). And:
TP2(s/2,K) = J ∗(s/2,K)pi (s/2, J ∗(s/2,K)|δ = δS ) (A.61)
We will discuss three potential equilibriums. Denoting E1 as the case when a single HFT provides
liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) fast exchanges and X ∗S (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges with bid-ask
spread s∗(δF ); E2 as the case when a single HFT provides liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) fast ex-
changes andX ∗S (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ) and E3 as the case when
a single HFT provides liquidity on J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ). We
have the following results:
Proposition 13 (Equilibrium with Exchange Speed Heterogeneity When γ < γ¯ ) If there are K
fast exchanges with order processing speed δF andM−K slow exchanges with order processing speed
δS , where 1 ≤ K ≤ M − 1 and δF < δS . When γ < γ¯ , then:
(i) If s∗(δF ) < s∗(δS ) and TP1(s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) ≥ 0, E1 is an equilibrium;
(ii) If s∗(δF ) = s∗(δS ) or TP1(s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) < 0, either E2 or E3 could be an equilibrium: 1) if
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TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) > TP2(s∗(δS )/2,K), E2 is an equilibrium; 2) if TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) < 0, E3 is an
equilibrium; 3) if 0 ≤ TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) ≤ TP2(s∗(δS )/2,K), then E2 is an equilibrium if:
TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K)) ≥ 0 (A.62)
Otherwise, E3 is an equilibrium.
Proof. In (i) a single HFT can make non-negative prots by providing liquidity onX ∗F (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0)
fast exchanges andX ∗S (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ). SinceX ∗F (s∗(δF )/2,
K , 0) and X ∗S (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) are solutions for problem (A.58), thus no additional HFTs can enter
the market to make non-negative prot with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ), which is the smallest spread
a HFT can quote. erefore, we only need to check whether the single HFT has incentive to
change her current quotes. If she cancels her quotes on all fast exchanges and only provide liq-
uidity on some slow exchanges, she has to quote with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ). But other HFTs can
enter the market to provide liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) fast exchanges and X ∗S (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0)
slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ). en the original single HFT will loss her liquid-
ity provision prots. If she still keep some quotes on fast exchanges, other HFTs will response
the quotes changes until the conditions in problem (A.58) hold. e original single HFT’s prot
would be smaller than the prots by providing liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) fast exchanges and
X ∗S (s∗(δF )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δF ) because the later maximizes the to-
tal liquidity provision prots (solving problem (A.58) with J = 0). erefore, the original single
HFT has no incentive to change her quotes.
In (ii), HFTs will provide liquidity with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ). When TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) >
TP2(s∗(δS )/2,K), the single HFT provides liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) fast exchanges and
X ∗S (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges aaining the maximum liquidity provision prots. us she
has no incentive to change her quotes. For the same reason, other HFTs can not enter the market
to provide liquidity. erefore, E2 is an equilibrium. When TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) < 0, no HFT can
make non-negative prot by providing liquidity on some fast exchanges because as long as other
HFTs response to the quotes and satises the conditions in problem (A.58), the total prot is neg-
ative. us, the original HFT who provides liquidity on some fast exchanges will have negative
prots. In this case, E3 is an equilibrium, in which no HFTs provide liquidity on fast exchanges.
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When 0 ≤ TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) ≤ TP2(s∗(δS )/2,K), a single HFT has lager liquidity provision
prots in E3 than in E2. E3 is an equilibrium only when no other HFTs can enter the market and
earn non-negative liquidity provision prots. Since there is already a HFT proving liquidity on
J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ), the largest liquidity provision prot an
entrant HFT could earn is TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K)). As long as this is negative, E3 would
be an equilibrium. e reason why E2 is an equilibrium when TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K)) ≥
0 is because the single HFT who provides liquidity on X ∗F (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) fast exchanges and
X ∗S (s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) slow exchanges with bid-ask spread s∗(δS ) has no incentive to change her
quotes. Since TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0) ≤ TP2(s∗(δS )/2,K), one would think that this single HFT has
incentive to provide liquidity only on slow exchanges as in E3. But unfortunately, only providing
liquidity on slow exchanges is not an equilibrium because other HFTs can enter the market to
earnTP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , J ∗(s∗(δS )/2,K)). erefore, in this case HFTs always provide liquidity on fast
exchanges and the largest liquidity provision prot a single HFT can earn is TP1(s∗(δS )/2,K , 0).
us, the original single HFT has no incentive to change her current quotes. So E2 is an equilib-
rium.
Note that when γ < γ¯ , the above equilibriums in Proposition 13 are not necessarily unique.
In E1, E2 and E3, I allow a single HFT to provide liquidity on all possible exchanges. Other equi-
librium may exists when HFTs provide liquidity on some exchanges not all possible exchanges.
I ignore this analysis because the equilibrium would depends on other parameters such as λI ,




Appendix for Chapter 2
B.1 Proofs
B.1.1 Proof of Proposition 7
Denoting piLOB( s2 ) and piFBA( s2 ,τ ) as the prot for a HFT who provides liquidity on the LOB or the
FBA exchange (with trading frequency τ ) at bid-ask spread s . piLOB( s2 ) is determined in equation
(1.5) when X = 1, thus piLOB( s2 ) = pi ( s2 , 1). Denote Φ(τ ) = 1 − e−Σλτ , ϕ(τ − x) = 1 − e−(λI+λ J )(τ−x)
and f (τ ) = ∫ τ0 ϕ(τ − x)d Φ(x)Φ(τ ) , then:
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(σ − s2 )] (B.1)
Note that Φ(τ ) is the probability of an event (the arrival of investor, common value jump or un-
dercuing HFT) happening within one auction round. f (τ ) is the probability of either an investor
or the asset’s value jumps within the same auction round aer undercuing HFT’s arrival. No
sniping on FBA exchange, thus only private news can cause adverse selection cost. Other terms
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Φ(τ ) ≥ 0} (B.3)
e second equality holds in (B.3) because Φ(τ ) > 0.
piLOB( s2 ) −
piFBA( s2 ,τ )
Φ(τ ) = −
(1 − µ)λ J
Σλ
(σ − s2 )+
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[1−ϕ(δ )] λ J
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(σ − s2 ) (B.4)
(B.4) > 0 if µ ≥ λI+λ J+λU [1−
1−ϕ(δ )
2 ]
λI+λ J+λU f (τ ) . us under this condition, s
∗
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2 − µλ JλI+λ J (σ −
s∗FBA(τ2)
2 ) ≥ 0, then from (B.1) piFBA(
s∗FBA(τ2)
2 ,τ1) ≥ 0. us, s∗FBA(τ1) ≤
s∗FBA(τ2). If λIλI+λ J 12
s∗FBA(τ2)
2 − µλ JλI+λ J (σ −
s∗FBA(τ2)
2 ) < 0 and since f (τ ) is increasing in τ (f ′(0) = 0 and
f ′′(τ ) > 0), piFBA( s2 ,τ1)Φ(τ1) >
piFBA( s2 ,τ2)
Φ(τ2) from (B.5) when τ1 < τ2. us, in either case we always have
s∗FBA(τ1) ≤ s∗FBA(τ2).
B.1.2 Proof of Proposition 8
(i) is straightforward. In (ii), we need to show when γ ≥ γ¯ all HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on




2 > 0, F =
λ J
λI+λ J
(σ− s2 ) > 0
and F ′ = µλ JλI+λ J (σ− s2 ) > 0. Further denote piLTD( s2 ,X ) as the HFT’s liquidity provision prot on the
LTD exchange at bid-ask spread s and HFTs also provide liquidity on other X − 1 LOB exchanges
at the same spread, where X ≥ 2. Similar to (A.26), we have:
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From equation (2.3), we have:
piLOB( s2 ,X ) = (1 − γ )
λI + λ J
Σλ
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[(λI +λ J )γ −λUϕ(ϵ)1 − γ2X +
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0.5λUγ ] ≥ s2Σλ
λI
λI + λ J
[(λI + λ J )γ − λUϕ(ϵ)1 − γ4 + 0.5λUγ ] (B.8)
e last inequality holds because X ≥ 2. erefore, when
(λI + λ J )γ − λUϕ(ϵ)1 − γ4 + 0.5λUγ ≥ 0⇔ γ ≥
0.25λUϕ(ϵ)
λI + λ J + 0.5λU + 0.25λUϕ(ϵ) (B.9)
(B.8) is non-negative. Note that 0.25λUϕ(ϵ)λI+λ J+0.5λU +0.25λUϕ(ϵ) < γ¯ . us when γ ≥ γ¯ , piLTD( s2 ,X ) ≥
piLOB( s2 ,X ). Similar to (A.34) we also have:
piLTD ( s2 ,X )−pi (
s
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ϕ(δF ) + X − 1
X
ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δF )] (B.10)
Since 1Xϕ(δF ) + X−1X ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(δF ) ≥ 0 (because δF < ϵ), (B.10) is non-negative when γ ≥ γ¯ for
exactly the same argument as in (A.35). Regarding of undercuing HFT, the result in Lemma 1
directly applies to here. us when LTD is implemented, HFTs will provide liquidity on the
LTD exchange rst with equilibrium bid-ask spread s∗LTD determined in equation (2.2). HFTs
will provide liquidity on other LOB exchanges as long as they can earn non-negative liquidity
provision prot. e equilibrium depthM∗LTD is determined in equation (2.4). e LTD exchange’s
expected per unit time trading volume could be calculated similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.
Alternatively, we could also directly use the result in equation (1.19) with K = 1 and by replacing
M∗(K) with M∗LTD , λ J with µλ J (no sniping on the LTD exchange), ϵ′ with ϵ (HFTs on the LOB
exchange will cancel their stale limit orders δF + ϵ − δF = ϵ units of time aer the undercuing
HFT’s arrival) and M∗S (K) = M∗LTD − 1. is will generate the result in equation (2.5).1
(iii) e ND exchange will aain its maximum per unit time trading volume only when all
HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchange. erefore, our goal is to check under
which conditions ND exchange will be preferred by all HFTs. Similar to (B.8) we have:
1I have directly calculated the LTD exchange’s trading volume in the same way as the proof of Proposition 5,
which generates the same expected per unit time trading volume for the LTD exchange.
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where ϵ′′ = δS + ϵ − δF . us for the same argument as in (B.9), when γ ≥ 0.25λUϕ(ϵ
′′)
λI+λ J+0.5λU +0.25λUϕ(ϵ ′′) ,
(B.11) is non-negative. Note that 0.25λUϕ(ϵ
′′)
λI+λ J+0.5λU +0.25λUϕ(ϵ ′′) < γ¯ =
0.5λUϕ(ϵ)
λI+λ J+0.5λU because ϕ(ϵ′′) < 2ϕ(ϵ)
(ϕ(·) is concave, ϕ(0) = 0 and δF < δS < ϵ). erefore, piND( s2 ,X ) ≥ pi ′LOB( s2 ,X ) when γ ≥ γ¯ .
Similar to (B.10),
piND ( s2 ,X ) −pi (
s
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ϕ(ϵ) − µϕ(δS ) + (1 − µ) + λI + λ J
λU
2(1 − µ)] (B.12)
e last part in (B.12) is increasing in X . erefore, when X = 1 and:
ϕ(δF ) − µϕ(δS ) + (1 − µ) + λI + λ J
λU
2(1 − µ) ≥ 0⇔ µϕ(δS ) ≤ ϕ(δF ) + (1 + 2λI + λ J
λU
)(1 − µ) (B.13)
the last part in (B.12) is non-negative for all X .2 Note that for any given µ > 0 as long as δS is
not too larger than δF , (B.13) will hold. e remaining part in (B.12) is non-negative when γ ≥ γ¯
(see (A.35)). us, piND( s2 ,X ) ≥ pi ( s2 ,X |δ = δF ) when (B.13) holds and γ ≥ γ¯ .
Now we check under which conditions undercuing HFT prefers to provide liquidity on the
ND exchange. Lemma 1 does not directly apply to here because the ND exchange takes δS units
of time to process undercuing HFT’s order while LOB exchange only takes δF units of time.
Intuitively, if delaying time ∆speed = δS − δF is not too large, undercuing HFT will prefer to
provide liquidity on the ND exchange because no sniping on ND exchange. If all HFTs (including
undercuing HFT) prefer to provide liquidity on the ND exchange, then the equilibrium spread
and depth would be s∗ND and M
∗
ND . Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, suppose the undercuing
HFT submits her order to the ND exchange. Since no sniping on ND exchange, the undercuing
2When we compare piND ( s2 ,X ) and pi ′LOB ( s2 ,X ) the minimum of X is 2 because pi ′LOB ( s2 ,X ) is only dened for
X ≥ 2. Since pi ( s2 ,X |δ = δF ) is well dened for X = 1, when compare piND ( s2 ,X ) and pi ( s2 ,X |δ = δF ), we choose the
minimum of X to be 1.
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where ϵ′′ = δS + ϵ − δF (HFTs on LOB exchanges will cancel their stale limit order ϵ′′ units of
time aer undercuing HFT’s arrival). If the undercuing HFT submits her order to one LOB































2 + d)] + [1 − ϕ(ϵ)][
λI




2 − d) −
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2 + d)]} (B.15)
where ϵ′ = δF + ϵ − δS (HFT on the ND and other LOB exchanges will cancel their stale limit
orders ϵ′ and ϵ units of time aer undercuing HFT’s arrival respectively). (B.14) − (B.15) ≥ 0 is
equivalent as:
(1 − µ)λ J (σ −
s∗ND








ND − 1)(ϕ(ϵ′′) − ϕ(ϵ)) + ϕ(ϵ) − ϕ(ϵ′)] ≥ 0 (B.16)
erefore, when γ ≥ γ¯ , (B.13) and (B.16) hold, all HFTs prefer to provide liquidity on the ND
exchange, which generates maximum trading volume for ND exchange. When s∗ND < s
∗(δF ),
the reason we do not need conditions in (B.13) and (B.16) is because M∗ND = 1 when s
∗
ND <
s∗(δF ).3 HFTs can not provide liquidity on other LOB exchanges with non-negative prot. us,
undercuing HFT will prefer the ND exchange too because it is the unique exchange with current
best price quotes. e ND exchange’s maximum trading volume is calculated exactly in the same
way as LTD case. It could be directly calculated as in the proof of Proposition 5 or adjusted from
equation (1.19).




ND ) ≥ 0, which implies that (1−γ )E − F evaluated at




ND ) ≥ 0 (dened in (A.27)). From the proof of Proposition 4, we can conclude
that HFTs can earn non-negative liquidity provision prot by providing liquidity on M∗ND LOB exchanges with
spread s∗ND . is contradicts to the fact that the minimum spread on LOB exchange is s
∗(δF ) > s∗ND .
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B.1.3 Proof of Corollary 3
From equation (1.11), Q∗(δF ) is increasing in M∗(δF ). erefore, minQ∗(δF ) = λI 1M + λ J 1M +
λU λ J
2Σλ ϕ(δ ) 1M , which is the volume when M∗(δF ) = 1. From equation (2.5) and (2.6), both Q∗LTD and
Q∗ND are decreasing in the equilibrium depth. ey reach their maximum when the depth is one.
us, max{Q∗LTD,Q∗ND} ≤ Q∗(δF ) if:
max{λI (γ + 1 − γ1 )+ µλ J +
λU λ J
2Σλ µϕ(δF ), λI (γ +
1 − γ
1 )+ µλ J +
λU λ J












which generates the condition on µ in Corollary 3.
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Appendix C
Appendix for Chapter 3
C.1 Proofs
C.1.1 Proof of Lemma 2
For the Qth share in the queue at the half bid-ask spread s/2, we dene its value for the liquidity
supplier as LPS/2(Q) and its value for each sniper as SNS/2(Q). In all proofs, we drop the subscript
if s/2 = d/2. HFTs race to supply liquidity for the rst share at ±d/2 i LP(1) > SN (1).
We consider the rst share on the ask side in the proof, and the race on the bid side follows
symmetrically. When tick size in binding, both BATs and non-algo traders demand liquidity, so
we use non-HFTs to refer to both in the proofs of Lemma 2 and Proposition 9. A non-HFT seller
does not change the state of the LOB; an non-HFT buyer, who arrives with probability
1
2λI
λI + λ J
provides a prot of d/2 to HFT liquidity supplier; fundamental value jumps up with probability
1
2λ J
λI + λ J
and costs an HFT rm d2
N − 1
N
; fundamental value jumps down with probability
1
2λ J
λI + λ J
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Each sniper has a probability of 1/N to snipe the stale quote aer an upward value jump. A
successful sniping leads to a prot of d/2, so:
SN (1) = λ J
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erefore, the tick size is binding at d/2 if λI
λ J
> 1.
C.1.2 Proof of Lemma 3
We prove Lemma 3 using mathematical induction.
1. From the proof for Lemma 2,
LP(1) = λI










which satises Equation (3.3).
2. Suppose that Equation (3.3) holds for someQ ∈ N+. e following proof shows that it holds
for Q + 1 ∈ N+ as well.
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1
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us, Equation (3.3) holds withQ replaced byQ +1. Hence Equation (3.3) holds for allQ ∈ N+.
C.1.3 Proof of Proposition 10
BATs use ash limit orders when regular limit orders are more costly. We start the proof by
nding the boundary between the ash equilibrium and the undercuing equilibrium.
In an undercuing equilibrium, a BAT submits a limit order to an empty LOB (0, 0) and changes
the state to (1, 0); a BAT submits a limit order to (0, 1) and changes the state to (1, 1). We denote
the cost for the rst case as C(1, 0) and the cost for the second case as C(1, 1). en
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
C(1, 0) = p1C(1, 1) + p1C(1, 0) + p2(−d6 ) + p2C(1, 0) + p3
5d
6 + p3C(1, 0)
C(1, 1) = p1(−d6 ) + p1C(1, 0) + p2(−
d
6 ) + p2C(1, 0) + p3
5d
6 + p3C(1, 0)
(C.1)
In Equation (C.1) and Figure 3.8, we describe six event types that can change the LOB in an
undercuing equilibrium. Consider C(1, 0) on the ask side. A BAT buyer and a BAT seller each
arrive each with probability p1. A BAT buyer posts a limit order on the bid side and changes the
state to C(1, 1); a BAT seller uses a ash limit order so the state remains at C(1, 0). A non-algo
buyer and a non-algo seller arrive each with probability p2. e BAT seller enjoys a negative
transaction cost of -d/6 when the non-algo buyer takes his liquidity; the non-algo seller hits a
HFT’s quote on the bid side and does not change the state on the ask side. Upward and downward
value jumps occur with probability p3. An upward jump leads to a sniping cost of 5d/6, whereas
a downward jump does not change the state of the LOB.1 C(1, 1) diers in two ways fromC(1, 0).
First, the arrival of a BAT buyer leads to execution of a sell limit order from a BAT.2 Second, a
downward jump under C(1, 1) leads to sniping on the opposite side of the LOB and changes the
state to C(1, 0).
If an undercuing order gets immediate execution, the cost −d/6. C(1, 1)must be greater than
−d/6 because of the cost of being sniped. erefore, C(1, 0) − C(1, 1) = p1(C(1, 1) + d/6) > 0.
Intuitively, if a BAT chooses to post a sell limit order atvt +d/6 on an empty LOB, he must post a
sell limit order when the bid side has a limit order posed by a BAT, because the existence of a limit
order on the bid side increases the execution probability for a limit order on the ask side. Note
that our model starts with no limit orders from BATs, soC(1, 0) < d/6 is needed to jumpstart the
undercuing equilibrium.
e solution for equation Equation (C.1) is:
C(1, 1) = (−2 + β)λI + 10λ J(2 − β)λI + 2λ J
d
6 =
(−2 + β)R + 10
(2 − β)R + 2
d
6
1Here we assume that BATs position their order one tick above the new fundamental value. BATs are able to
reposition their orders because they face no competition from other BATs in a short time period.
2e execution of this order results from our assumption that BATs do not queue aer another limit order at the
same price, but the intuition that a longer queue on the bid side increases the execution probability on the ask side
holds true generally (Parlour (1998)).
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C(1, 0) = d6 [
βR
R + 1
(−2 + β)R + 10
(2 − β)R + 2 +
5 − (1 − β)R
R + 1 ]
C(1, 0) < d6 i
βR
R + 1
(−2 + β)R + 10
(2 − β)R + 2 +
5 − (1 − β)R
R + 1 < 1
i.e.,
(2 − β)R2 + (−2 − 4β)R − 4 > 0
Equation (2 − β)R2 + (−2 − 4β)R − 4 = 0 has two roots: R1,2 =
1 + 2β ± √4β2 + 9
2 − β ,
R2 < 0, R1 =




So BATs choose to undercut when R > R1, because C(1, 0) < d/6; BATs choose to ash when
R > R1.
Above is the boundary between undercuing equilibrium and ash equilibrium. On both sides
of the boundary, we let a BAT buyer (seller) use limit order to respond to the other side’s limit or-
der. Such a response is both rational and necessary. It is rational becauseC(1, 1) < C(1, 0) = d/6,
thus a limit order response, which costs C(1, 1), is strictly beer than ash order. It is necessary
because otherwise all BATs buyers (sellers) will still use ash orders when o-equilibrium sell
(buy) order is present.3 e o-equilibrium sell (buy) order will have an execution cost as follows:
C(1, 0) = p1(−d6 ) + p1C(1, 0) + p2(−
d
6 ) + p2C(1, 0) + p3
5d
6 + p3C(1, 0)
C(1, 0) = d6
5 − R
1 + R
C(1, 0) < d6 ⇐⇒ R > 2
us, undercuing is an optimal deviation when
1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9
2 − β > R > 2. e existence
3In ash equilibrium, any BAT’s undercuing limit order is o-equilibrium.
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of deviation proves that, in the R > 2 region of ash equilibrium, BATs should use limit orders
to respond to the other side’s o-equilibrium undercuing order, otherwise the o-equilibrium
undercuing order will become a protable deviation.
However, in the R < 2 region of ash equilibrium, BATs should use ash orders to respond
to the other side’s o-equilibrium undercuing order, because the cost of limit order response,
C(1, 1), is larger than d/6. On the other hand, even if other BATs use ash orders, the deviator is
still not proting.
In other words, regardless of whether R > 2 or R < 2, the equilibrium outcome is the same,
but BATs need to use dierent rational strategies in o-equilibrium paths to eliminate protable
deviations, thus these deviations will never appear under equilibrium.
To sum up, the complete strategy (including the optimal response to o-equilibrium paths) of
a BATs seller under ash equilibrium is:
1. If R < 2 <
1 + 2β +
√
4β2 + 9
2 − β , use limit order under o-equilibrium path:
i. If there is no order at −d/6, submit a limit sell order at −d/6.
ii. Else, submit a limit sell order at d/6.
2. If R < 2, use ash order under o-equilibrium path:
i. Submit a limit sell order at −d/6 regardless of state of the book.
BATs buyer’s strategy is symmetric. ese strategies will generate the equilibrium outcome
sketched in Proposition 10. Predictions on depth and HFT participation follow the proof of Propo-
sition 9.
C.1.4 Proof of Proposition 11
1. In Proposition 10, we address the boundary between the ash equilibrium and the undercuing
equilibrium.
2. e solution for HFT depth follows from Figure 3.5 and Equation (3.14). e depth decreases
because the revenue from liquidity supply for HFTs decreases. BATs never take HFTs’ liquidity
at d/2, and BATs can also supply liquidity to non-algo traders. e decreased revenue for HFTs
also reduces their entry.
3. Equation (3.14) can be solved for any R and β . Here we give an example for R = 4 and
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β = 0.1. First, we assume that all D(i,j)(1) > 0. us we solve:
D(0,0)(1) = p1D(0,1)(1) + p1D(1,0)(1) + p2d2 + p2D
(0,0)(1) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(1,0)(1) = p1D(1,1)(1) + p1D(1,0)(1) + p2D(0,0)(1) + p2D(1,0)(1) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(0,1)(1) = p1D(0,1)(1) + p1D(1,1)(1) + p2d2 + p2D
(0,0)(1) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(1,1)(1) = p1D(0,1)(1) + p1D(1,0)(1) + p2D(0,1)(1) + p2D(1,0)(1) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
We then obtain:
D(0,0)(1) =
8 + 12R + 12βR − 4R2 + 24βR2 + 2β2R2 − 12R3 + 21βR3 − 2β2R3 − β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4
2(−16 − 48R − 52R2 + 12βR2 − 4β2R2 − 24R3 + 18βR3 − 8β2R3 + 2β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4)
= 0.2202
D(1,0)(1) =
8 + 24R + 20R2 + 6βR2 − 4β2R2 + 12βR3 − 5β2R3 − β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4
2(−16 − 48R − 52R2 + 12βR2 − 4β2R2 − 24R3 + 18βR3 − 8β2R3 + 2β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4)
= 0.0527
D(0,1)(1) =
8 + 12R + 12βR − 4R2 + 24βR2 + 2β2R2 − 12R3 + 21βR3 − 5β2R3 + 2β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4
2(−16 − 48R − 52R2 + 12βR2 − 4β2R2 − 24R3 + 18βR3 − 8β2R3 + 2β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4)
= 0.2205
D(1,1)(1) =
8 + 24R + 20R2 + 2β2R2 + 6βR3 + β2R3 − β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4
2(−16 − 48R − 52R2 + 12βR2 − 4β2R2 − 24R3 + 18βR3 − 8β2R3 + 2β3R3 − 4R4 + 7βR4 − 4β2R4 + β3R4)
= 0.0593
D(i,j)(1) > 0 is satised. erefore, the depth is at least one share in any state of the LOB.
en we assume all D(i,j)(2) > 0. us, we solve:
D(0,0)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p1D(1,0)(2) + p2D(0,0)(1) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
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D(1,0)(2) = p1D(1,1)(2) + p1D(1,0)(2) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p2D(1,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(0,1)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p1D(1,1)(2) + p2D(0,1)(1) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(1,1)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p1D(1,0)(2) + p2D(0,1)(2) + p2D(1,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
We get:4
D(0,0)(2) = 0.0448
D(1,0)(2) = −0.0602 < 0
D(0,1)(2) = 0.0451
D(1,1)(2) = −0.0561 < 0
We reject the assumption that all D(2) > 0. erefore, under certain states of the LOB, HFTs
would not supply the second share of liquidity. We start from the worst state for liquidity sup-
pliers, (1, 0), in which a BAT undercuts HFTs on the same side of the LOB, but no BAT undercuts
HFTs on the other side of LOB.5 erefore, D(1,0)(2) = 0 and all other D(i,j)(2) > 0. us we solve:
D(0,0)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p2D(0,0)(1) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0
D(0,1)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p1D(1,1)(2) + p2D(0,1)(1) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0




D(1,1)(2) = −0.0310 < 0
4For briefness, the closed-form solution is not presented, but it is available upon request.
5In this state, an HFT liquidity supplier on the ask side cannot trade with the next non-HFT buyer, because a
BAT buyer chooses to supply liquidity and changes the state to (1, 1), and a non-algo buyer chooses to take the BAT
seller’s liquidity and changes the state to (0, 0).
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However, D(1,1)(2) is still smaller than 0. We further assume that D(1,1)(2) is also 0, i.e., HFTs
cancel the second order when BATs submit limit orders on both sides. erefore,
D(0,0)(2) = p1D(0,1)(2) + p2D(0,0)(1) + p2D(0,0)(2) + p3(−d2 ) + p3 · 0




Further calculation shows D(0,0)(3) = 0 ,D(0,1)(3) = 0. We then conclude that Q (0,0) = Q (0,1) = 2
and Q (1,0) = Q (1,1) = 1 is the solution for Equation (3.14) under R = 4 and β = 0.1.
C.1.5 Proof of Proposition 12
HFTs do not compete to supply liquidity at 5d/6 when:
LP 5d
6





(1) = p1 · LP 5d
6





+ p3 · 0
LP 5d
6
(1) = (1 − β)λI
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us, HFTs supply liquidity at 7d/6. WOLOG, we consider a BATs seller’s strategy. e com-
plete strategy (including the optimal response to o-equilibrium paths, see proof of Proposi-
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tion 10) of a BAT seller is:
1. If there is no limit sell order on d/6, d/2, and 5d/6, submit a limit sell order at 5d/6.
2. Else, if there is no limit buy order on −d/6, submit a limit sell order at −d/6.
3. Else, there is a limit buy order on −d/6 (this is an o-equilibrium path, there are two possible
responses, same intuition as the proof of Proposition 10).
i. If R > 2, submit a limit sell order at d/6, costs C(1, 1).
ii. Else, submit a limit sell order at −d/6, costs d/6.
If all BATs follow this strategy, no limit sell (buy) order will be present at d/2 (−d/2) or d/6
(−d/6). We show that a deviator will suer a higher execution cost.
Firstly, a BAT seller will not post a limit sell order at d/2, because only a non-algo buy order
will trade with this seller. e seller’s execution cost is:
C = p1 ·C + p1 ·C + p2(−d2 ) + p2 ·C + p3 ·
d




−(1 − β)R + 1
(1 − β)R + 1









Cost of ash order. us, it is never optimal to submit a limit order at d/2.
Secondly, the BAT seller will not post a limit sell order at d/6. In this case, non-algo traders
and other BAT buyers might trade with the seller: the non-algo trader will execute a buy order
and a BAT will execute a ash buy order (when he cannot or nds not optimal to post a limit buy
order at −d/6). e intuition is similar with Equation (C.1) and Figure 3.8, but in the ash crash
equilibrium, the BAT seller faces equal or higher costs than in an undercuing equilibrium: e
BATs buyer does not have to post a limit buy order in a ash crash equilibrium. e solution of
formula Equation (C.1) is:
R1 =




However, there is no combination of (R, β) in the ash crash equilibrium that satises R > R1.
Finally, the BAT seller will post a sell limit order at 5d/6. Her cost is:
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C = p1 ·C + p1 ·C + p2(−5d6 ) + p2 ·C + p3 ·
d




−5(1 − β)R + 1
5(1 − β)R + 1 <
d
6
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